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FIELD DEPENDENT SPIN - LATTICE RELAXATION 
G.LaSturgess B.Sca 
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The British R.c.s.c. standard wave~tide sizes used in the work 
described :l.n this thesis are as follows 
WG 16 o900 11 X .40011 8.20 - 12.4 GHz 
WG 18 .62211 X .311 11 12.4 - 18.0 GHz 
WG 20 .42011 X .1'70" 18.0 - 26.5 GHz 
WG 22 .28011 X .14011 26.5 - 4o.o GHz 
WG 26 1?;!ii 0 ~- X .o61 11 6o.o - 90.0 GHz 
( 1 Specification for Tubing, Waveguide, ' R.c.s.c., DEF 5351, 
HMSO 1959) 
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ABSTRACT 
The spin-lattice relaxation times,T1 , of cr
3+ ions in a 
range af samples of artificial ruby have been measured at 
4.2°K, in the direct ( one phonon ) relaxation process regime, 
at frequenci-es of 9.3, 16, 22, 35.5, and 71 GHz; corresponding 
to magnetic fields, H, up to 25 kG. 
These results have bee:n compared with the predictions of ·. 
the Van Vleck theory of paramagneti~ relaxation, that T1 should 
-2 -4 be proportional to H for a non-Kramer's ion and H for an 
isolated Kramer's dcublet. The observed dependencies, between 
-0.3 and -1, at low magnetic fielas are not in agreement with 
tl:-::o:.:.·y, but at high fields (between fields corresponding to 
35.5 and 71 GHz) the average dependency for AM=1 transitions 
at polar angle g;)0 is T1 r.c H-
2 
•
55
, indicating that the energy 
levels are tending to behave as isc~ated Kramer's doublets, 
due to their increasing separation in energy and the decreasing 
degree of mixing of pure spin states. At low fields the high 
degree of mixing of states and the masking effect of the 
zero field splitting on the field dependent energy separation 
of the energy levels appear to cause the low degree of 
dependence of T1 on H. 
In contrast te other published collations of T1 measurements 
performed en different samples at various frequencies, all of 
these results have been obtained nnder the same experimental 
conditions from the same samples, frequency of obser~ation 
(magnetic field) being the only variable. 
ii 
In addition to the variation of T1 with H,a linear 
variation of T1 with mean lattice strain, ~ , derived from 
observations of the linewidth broadening in the samples used, 
has been observed. The design and construction of the 
spectrometers used for these measurements is described in 
detail 
i:.i 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 MICROWAVE SPECTROSCOPY 
I-iicrowave spectroscopy consists of the observation of the 
interaction with atomic systems of electromagnetic radiation in 
the microwave region of the spectrum, this broadly being from 
lGHz. to 300GHz., the high frequency limit between microwaves 
and the far infrared being rather ill defined. 
The nature of the interaction is essentially magnetic, and 
takes place, at these frequencies, between the magnetic component 
of the electromagentic wave, and the magnetic dipoles of the 
electrons of the atoms or ions being observed. In the case of 
paramag-.tism, certain ions possess unpaired electrons in unfilled 
orbital shells, and it is these electrons tV'hich give rise to a 
residual magnetic dipole moment, In the case of solids, if 
paramagnetic ions are distributed in a diamagentic host lattice, 
~he magnetic properties of the material will be dominated by 
those of the paramagnetic ions, although these will be modified 
by the influence of the crystalline electric field of the host 
lattice at the paramagnetic ion site. 
The first experimental observation of the interaction of 
microwaves with matter was that performed by Cleeton & Williams 
(1934), who observed the absorption spectrum of ammonia at 
frequencies between 7 and 30G1Jz., although severely hampered by 
the lack of any commercial microwave equipment available at that 
1\lffir ~,-~ .. {f IDI!•~.' · ,. · 
~ :l~Pri 197] 
... li:l ·, 
2 
time. The rapid acceleration of research into microwave apparatus, 
ceased by the requirements of radar during the last war, made the 
ready availability of microwave generators and circuit elements 
an inducement to continue research in the subject, and resonant 
~r\(}'ic. 
[absorption was first reported by Zavoisky (1945), and Cummerow 
& Halliday (1946). 
1.2 THE PARAM..\GNETIC ION IN A CRYSTALLINE ENVIRONMENT 
A free ion has associated quantum numbers J, L and s, 
corresponding tc the total, orbital and spin angular momenta 
respectively; J being the vector sum of L and s, and a result 
of quantum theory is that the ground atate of such an ion has 
degeneracy (2J+l) in the absence of any applied magentic field. 
The strong electric fields present in a crystal lattice can 
modify this quantUlil state in scveral ways. The first is the 
breaking of the coupling between L and s, resulting in the orbital 
ground state degeneracy being due to S alone, and therefore (2S+l) 
in value, the higher orbital states being usually far removed in 
energy from the ground state: this condition is knatm as 
'quenching' • 1be second effect can be a partial lifting of the 
degeneracy of the ground state, subject to the limitation of 
Kramers' Theorem (Kramers 1930) nhich states that an ion with an 
odd number of unpaired electrons must retain twofold degeneracy 
of those levels. The energy splitting caused by ~qis lifting 
of the ground state degeneracy is called the zero field splitting, 
and frequently corresponds to quanta of microwave radiation. 
3 
This situation applies in the case of ions of the iron 
group of transition elements, only the lowest orbital energy 
level normally baing populated, and the energy splitting of the 
higher orbital states corresponding to quanta of energy of optical 
frequencies. 
In a crystalline environment, if the spin-orbit couplins 
is incompletely quenched, the degeneracy of the ground state may 
not correspond to the true spin quantum number of the free ion, 
s, and therefore an effe~tive spin, S', is assign~d to the ion, 
such that the observed degeneracy is (2S 1+1). In the case of 
complete quenching S' is equal to S. 
The application of a magnetic field, H, causes further 
lifting of the degeneracy of the ground state, splitting the 
levels into discrete spin enerL~ states, with an energy separation 
E, where 
E = g,8li U leOl 
where li is the Bohr magneton, the unit of magnetic moment, g is 
the spcct roc ccpic ~;p 1i tting factor, e.q:..::'!.l tc 2. 002 for a free 
1,.,~ d h . . . . d' . f h d f b' 1 ~p1n, an ot erw1se g1v1ng an 1n 1cat1on o t c egree o or 1ta 
quenching, and analagous to the Lande g•factor for a free ion; 
r1 is the magnetic quantUm number, having values in the range +S' 
to -s'. A quantum mechanical selection rule dictates that 
transitions may only be observed between spin states fer which 
AM= 1. This only applies holo7ever for pure spin states, and a 
4 
further effect of the crystalline fialu is to cause mixing of the 
pure spin statoa. ThuG, 1n an ion having S' 3+ = 3/2 (e.g. Cr ), 
an energy level I i) may be described, using the notation of Dirac 
(1947), by, 
ti) = ai t3/T> + bi U/2) + ci J-1/2) + drt-3/2) 
the eigenvectors ai•••• being normalised by, 
2 Ja.l l + fb.l
2 
l 
2 
+ lc.l 
1 
+ fd.l 2 :r .. 1 
1.02 
1.03 
The consequence of this is that the selection rule bM = 1 breaks 
down, and the so called 'forbidden' transitions may be observed. 
Using cr3+ in Al203 (ruby) as an example, when H is parallel to 
the trigonal axis of ruby (described in this thesis as the c-axis 11 
or by polar angle e. 0°) the energy levels are pure spin states, 
13/2) , ll/2) etc., but as e is changed, so the degree of 
mixing (the values of ai,bi etc.) varies, and so transitions 
which could be described by AU .. 2 and 6H = 3, become observable, 
the relative intensities of the allowed and forbidden transitions 
being determined by the values of the eigenvectors. 
Figure 1.1 shcn.rs the energy level diagram for the ground 
state of cr3+ in rub}, showing the effects of the various fields 
which lift the degeneracy of this orbital level. 
The spin Hamiltonian (Abragam & Pryce, 1951) is a 
conveni~nt description of the ground state levels of an ion. 
The precise form is a function of the particular symmetry of the 
host lattice, but generally it can be expressed as: 
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~ = gBH.S' + D(S' 2 + S'(S'+l)) + E(S 12 + S12) + HFS terms 1.04 
s r-- z x y 
The first term represents the energy of the spin magnetic 
moment due to its orientation with respect to the applied 
magnetic field. The second term possesses axial symmetry, and 
is proportional to the transverse component of S', and may be 
interpreted as a quadrupole interaction between ion and lattice. 
The third term is a non-axially symmetric anistropy in the x - y 
plane due to an electric moment of high order. The energy 
separatioa of the ground state levels in zero magnetic field is 
due to the D & E terms in the Hamiltonian; in an axially 
symmetric system, such as ruby, \o7ith S' = 3/2 the term E is 
approximately zero, and hence the ~ero field splitting is 2D. 
If the nucleus of the ion has a nuclear magnetic moment, 
then additional hyperfiue oplitting (HFS) terms 'J!lUSt be added to 
)(
8
, but in the case of ruby this is not necessary. The values 
of the constants inX for ruby as measured by Geusic (1956) are: 
s 
~ = 1.9844 g~ =1.9867 2D = -0.3831 em -l = 11.48 GHz. 
Using the spin Hamiltonian, the solutions of 
~sli) 1.05 = E. \i) 1 
are derived in terms of E., the eigenvalues (energies) of 
1 
the statesli) • 
Figure 1.2 is a diagrac of the energy levels of the chromium 
ion in ruby at polar angles of 0° and 90°, showing the various 
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6 
all~;ed tran<>:i.tions at the frequencies with which this thesis is 
concerned. The notation used is that of Schulz-duBois (1959) 1 
assigning quantum numbers from 3/2 to -3/2 to each energy level, 
in order of decreasing energy, although these numbers only 
designate the correaponding pure spin state at a poiar angle of 0°. 
1. 3 ELECTRON SPIN HESONANCE 
This is one of the titles given to the technique of 
invc~tigating the energy levelo described by the observation of 
the absorption of radio frequency (r.f.) power in a spin system 
in a magnetic field; the quanta of r.f. energy exciting resonant 
transitions between the Zeeman energy levels of the ground state .• 
The macroscopic influence of an r.f. magnetic field on a 
spin system was described phenomenologically by Bloch (1946) in 
terms of a dynamic complex susceptibility,~, having real and 
imaginary parts X' and 'X!'. The real part of the susceptibility 
represents a reactive effect~ zero at resonance, which "~ill alter 
the phase of the r.f. field, or, if in a cavity, will alter the 
frequency of the cavity. The imaginary part is responsible for 
the absorption of power by the spin system according to 
1,06 
where the r.f. magnetic field is of magnitude Hrf• a!ld angular 
frequencyw. '<! and"')(!' are both frequency dependent in the region 
of w
0
, the resonance frequency, as shown in Figure 1.3. 
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In microscopic terms, the ~·;(')Wer :J.hsor~Jtion · 
may be dealt with by first order perturbatior.. theory, whence it 
may be shown that, for a simple n1o level system, the transition 
probability, ~1 12 , of a stimulated absorptive transition is 
\1.1 = 12 1.07 
where g(v) describes the resonance lineshape in terms of 
frequency. The associated power absorption is simply the 
product of transition probability, population difference between 
the two levels and the energy of a single quantum of r.f. power 
involved in the transition 
p 
abs 1.08 
g()>) io a normalised function, so that F 'tl )d)l = 1; the 
frequency Iii) is commonly 
form 
of g()) ) close to the resonance 
0 
Lorentzian, although other symmetrical and non-symmetrical 
lineshapes are found. Far from resonance the value of g(W ) is 
approximately zero. For valueo of r ... ; lying in the microwave 
0 
region, the resonance condition, that the r.f. quantum energy 
should equal the splitting of the paramagentic energy levels 
(eq. l.IJl) :-
E = gp U
0 
= h\J11 1.09 
is met by magnetic fields cf several kilogauss. 
8, 
1.4 THE SOLID STATE MASER 
In 1917 Einstein postulated that in a multilevel system of 
discrete energy states, the effect of incident rediation of the 
correct frequency would be to stimulate both UJn..rard (absorptive) 
and downward (emissive) transitions within the system; that the 
stimulated emission would be coherent ~:ith the incident radiation, 
and that the probabilities of stimulated emission and absorption 
would be equal. 
Normally ::he population n1 of a lower level, of energy E1, 
is higher than the population n2 of a higher level, E2 , the 
relative populations being determined by the llolzmann statistics 
as 
= exp ( (E2 .. '\) /kT) 1.10 
T being the absolute temperature of the systel'!l, and k Boltzmann's 
constant. Therefore, in a system in thermal equilibrium, power, 
P, will normally be absorbed fr~ incident radiation of frequency 
)i 1 \..rherc h ·l.J = (E1 - E2), since the transition probabilities for 
abscrbtion, W 12 , and emission, \.J 21 , are equal, but n1') n2 
(eq. 1.08) 
There is also a proi.>abili:ty of spontaneous emission· from level 
2 to level 1, but this is so small that it may usually ~e ignored. 
9 
About 1951 Townes. and separately W~ber (1953), proposed a 
device in whiCh the populations of the energy levelo were inverted 
so that n1 ( n2 1 which would result in stimulated emission in a 
suitable radiation field, and this was put forward as an 
amplifying system for microwaves. In 1954 Cordon, Zieger & 
Townes achieved coherent radiation at 23.9 GHz. by 
electrostatically separating the excited motccules from a beam 
of ammonia, and directing these into a microwave resonant cavity, 
and coined the nru!le r1ASER for this device (Microwave Amplification 
by Stimulated Emission of Radiation). The usc of a three level 
system, involving an additional source of r.f. power to achieve 
inversion, or partial inversion, of two energy levels, and 
emission from a transition to an intermediate level was proposed 
by llasov & Prokhorov (1955), and extended independently by 
Bloet!lbergen (1956) to include the use of the paramagnetic energy 
levels in a solid as a c.u. three level maser. The first 
demonstration of a Bloenmergen type maser was by Scovil, Feher 
& Seidel (1957) 1 uGing ~he GdJ+ ion~ in lanthanum ethyl sulphate, 
and the first use of ruby as a maser material was by M&thov et.al. 
(1958). Figure 1.4 is a din.gram of the energy levels involved 
in the operation of a three level maser. 
The operation of a three leval solid state maser imposes 
several stringent conditions on the spin system to be used. 
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> (.!) 
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FiGURE I. 4 THE ENERGY LEVELS AND THEIR 
POPULAr!"ION DiFFERI::NCES . INVOLVED IN THE 
OPERATIOI~ OF A THF~C..::: LEVEL. MASER 
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Firstly. ther.e must be three suitable paramagnetic energy levels, 
whose splittings can be brought into the ~icrowave region by the 
application of a magnetic field, and are such that sufficient 
pump prn~er is available at \)13 from a microwave generator, and 
the s~gnal frequency, 'V23 or v12 , is on~ at which there is a 
requirement for lm~ noise amplification of low level signals. 
'fhe paraoagnetic and host lattice ions should preferably have no 
nuclear t:lagnetic moment in order to elirdnate hyperfinc splitting 
of the levels, and the crystalline field at the acti•1e ion should 
be such that the mixing of pure spin states (eq. 1.02) causes a 
large matrix element betwaen levels 1 and 3 (the pump transition), 
giving a high transition probability ~,r 13 , and allowing this 
forbidden ~X = 2 transition to be used at a reasonable pump 
power levr=l. 
The concentration of paramagnetic ions must be high enough 
to overcome losses in the maser cavity and circuitry, and to 
gi•1e a useable power output, but must be low enough to reduce 
spin-spin interactions to the minimum, which implies a narrow 
linewidth, to allow saturation of the pump transition (this is 
equalisation of the populations n1 and n3). TI1e values of the 
spin-lattice relaxation times for the three transitions is also 
of the utmost importance, as they determine the inversion ratio, 
I, defined as the ratio of the population differences between the 
signal levels in the inverted and thermal equilibrhun cases; 
11 
attainment of a high value of I is one of the chief criteria for 
optimum maser performance. 
In additior. to these electronic properties, a maser 
material should have ccrtoin physical properties, viz: it must be 
chemically stable and durable, but fairly easily machineable to 
shape for practical applications, and also, in view of the fact 
that all masers are operated at low, usually helium, temperatures, 
it must be capable of withstanding thermal shock, and also have 
good thermal conductivity at these temperatures to avoid heating 
of the material due to the absorption of pump power. The host 
material IllUst also not be lossy at the frequencies and 
temperatures involved. TI1e material must also be capable of 
being grown into single crystals, of at least centimetre 
dimensions for moot applications, and of a high degree of 
crystalline perfection, without voids, strain, miaorientation of 
axes etc., and ,.1ith homogeneous distribution of the active ions. 
The fulfilment of all these requirements haa eliminated 
tnany materia\s which otherwise may have aatiofied some requirements 
only. and the ~aterial which has achieved foremost utilisation 
. . 1 . h f c l+ . 1 . . "d 1n prect1ca masers 1s t e system o r 1n a um1n1um ox1 e, 
ruby, ~1hich is the material examined in this thesis. 
A limitation to the c.w. operation of multilevel masers 
at very high microwave fl;equencies has been the shortening of 
12 
relaxation times~ and consequent degredation of the inversion 
ratio 1 at milliL~tric frequencies. These frequencies are 
becoming an important part of the micrmvave spectrum, due to the 
very large potential bandwidths available 1 but the lack of very 
l~N noise amplifiers operating in this region has inhibited its 
exploitation for communications purposes. 
1.5 P~~NETIC RELc\XATION 
In order to describe the mechanism whereby a spin system 
achieves thermal equilibrium t-1ithin itself and with its 
surroundings three processes must be considered. These are 
spin-spin r~laxation, c•:oss relaxation and spin-lattice 
relaxation, which is the main concern of this thesis. Spin-spin 
rel~~etion is the process by means of which the spin syste~ 
achie11es therm.sl equilibriun. within itself, cross relaxation is 
the attainment of equilibriw;J. between spins of different species, 
while spin-lattice relaxation describes the way in which the spin 
system transfers energy to the lattice. 
Dipolar interactions within a spin system have the effect 
of broadening the Zeewm leva ls of the sys tcm (this is a. 
contribution to the hamca~neous broadening of the resonance 
line), and they also effect the transitions be~een the broadened 
levels by means of which excited spins transfer their energy to 
non-excited spins and hence establish equilibrium within the 
system. Waller (1936) performed the first calculation of the 
13 
spin-spill. re1ax!!.tion time, T2 , considering a simple S "" I system 
in low magnetic field, such that the Zeem3n energy was less than 
the internal field due to the surroundine nearest neighbour ions, 
and obtained the result 
!_g2jJ 2N6 
T2 '& hr3 
1.13 
N being the number of nearest neighbour ions at distance r from 
the centre being considered. For pure paramagnetic salts with 
typical interatomic spacings of a few angstroms this results in 
T2 ~ 10-9 sees., and even in magnetically dilute systems, T2 
is very short in comparison with the spin lattice relaxation 
time. 
Kronig & Bomikamp (193S) considered the case, usual under 
E.S.R. conditions, of the Zeeman energy being much greater than 
the dipolar energy, 
2 2 g/Jil~~ 
r 
and in this situation found that 
2 ..,2 ~ 
• 6g ~ N (11/H )2 h1J exp i 
where H. is the average internal field due to the other spins 
1 
1.14 
1.15 
acting at the spin in question. In order of magnitude l/T2 is 
equal to half the homogenous resonance linewidth, and since it 
does not involve the lattice energy, it is essentially 
temperature independent. 
14 
FoT more complicated spin systems, either with S> ! or 
containing more than one type of spin centre, the process of 
cross-relaxation, discussed by Bloembergen et. al. (1959), and 
further by Grant (1964), must be considered. Where the levels 
of a single multilevel spin system are exactly, or to a clone 
approximation, equispaced, or where the energy spacings of the 
levels are in simple whole number ratios (ha~onically spaced, 
Chang (1960) ), or where these relationships apcrtain between 
the energy levels of two different spin systems in the same 
sample, then spin energy may be transferred by the transition 
of one ot· more excited ions to their ground state, with the 
simultrneous trnasitiou of a non-excited ion to an excited 
state, the total spin energy being conserved. 
If the energy spacinBs of the levels involved, say h \l· 
a 
and h-ub' are not exactly equ?.l, so that, say, 
... 
= 
imp lying that the simultaneous downward transition of two 'a' 
spin results in the upward transition of one 'b' spin, then 
the dipole ~ dipole coupling will take up or supply the energy 
difference necessary for energy conversion. Measurements of 
cross-relaxation times (Pershan ( 1960), ~1ims & McGee (1960)), 
1.16 
and hannonic cross relaxation (Kopvillem (1960)) are in. fairly 
good agreement with the theories of Bloet:lbergen and Grant, 
The time that it takes for a spin system to return from 
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an initial perturbed state to a state in thermal equilibrium with 
its surroundings (the lattice in the case of a solid} is known 
as the spin-lattice relaxation time, T1• Considering a simrle 
a1o level system, with energy levels E1 and E2, E1 < E2, and 
respective spin populations n1 and n2 ( n1 + n2 = N the total 
spin population}, the rates at which relaxation transitions 
occur between the levels may be defined by relaxation transition 
probabilitias, w12 and w21 for upward and downward transitions 
respectively, (thase are not the sal!le as the stimulated 
transition probabilities wl2 etc.). It is the calculation of 
these transition probabilities from consideration of the 
properties of the par~~gentic ions and the host lattice, and 
external experimental conditions, that theories of relaxstion 
have attcl.'.lpted. 
Relaxation rate equations may be tvritten describing the 
rate of change with time of the populations, n1 and n2; 
dnl/dt a w2ln2 - w12nl 
dn2/dt = w12n1 - w21n2 
1.17a 
1.17b 
Since N is usually very large (r-.•lo20) it is permissible 
to treat n1 and n2 as continuous variables, even though the 
transitions do cause discrete changes of the populations. In 
thermal equilibrium, the populations are constant, and so, 
denoting the thermal equilibrium populations as n10 and n20, 
16 
dn1 /dt m dn, /dt = 0, and this will be the case (c.f. eq. 1.10) 0 -0 
if, 
1.18 
A single rate equation may be derived from 1.17 by subtraction; 
~n being the population difference, n1 - n2 , and An0 the 
ther.mal equilibrium value. If the system is disturbed so as to 
produce a population difference~n* at timet =0, then the 
solution of 1.19 for the time varying value ofAn is; 
The time constant describing the relaxation of An back to 
equilibriUI!! is the spin lattice relaxatiou time, T1 , which can 
therefore be written 
1.20 
1.21 
In the case, which usually applies at microwave frequencies, 
that the exponent of eq. 1.18 obeys the condition 
(E2 - E1) /kT '(1, then the approximation w21 '"'.w12 may b,~ tiade 
~r. lvohich c~:1se 
1.22 
In the general case of a multilevel spin system containing 
p levels, relaxation will be a complex process involving all the 
levels, and the general rate equation for the i th level will be, 
(c.f. eq. 1.17) 
17 
p 
cln./dt = ~l (w •• n. - w .• n.) 1 I J= J1 J l.J 1 1.23 
j•H 
aa before, the transition probabilities between any two levels 
will be in the Boltzmann ratio of the populations Qf those tw~ 
levels, (c.f. eq. 1.18) 
loT •• /w .. = exp {(E. - E. )/kT) 1J Jl J 1 1.24 
Since the populations are all interrelated by the rate equations 
it is not possible to perforre a subtraction of the type which 
results in eq. 1.19 in the two level case, but the relaxation 
behaviour of the system will be controlled by (p - 1) 
relaxatiun times, T •• , where lJ 
-1 T .. = (w .. + w .. ) 
l.J 1J Jl 
and so 1.22 may be written as 
=-
p 
,.. ~u. . - ( ( n
1
. + 11.) I ( n. + n. )) ll n .. 
~ --~1~]-------~---J~--~L~0----~]~0-----~1]~0-j=l j~i 2Tij 
and the solution of 1.26 for the time varying population of 
level i will be sum of exponential terms of the form: 
n. (t) 
L 
.. n. 
10 
p 
--' + L_. 
j=l 
j~l 
C •• exp -(t/T .. ) l.J lJ 
which wst 'be evaluated numerically. 
1.25 
1.26 
1.27 
In an experiment, the relaxation behaviour of a particular 
level will frequently be dominated by one of the T .. 's, l.J h3.ving 
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a large amplitude constant c .. , and this will be the time constant 
1J 
of the observed relaxation recovery, although more than one 
exponential may be observed, but in the simpler two level case, 
1.27 effectively reduces to eq. 1.20, which contains only one 
exponential. 
Waller (1932) made a calculation of T1 in which he 
considered that the spin and orbital angular momenta of a 
paramagentic ion were completely decoupled, and that the spin was 
influenced by the lattice vibrations (phonons) only by their 
modulation of the dipolar coupling. Titis led to results which 
were several orders of magnitude larger than the experimental 
results obtained from studies of r.f. susceptibilities by 
Gorter (1936) at Leiden University, although the two main 
processes (direct and Raman relaxation) were shown to agree in 
form with Waller's predictions. 
Later worlt by Heitler and Teller (1936) postulated that 
the modulation of the crystalline Stark effect by the phonons 
would provide a stronger relaxation mechanism, but still led to 
relaxation times that were too long when compared to experiment. 
Fierz (1938), Kronig (1939) and Van Vleck (1940) subsequently 
refined the theory of the mechanism which is largely accepted 
now, that the lattice vibrations modulate the crystalline field 
at the paramagentic ion due to their displacement (strain) of 
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tha surrounding ions of the host lattice, and hence couple the 
phonons to the orbital momentum of the paramagnetic ion, and 
residual spin-orbit coupling then results in an overall coupling 
between the phonons and the spin, this being the mechanism 
whereby each individual spin transfers its energy to the lattice, 
with no co-operative effects froo. the other spins to which it is 
coupled. 
At the time Van Vleclt thought that the comparison between 
his calculations and the results of the Leiden group for the 
Til+ ion "miserable", although this apparently was due to 
decomposition problems associated with the alum itself, for 
subsequently this theory has had much success in describing the 
relaxation behaviour of a wide range of paramagnetic systems. 
The theory was acplified by Uattuclr. and Strandberg (1960), 
using a modification of Van Vleck's approach to derive a 
spin-Hamiltonian formalisE for the transition group ions, and 
Orbacl1 (1961) proposed a third process involving real excited 
states of the ion, which is especially relevant in describing 
the relaxation of the rare earth ions. Tnesc theories of 
relaxation will be dealt with in further detail in Chapter 2, 
but s~~ of the results of them will be quoted here. 
In dealing with the relaxation of a single ion to the 
lattice, three processes may be involved. These are the direct 
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process, the Raman process and the Orbach, or resonance relaxation, 
process. These processes do not involve any co-operative 
processes such as cross-re~axation, or exchange interactions 
between clusters of ions, and are usually applicable only to salts 
of low paramagnetic concentration. 
In the direct process the spin relaxes from state lb) to 
state ta) and in so doing emits a single phonon of energy 
bab' where [;
3
b is the splitting in energy between the two 
states. Calculation of the transition probability for this 
process for a Kramers doublet (one in which the two spin states 
are time conjugates of each other of half integral quantum 
~uv~P.r) leads to the dependance of T1 on temperature and applied 
magnetic field being 
-4 -1 T1 = all T 
while for a non-Kramers salt, the d~pendence is 
T ... , ( , )-2T-1 1 a C·ah 
1.28 
1.29 
Where tab is proportional to the applied magnetic field, then 
T1 is inversely proportional to H
2
• 
The Raman process involves the scattering of a phonon of 
energy h)J' tc energy h))" where h"'IJ" - h lJ' = 6 ab. p p p p This is 
equivalent to the absorption of the phonon of h -v' by the St.in p 
in state fb) , causing a transition to a virtual state tc) , 
followed by tha emission of the h 1i" phonon, and relaxation of p 
21 
the spin to state fa). The calculated dependences for T1 for 
this process are, for a Kramers salt, 
T1 = bH
0 T-g + blH-2T-7 
the dependence of H-2T-7 only being relevant under certain 
1.030 
circumstances, as discussed by Orbach (196la). For a non-Kramers 
salt the dependence is 
T1 = b'H
0T-7 
The third relaxation process, the Orbach, or resonance 
1.31 
relaxation, discovered by Finn, Orbach & Wolf (1961) is also a 
tt'l1o phonon process, involving the absorption of a phonon h v 1 p 
by the spin in state lb~ , and its transition to a close lying 
excited level Jc), with a splitting A above the ground levels, 
and then subsequent relaxation of the spin to state ta) , with 
emission of a phonon h \t ", where. as for the Raman process, p 
h))~- hI); = 6ab' but the state fc) is a real state, not a 
virtual one. This process is only important if the splitting 
A is less than the Debye energy, k6 0, which is that of the 
highest energy phonon in the lattice phonon spectrum. In this 
case, the dependence of T1 on temperature is exponential; 
T1 = c exp (- 0 /kT) 1.32 
for both Kramers and non-Kramers salts, and the magnetic field 
depends on both internal hyperfine and dipolar fields, as well 
as applied Held (Orbach, 196lb). 
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In a system in which all these processes are operative, 
the overall dependence of relaxation time on field and temperature 
will be 
T~l = aH4T + bH0 T9 + b1U2T7 + c exp .< - 4 /kT) 1.33 
for states which half integral time conjugates of one another, 
otherwise,. for non-Kramers salts, 
T~1 = a'II2T + b'H0T7 + c' exp ( - 8 /kT) 1.34 
The results quoted above all relate to relaxation in a 
perfect lattice. Due to the complexity of describing an 
imperfect lattice quantitatively the problem of calculating T1 
in this case has not received very much detailed attention. Tite 
effects on T1 of imperfections in the lattice such as strain, 
mosaic misorientation and charged defects have however received 
some attention experimentally, and generally have been shown to 
contribute to the inhonogeneous line ~vidth of the resonance 
line~, and also to reduce the relaxation time. 
With respect to eqns. 1.33 and 1.34, the temperature 
dependence of T 1 has received exhaustive study in many 
paramagnetic systems, and the various dependencies, T-l, -7 T 
etc. have been established under conditions which conform to 
theoretical predictions, but the field dependence has received 
relatively little study, although Davids & Wagner (1964) showed 
3+ that potassium cobalticyanide containing Fe obeyed eqn. 1.28 
- -4 very closely. displaying a T~b.: H dependence for the direct 
.L 
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process at heliUia temperatures from 4Gllz. to 12 GHz. A major 
difficulty in observing the field dependence over a large range 
of ll is that the frequency of observation is proportional to 
the magnetic field (eq. 1.09), and therefore several spectrometers 
operating in different microwave frequency bands are required. 
It was decided to measure the dependence of T1 on 
magnetic field in a range of artificial ruby samples grown by 
various methods, and to relate this to their degree of crystalline 
imperfection, for the following reasons; 
(i) Very little attention has been paid experimentally to 
this field of study. 
(ii) The limitations, mentioned in sec. 1.4, on high 
frequency maser action due to the reduction of T1• 
(iii) Other workers have found little definite frequency 
dependence of T1 in ruby at lower frequencies. 
(iv) There was already existing an evaluation of 
imperfections in a range of ruby samples in the Department. 
(v) Suitable equipment was partly in existence in this 
Department. 
This baa in1.•olved t:J.easurements of T1 at X, J, K, Q and 0 
bands ( 9, 16, 22, 35 and 70 Gllz) with existing and recently 
built spectrometers, using the pulse saturation method (Davis, 
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Strandberg & Khyl, 1958), and the pulse response technique 
developed in this Department (Brown & Thorp, 1967). All the 
measurements have been made at helium temperatures, in order to 
observe the direct relaxation in ruby. The theory, a 
description of the apparatus a~d techniques, and results, are 
contained in the succeeding Chapters. 
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THE TilEORY OF PAs.'1.Al1AGI>."ETIC R.EJ..A}r..ATION 
2.1 Introduction 
As noted in section 1.5, the first attempt to calculate 
the spin-lattice relaxation time was made by Haller in 1932 11 
using a model in which the lattice vibrations modulated the 
dipolar interaction directly, and although this work d~mon- · 
strated the existance of the direct and Raman processes, the 
relaxation timeD that it yielded were several orders of magni-
tude larger than experimental results. Later work by Van 
Vleck (1940) ~ave a more exact form to the theories origina-
ted by Heitler & Teller, Fierz and Kronig, that the doraina.nt 
mechanism is the modulation of the crystalline electric field 
by the phonons. 
Van Vleck perfonned specific calculations for cr3+and 
Til+ ions in alums, and this was generalised by l~ttuck & 
Strandberg (1960) to cover all iron transition group ions, 
using a spin Uamiltionian fort:lalism, but retaining the same 
physical ~odel as Van Vleck. An account of this single ion 
theory to shaH the derivation of the transition probability 
and relaxation time from a phonon-spin interaction Hamiltonian 
will now fcllm·i. 
2.2 The spin-lattice relaxation time 
As thisis a single ion theory, the effects of spin-spin 
interactions are ignored, making it strictly applicable ~nly 
to very dilute systet:ls. Also the effects of lattice 
distortion due to the prenencecof the par.~agr£tic ion, 
t;rhich may b~ of different size to the ion that it has 
replaced, are disregarded, although Klemens et.al.(l963) 
have pointed out that this assumption may be fallacious, 
but this point t~i 11 be returned to later. 
The perturbation treatment applied to an ion in a 
lattice will d.:pend upon the relative magnitudes of the 
crystalline potentif;_l at the ion site, V ~r the energy of the 
.... 
free ion, )fb, and the spin-orbit energy, .,.L.S. Three cases 
may be distin:~;.1isheri.· 
1. :.>.f' ):\L,S > V which ~i.l a weak crystal field, and is 
·c ·-- c 
found in th.; rnre earth ions, which have a filled outer shell 
of elect1:ons "to1hich shield the spin-orbit interaction frOlll V • 
c 
2. ~!;' >V ).)"._L.S, this is the case of a medium crystal 
···'o c --
field, and is that found in the transition element ions under 
most circumstances. 
3. V ) :.:.(· ~ )..L.S io the strong cryotal field condition, c ··c·---
t~hich occuro in th.a case of iona with unfille·i 4d and Sd 
shells, and for soue 3d ions, where there is a considerable 
degrc~e of covalent bonding. 
The following theory considers case 2, the medium crystal 
field, and for such an ion V and A.L.S can be considererl as 
c 
successive perturbations on :;i,~ , and in the. lattice, a total 
0 
Hamiltonian of the form 
u~ay be written,·;;<1 being thb lattice vibrational energy. 
/)the. Bohr magneton, ~ and .!:. the spin and orbital angular 
momenta of the ion, ~the spin-orbit coupling constant~ and 
H the applied magnetic ficld. 
2.2.1 ~ phonon,_fi~ 
The vibrations of a lattice can be described by a 
Hamiltonian involving independent modes of vibration, which 
is: 
"'!·· 
= 4., 
p (!}iw ( ro.* '' h·. :.-:" ) Pl P P P P 
+ ~nw (l!'* b' + .)5 ~) 2.2 
P3 P i! P P 
wherecx. , t:j. * etc. are the Bose annihilation and creation p p 
operators, and far each value of p there arc three distinct 
modea, of angul<!r velocities ~ , • ...,. a!ld Y , one of which 
Pl P2 P3 
may be regarded :as longitudinally polariaed, the other two 
being orthogonal trnnsverse modes. By using the commutation 
rules for the Bose operators;· the Hamiltonian can b~ rewritten 
~·· .,.-. * 
.:X1 = J'-. \( w ~ ex p p p p + l( i.)' ( A* f:. + ~: * 'f, ) p r-p. p . p p 2.3 
~ now being the angular frequency of the pth. longitudinal p 
mode, and:..)' that of the pt'h..transverse mode. A simplification p 
of this description of the lattice energy ~o~hich is frequently 
made in relaxation theory is to assume the Debye model for the 
lattice, in which ~ = w', although usually (&,\ ) Y 1 , and p then p p p p 
becomes tha phonon mode number • and ~ = v tit l \-lhe re v is the p -p 
velocity of sound in the lattice, and k is the propagation 
-p 
vector for th~ pth. mo,!e. This assumption is equivalent to 
that all the phonon mod?.s have the sam?. velocity, longitudinal 
or transverse, and that all the atoi11S in the lattice hava the 
~rune mass and amplitude of vibration. 
The allowed energies of a mode are no~,y the eigc:!nvalues 
~hvn of \J{wcx..*o:. , and the eigenstates of the complete lattice 
may now be ~vritten as jnl'n2,n311 ••• np ••• } where np is the 
nurr'.her of phonorv~ in the pth. mode (the occupation number}. 
The lattice Hamiltonian can nm1 be l>7ritten 
~jj-· = ~ 1t ( .. * ,.. + 
"'"1 ·1; ,.w p ''· p .;, p 2.4 
and the phonon a•mihilation and creation operato·rs have non-
zero off diagonal m~trix elements given by 
~J;.* 
. "-· ····'- .,. . ·> = (n + 1} ~ la • .n +1 •• ~) 
·p p p p 
I ) (n } ~ ,,. • .n -1. •• ) 2.5 ~(p 1- ... ~·-· •• = p p 
using the Debye model, the density of phonon modes in the 
crystal is 
f(rN) dn/d\>J = 3w2v 
T(·v3-
2.6 
providing w is less than the Debye frequency, 2~v(JN/4~V} 11 3 , 
where V is the vclm~e of the cr;stal, containing N atoms. The 
average thern.al equilibrium occupation number of the pth. mode 
is given by the Bose-Einstein formula: 
_, 
n = (exp(\liw /kT} - 1) .• p p 2.7 
If the equilibrium position of an ion in the lattice is 
designated by a vector .!• and the di~p1acement from this 
position in the <'!. di.rect:tot.1 cue t:c the phonon in..":.uce.J ~~t::nin 
by u , where a can be any of the Ca~t.erd<m directions x~"y,z 11 ra 
then u can l>e t-n:it:tenn after Klemens (1958), as: ra. , 
u "'(21(/M)~ t: (VY )-~ f/) (" ·1-et.*)cos(k .r +A ) 2.8 
ra p p ra p p -p - p 
where ~~ is the mass of the crystal, (/) is the a component of pa 
th·~ unit polarisation vector for the pth. mode~ and()_ is an p 
arbitrary phase factor for the pth. mode. 
The crystal field potential at the paramagnetic ion will 
b~;.~ r:1odulated by the displacements of the neighbouring atOlll.CJ due 
to the lattice vibrations described above. If the nearest 
neighbour cluster only is considered, the vibrations I!lr.y be 
described in terms of the nor~mal coordinates, Qf' of the cluster 
uith respect to the paramagnetic ion (Van Vleck, 1939), and 
the wodulation of V, the crystal field, may be expanded as 
a powe.r series in terms of Qf' 13. 
v ... v 0 +:LJ:Y • Q + 
T .xy f 2.9 
where V 
0 
is the static crystal fielli at the spin. 'The Qf 
are linear combinations of the or~inary displacements of the 
nearest neighbo~rs: 
Qf = fa Bfla ~rla 2.10 
where 
, .. 
is the displacement in the a (= x, y, z) direction "r la 
of the lth nearest neighbour, at vector position rl -..Tith respect 
to the spin, assuw~d for simplicity to be at the same position 
as the paramzg~ntic ion nucleus. 
expandad in te.~.r.s of the non11..al phonon modes, using the long·w 
~·7avelength apj?ro~dm:!t:ion, (Zil:latl~ 195C) that the phor.:.on wave-
length is much larger th&n the interatomic spacing within the 
naighbcur cluster, and so, 
r 1 
c r la "' (2h/K) z L (-'+' ~ /v) ~- ( q<" + ~*)K .r1sin IS p 2.11 p p pa p p --p-
is the unit vector in the k dir,:!ction, and the 
-p 
substitution t k f = 4d /v has been made. 
~-p p 
Hence, substituting eq'ns 2.10 and 2.11 into 2.9, the 
expression for the dynamic lattice potential becomes 
v ::: v + 
0 t; V _Afn( !·..: p+ «p*) + C~ V A A ( c·v + 101 *) (·- * )+ fp f"- • ff 'PP' ff' fp f 'p' 'p ..... p .""P' +~pI •• 
~v In which expression V = --r-
f .: Qf ,. 
sin 
2.12 
v ff' = 
With reference to eqn. 2.1, the total Hamiltonian can now 
he· written as; 
which may be subdivided into three parts, 'l1 1 J"C..8 , kl' the 
lattice Haroiltoniun, involving only lattice parameters, the 
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spin Hsmiltoni.A.n, (c.£. eq. 1.1•) \>71-.ir..h ,'1_eBcribf;s t.b.~:! g!";::;::.i.1d 
state energy !.8'Te1s of the ion, and involves only panmu:..-!'.:r')::·,;; 
of the paramag2nt.ic ion in the statif! crystal finld of the hm:t 
lattice, a!l.d th,.;! intrJraction Hami!.t.onian, which involve:-.1 nixed 
p:1rameters, and car1 be regarded as describing energy conserving 
(). .. 
transitions b•'!tween the eigenstater. of .. :.~ and ~~. 
"'~? 
d'( .. L = (OJ* 01 ~ 1) p p 2 2.14 
~L.S + ::i" I...H f - ~-- 2.15 
Q;:'r = _t:·vfAf (·;X +o.X"*) + .i.~:_ Vff'A.r. Afv .(«+Oiic)(« ,+oo:-,.,· 9 ) 
·'7·- fP . p p p ff 'PP' J:p p. '-' p p p 
2.16 
Th~ celculation of the relaxation u·ansition prQbability 
involves cctllputing the matrix elements of ~~~~ ·between simul-
taneous eigenstates of -~;---~S and _),;;L' which are given by the 
so!uticns cf eq. 2.15, f (\tJ d 2 5 f Go,_? or c?t~ e.n e~n. • _or d-r- • 
u L 
2 • 2 • 3. a. The diE!;_s!....l?.!.~~ 
The first term in 2.16 is the largest, and usually the 
second part is unimportant. As this is purely an electric 
interaction te-rn~ it is operative only en the orbital moment of 
the paramagentic electron, and can thus be referred to as the 
orbit-lattice interaction, 9e]. 0. If two eigenstates of ~~ 
are designated I a) and .I b) (paramagentic energy levels) , 
anc a spin is initially in state /b} , then under the action 
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of ~l a tramdtion may be made to st:::.t.•z ·ta} , energy being 
conserved by e~ssion of a single phonon, of energy hr~ p 
i.e. phonon mode p goes from occupation number £npj 
in + 1) • p 
to 
(" 
= ~. 
ao 
Under first order time dependant perturbation theory the 
transition probability per unit time for this process is given 
(Landau & Lifshitz, 1959) by; 
wba = 2 'f(/f12 #,(a,np+l~ ~01 1b,np) f 2 f"(tA.') 
Using eqns. 2.5 and 2.6 to substitute into 2.17, and 
summing over all ions having a spin i~ ~tate lb) , and also 
summing over all phonon modes 
w .. ba 
35~ 
5 4 2rf. 1cvh 
where N~is the population of state tb) 1 p is the den sity of 
,· 
the crystal and u b is the Bose-Einstein occupation number 
a" 
(eq.2.7) evaluated for hu.~ = .iab" 
2.17 
2.18 
The transition probability for the reverse process, the 
absorption of a phonon by a spin in state .a, 1 and a transition 
to state!b) ., must be subtracted ft'om 2.18 to give a t:tet rate 
of change,Nb,with time, and then, providing that [ab ~ kT, 
the relaxation time for the transition fromlh) to I a} becotles; 
1/Tl = 
• 2 
3 t abkT 
4 5 
.P:h p·'"l 
2.19 
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The distinction must now be made between Kramers and non-
Kramers ions, for the above expression. 2.19, is valid only 
when the matrix element between states I a) and i·b) is non-
zero, which it is for states which are not time conjugates of 
one another (non-i<ramers salts), which may be connected by the 
selection rule ~ n = 1. Thus, for a non-Kramers ion, T1 
is inversely proportional to the absolute temperature, and to 
the square of the ene·rgyseparation of the eigenstates t a) and 
I b) • When the energy levels are varying linearly with 
magnetic field, then the Zeeman splitting 5ab is proportional 
to applied field, and so T1 will be inversely proportional to 
u2. 
For a Kramers salt (one with ions having an odd number of 
electrons in their unfilled shell), it has been shown (Orbach, 
196lc1 Van Vleck, 1940) that it is a result of the behaviour 
of Kramers conjugate states under time reversal symmetry that 
the matrix element in 2.19 vanishes in zero magnetic field; 
this was referred to as quadrupole selection by Mattuck & 
Strandberg, and, after Van Vleck's original woTk 5 in which he 
noted the cancellation of various teres bringing about this 
zero result, it is sometimes known as Van Vleck cancellation. 
In order to calculate r 1 in this case the presence of a 
magnetic Eeld h necessary in order to ·r,reak the t:i.me conjugate 
nature of the Kramers doublet, l~lP) , by admixture of higher 
excited states, lq), etc. of the ion, lying Ll above the q 
ground doublet; matrix elements so obtained are reduced by a 
factor ( q I (#.·.!!>f .!.P 5 / ~-q' and the relaxation time is reduced 
by the square of this, so giving, using gp H "' 6 
I :;p, 
12 ~2g2H.4~ 2 2 
= e- 5--4 ~·[- l(ql;ul-iP)I ,(-lPt g.e01 lq)l ·~rv h q , 2.10 
where ~ is the magentic operator in the direction of H. 
i 
From this it may be expected that for an ion with 
S) l the only strongly allowed relaxation transitions will be 
those between levels of different Kramers doublets, while for an 
S = l ion, the relaxation time will be inversely proportional 
to the temperature,as for a non-Kramers ion. but will be inversely 
proportional to H4, which dependence has been shown in Fe3+ 
by Davids & Wagner (1964) 1 as mentioned in section 1.5. 
2.2.3,b Two phonon processes 
The direct process, outlined above, can only use phonons 
of energy 6
8
b/h, which constitute only a very small part of 
the phonon spectrwu, as usually b L « kT 1 and the peak of the au· 
spectrum is around kT/h, the density of states being proportional 
2 to c.J (eq.2.6). p The normal two phonon process. referred to 
as the Raman process by ana~ogy with optical spectroscopy, 
compensates for this by using all of the phonon spectrum. 
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A spin, initially in state~ b' ~ can malte a relaxation 
transition to state f:a) by inelastic scattering of phononR. 
This proceeds by absorption of a phonon of energy t'i £;J , effecting p 
a virtual traua:i.tion to a very short lived state lc} 11 which, 
having a very short lifetime, has, by the uncertainty principii, 
ill defined energy, and is therefore not a true orbital state 
of the ion, but a virtual state. Almost simultaneously the 
spin relaxes to state .1 a) , with the emission of a phonon of 
energy n w , with the energy constraint; q 
b = b(-£.J -w ) 
ab q p 2.21 
As long as ~ab~ kT, this enables almost all of the phonon 
spectrum to be used. The computation of wab requires the use 
of the first te~ in eq. 2.16 to second order in time dependent 
perturbation theory, and the second te~ to first order. As in 
the case of the direct process, the first term is usually dominant, 
and only this will be considered. The effective orbit-lattice 
interaction for .tl}e -two phonon processes is n~1 .. o.f :·the form 
(Orbach,. 196la? ;, .. 
. • . 
... · ... 
'{12 = E.) 1 2.22 
where t i) is any intermediate state, and E and E. are the energies 
0 l. 
of the initial and intermediate states. The transition prob-
ability is given by 
g&lq 1")("1 Q:£1 p 2 
2 L ~'-<;;~~-~ ~ ... ol 
= 2-rf./h / ( e,n +1 I E _ E.----- f b,nr.) r (J(r.Jp)"('•!q) 
. q i 0 1 ~ 
2.23 
Where :;e.xl = '[: V ..A.f ( ot + 0{*) X = p, Q• 0 fx I- X X X J 
In a similar way to the E)Valu~tion of eq .• 2 .18_1 _summing over all 
spin sites containing (b) state spins, and subtracting the 
transition probability for the reverse process, the relaxation 
time is found to be 
2 
,_ -1..:.:-nP I"}("'Qoq f .\., ,a 6-<r ... o 1 1 1 f .:t.-o 1 b,- J( 
-l'i c.: - .A • q 1 
where d. is the energy splitting from the ground state to the 
1 
i'th intermediate state. 
Providing that the denominator of the integrand does not 
vanish (i.e. t'lw • D.), and that ./j..~kT, and that there is p 1 1 
no cancellation over the excited states t i) 1 fl r.> and t\ w can p '- q 
be ignored compared with 
simplification; 
~ . , and for non-Kramers ions the 
1 
is obtained, containing the well known result that T1 is 
7 inversely proportional to T 1 and independent of magentic field 
2.25 
3'1 
(or ground -'3tate splitting) fo-:- Rarn.a!l p!'ocesses i-r:. n.on-
K.ramers ions. 
Hm11ever, when ta) and fb) are time conjugate states of half 
integral quantum number, the excited states li) will also occur 
as time conjugate pairs, at the same euergy, _.8·. • and conoequently l 
when li) is one state, say )c) 5 only one pair of matrix elements 
in 2.24 will be non-zero, and when ii) is the other state, say 
ld) , the other pair of matrix elements will be non-zero, of 
equal magnitude to the other pair, and of opposite sign (Orbach, 
196la). Quantitatively, 
Although f.....'p ~ w 11 ·hu.~ and h~ are of oppoGite sign, preventing q p q 
the sum of matrix elements being completely zero, and resulting 
ln the reduced relaxation time for Kramers ions; 
9~(kT) 9 -2 2 
- = ~ (af ~-~1 1 i) <il~~ll b)J· 2.27 Tl n:3f 2vl<\/ f .8·.· i l 
where the suuunation is only over states f i) which are time 
conjugate pairs. This gives the result that for Kramers salts, 
the relaxation time is inversely proportional to T9; and again 
independent of ~ab and H. It has been shown by Kronig & 
Bouwkamp (1938) that if the time conjugate nature of the Kramers 
states is broken by admixture of other states by an applied 
magnetic fie!d, as discussed for the direct process, then T1 
h 1 - -~ -7 for Kramers ions. s ou a oe ~-ropc-.rtio-::tal to H "T This however 
will only be a significant addition to 2.27 if other excited 
states of the ion are lying close to intermediate states li). 
A further Rama~ type process was proposed by Orbach & 
Blume (1962), which would occur in multileve-l syst·ems of Kramers 
doublets, when the intermediate states li) are ground level 
states, not orbital states, and "'.'{ nw. q,.>L~ p Under the criterion 
"< 'JI.../li ) ) kT, l-7here >. is the spin-orbit coupling constant 
=5 . 
and GS: the cryotal field splitting, a dependence T1 1ll- T LS 
obtained at the low temperature end of the Raman region, but this 
is more important for the rare earth ions and third transition 
group ions than the first and second transition groups. 
In 1961, Finn, Orbach and Wolf explained the relaxation 
behaviour of Ce3+ in cerium magnesium nitrate as a specialisation 
of the two phonon process when Ai (kSD (e0 is the Debye 
temperature), and the intermediate state li) is a real excited 
orbital state of the ion. Under these conditions the denominator 
of the integrand in 2. 24 vanishes as phonons of energy \1._, • D. p 1 
are now able to enter into the relaxation process, and this 
implies a resonance between the phonon modes and static paracag-
netic energy levels. The phonons involved are principally 
those of eneru A i, and energy is coaserved at each step of 
the relaxation process, as well as overall. The situation is 
analogous to thet found in optical resonance fluorescence 
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(Heitler, 1957) r and the vanishing denominator is circ,_~vented 
by introducing a finite lifetime h/ I,, for the spin in the 
~ 
intermediate state, under the influence of ~01 • The integrand 
of 2. 24 wi 11 have two peaks, at ·11 c.~ = tl . and at p ~ 
h&<~P "" kT, but the former will be a narrat\'er peakp and con-p 
sequently, although an additive term to the normal Raman 
process, the resonance relaxation will be dominant, and the 
relaxation time for this process can be expressed as; 
which shows the characteristic exponential dependence of T1 on 
temperature of T1 €t.exp ( A /kT) for this process. 
2.3 The phonon bottle~£~ 
In the preceeding theory it has been assumed that the 
energy transmitted from the relaxing spins to the phonon modes 
is immediately transmitted out of the crystal to the surrounding 
refrigera:tt b.g_th, t!"lus not perturbing th.e phonon mode occupa·i.:ion 
r.umbers, and alloHing them to be replr-.c.;~d by their thermal 
average values. This situation may not n~cessarily be so ir. 
the case of direct processes, and possibly Orbach relaxation, 
as both of these processes use only a very narrow resonant 
frequency band of phonons, and so, at liquid heliwn temperatures, 
where the specific heat of the phonons is very much less than 
that of the spin system, there may occur a rise of 'phonon 
te~pereture' in this frequency band, corresponding to a phonon 
occupation number~· 11 where p 
n1 = (exp( h w /kT ) - 1) -l 2.29 p p p 
where hw = b b for the direct process, and T is the p a p 
phonon temperature. Energy communicated to these resonant phone~ 
modes can only be dissipated by direct radiation to thebath, or 
by inelastic scattering into different phonon modes. 
In these circumstances there tv-ill exist the so celled 
'phonon bottleneck' , when the observed relaxation behaviour vii 11 
be dominated by the relaxation of the 'hot' phonons in selectively 
heated modes, t..rhich may be much slower than the true spin-phonon 
relaxation. The mechanisms which licit the phonon lifetil!le 
have been considered both theoretically and experit:~.entaily. 
Van Vleck (19l•la & B) considered the scattering of phonons at 
the crystal surface to be the principal cause of bott1enecking, 
and that the phonon-phonon interaction, which would distribute 
the energy through the phonon modes, and so remove the heating 
of the resonant modes, is insufficient to break the bottleneck. 
F~u~tan and Strandberg (1961) give a thecretical treatment of the 
phnnon bottleneck, and derive expressions for the conditions 
under which a steady state non-equilibriua phonon distribution 
Wl 11 OCC\!r • They also consider the limitations on phonon life-
time clue to phonon-phonon collisions, defects ir;. the 
crystal, and aboorption and scattering of phonons at the crystal 
boundaries, concluding that the latter is the principal mech-
anism in shortening the phonon lifetime, depending on the degree 
of acoustic mismatch at the junction of the crystal ancl helium 
bath. 
Experimentally they attempted to observe the production 
of a non-equilibrium distribution of phonons in magnesium 
oxide doped with cr3+ and in ruby, by observation of the diff-
usion of non-equilibril.II:l phonons bet,·men two microwave cavities 
in a single sampl~. They did n''t see this effect, and estimated 
the rise in te!itperatura of the pho110ns in contact with a 
saturated spin transition to be leus than 0.04 °K in magnesiu.'lil 
oxide, and lesR than 0.02°K in ruby, at 4.2°K. Similar results 
were obtained when the cr~~tals were polished to increase the 
reflection of phonons back into the sample, and their final 
conclusion was that the r:1ost probable reason for not observing 
the bottleneck is that the density of phonon states is not 3 
DebJe spectrum, but in fact that there are many more phonons 
of microwave frequencies to take part iu the direct p,:ocess 
than would be expected. 
Nash (1961) observed relaxation times in copper Tutton 
salts which were dependent on crystal size, and ascribed theoe 
to ~;~honon bottleneck. Scott and Jeffries {1962) derived the 
J .... 
&{·~ 
spin-p4onon and phonon-bath rate equations for the coupled spin-
phonon-bath sy3tem:-
., 
~ dt =-
:~(~ +&> p 1 n -(n - n ) - .::. • (-~ + 1) (n' 
o ~ ~ n p pu 0 
n. > p 2.31 
the notation being as used in section 1.5; Tph in the }?b.··.non-
bath relaxation time, and tY is the bottleneck factor., which may 
be defined as:-
6'= (E /T1)/(E /T h) s p p 2.32 
where E is the Zeeman energy of the spin system, and E is the 
s p 
energy of the phonon system. If ~ « 1, then the phonons are 
stro~gly coupled to the bath. and the observed relaxation is the 
opin-lattice (spin-phonou) relaxation. but if Ill~ 1, then there 
is a strong bottleneck. 
The solutions of 2.30 and 2.31 have two time constants, 
Tb and Tb 1 where Tb ~ T1 + tl' and, assuming a~ 1, and 
E ~ E , s p 
2.33 2.34 
where &~is the linewidth of the reson3nce (which is approxi~ 
ately equal to the width of the phonon frequency band to which 
the spins transmit their energy in the direct process), N is 
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the number of spins in cry&tal volume v. After disturbance 
of the spin system to produce a population. difference, -An, 
the principal change in n~ occurs with time constant Tb' which 
is much shorter than the time constant Tb for ll n, and so 
after 0 n has almost returned to .4. n 1 tlie thermal equil-o 
ibrium value, both spins and phonons have reached a common 
temperature above that of the bath, and relax exponentially to 
the bath temperature with time constant Tb. In the case of 
there being no bottleneck, Tb ~ r 1 , and in the case of a severe 
bottleneck Tb ~ t 1, and in this case a temperature dependence 
-2 
of Tb « T for the observed relaxation will be ueen. 
nlis was confirmed by Scott and Jeffries, who observed 
this dependence for the first time in rare earth ions in lanthanum 
magnesium nitrate, the most severe bottleneck occurring with 
h 3+ . t e Pr 1on. They estimated that Tph was of the order t/v 
where t is the thickness of a sample and v the velocity of 
sound in the sample, and thus ascribed the phonon lifetime to 
inelastic scattering of phonons at the crystal surface into 
other phonon modes. 
Bottlenecking of the Orbach process has very rarely been 
observed because the phonons used in this process are of higher 
energy than those of the direct process and are better able to 
interact with phonons of similar frequencies, due to 
anharmonicity of the lattice, and so lose their energy. 
4i{" 
Since the Raman process uses essentially all of the phonon 
spectrum, it is hardly to be expected that it could be bottle-
necked i~ any way. 
2.4 Modifications due to lattice defects and strain 
Apart from the phonon bottleneck, which is more a consider-
ation of the environment and experimental conditions surrounding 
a sample, than of the sample itself, all of the foregoing 
theories deal with paramagentic ions in what is regarded as a 
crystallographically perfect diamagentic lattice. This 
assumption of a perfect lattice is unlikely to be true in the 
case of a real material however, as the paramagentic ion itself 
will not be of the same mass aa the ion it replaces in the 
lattice, and it will therefore constitute a defect site, causing 
distortion of the symmetry of the surrounding ligand ions, 
and alHo modification of the lattice waves. In addition, 
any material .~rowu at high temperature by flame fusion, vapour 
phase or Czochralski ~thods, which inclu~es the artificial 
ge~like materials such as rutile, sapphire, spinel, garnet 
and of course ruby, 'to1ili contain a high number of crystall-
ographic imperfections due to the thermal stresses involved in 
the growth method. Imperfections such as dislocations, grain 
boundaries and misorientations of the crystal axes within a 
single sample will contribute to microscopic strain in the lattice, 
and this will ha7e the effect of altering the interionic spacing 
between the para~agentic ion and its nei~1bours 1 and also of 
altering the symmetry of the ion site. 
The disturbance of the crystalline field at the paramag-
netic ion due to the alteration of the normal positi-ons of the 
ligands wi 11 have the effect of introducing terms proportional 
to the lattice strain at the ligand ion into the expressions 
given in eq. 2.12 et.seq. In 2.12 ~l represents the distance 
of a ligand ion from the paramagentic ion, and if the ligand 
suffers displacement in the direction of ~l due to a compressive 
or extensive otrain € , then 2.12 may be rewritten as; 
1 
r
5
1 = (2h/~1) 2 -a 'f- (uJ/vH) (Q: + o;*)K r 1 (1 +, t, )sin 8.. p pa p p -p.- - p 2.35 p 
l-there the !.lt'.perscript s denotes the case of a strained lattice. 
Hence, if the same strain is assumed to act is otropically at 
all the ligands 1 
Afp (1..:!:. ~) 
2.36 
an,1 henc~ in the direct process, the interaction Hamiltonian 
for the strained case will be 
'
,)s 
',f -
- ""Ol -
-~­
~ 
fp 
VfAnf (oc + ~- *) = ~~ 1(1 + €) p p . p ,_/(0 -
The static part of the crystalline pl:'teutial 1 V 1 which 0 
2.37 
appears in the spin Hamiltonian, ~S' will also be modified by 
static strain; V can be written (Hutchings 1 1964) as: 0 
v ... 
0 
+n 
L (-l)m Y;n( aP!!Sl)~( ept\> 
m'"'-n 
where r 1, q1, are the distance from the paramagentic ion 
nucleus, and the charge, respec-t-ively-, of the lth ligand in 
2.38 
the unstrained case, r is the distance of the paramagentic el-
ectron from its nucleus, and the Ym are normalised spherical 
n 
harmonics of the angular positions ( el'~l) of the ligand ion 
with respect to the paramagentic nucleus. If an isotropic 
strain i is assumed to act on the ligand ions, displacing them 
along their radius vectors ~l' then ~S can be rewritten 
for the strained lattice; 
,)t: 5s • )C, + 2tlS.H + ),_L._S + 8L.H + V ( ~ (1 +E) (n+l)) · o / - ~~-- o n -
2.39 
For a 3d ion the only values of n which have to be considered 
are n • 0, 2, 4. (Bleaney & Stevens, 1953). There will there-
fore be introduced into the eigenstates of~: terms in 
(1!£)-(n+l), which will appear in the expression for the direct 
process transition probability; 
s 
w = ba 2n'/h
2 f(a.K( r 
n 
(l+.E) -(n+l)) (n +1) J _'Jf.s l 
- ' P ·'VolJ 
b .K(~ Cl.!') -(n+l)) ,np) f~o~~) ~ ) 2.40 
where K is a constant arising from the diagonalisation of 
d£.:, and w.~a is the transition probability for the strained 
lattice, which may be "1ritten ~s a ~01r1er series in (1 ..:!:. €.); 
w:a = A(l,! f.; )-4 + B(l.! ,£ )-6 + C(l.! (.)-a) 
where A, B, C are contributions to the strained transition 
probability from the unstrained expression. It may be seen 
that a compressive strain, -£ , gives rise to an increase in 
the transition probability, i.e. to a decrease in the spin 
lattice relaxation time, which effect has been observed in the 
series of ruby samples studied in this thesis. 
An additional effect of lattice defects such as inter-
stitial ions and substitutional ions, which are of different 
mass from those that they replace, io modification of the 
assumed Debye spectrum of phonon modes. This involves ·the 
introduction of extra phonon modes, which may either be localised 
at the defect site, or propagated through the lattice, and also 
scattering of normal phonon modes at the defect site. 
Kochelaev (1960) has considered the scattering of phonons at 
defect sites as producing much larger relative displacements 
between ions than the normal modes of a perfect lattice. He 
considers this as having the greatest effect on the direct , 
process, ~nd derives an expression for the transition prob-
ability which is independe-nt of mag!'.etic field (c.f. eq.2.19), 
and inversely proportional to the distance between the para-
magnatic ion and the defact site: consequently the relaxation 
time is dependent on the concentration of the paramagentic 
. . ~ 
'Y.l 
ions and 011 the density of defect centre9 i.n the crystal. 
Klemens (1962) and Castle et. al. (1963) have considered 
the effecto of localised phonon modes created at defect sites. 
Montrell and Potts (1955) showed that when a substitutional 
impurity is m":r•: than 207. lighter than the atom it replaces 11 
a new high frequency lattice mode arises, localised near the 
impurity since its frequency is above the Debye cut off frequency, 
which prevents the mode propagating through the lattice. 
This localised mode will affect tha relaxation of a paramag-
netic ion associated with the defect. Since the probability 
of excitation of a high frequency mode decreases with the de-
creasing temperature, the principal effect will be at higher 
temperatures on tho Raman process. This involves interaction 
of the localised phonons with the normal modes, and decay of 
the local mode into two normal modes after interaction with the 
spin. This hasbeen considered by Feldman et. al.(l965) who 
find that for temperatures less than 8., 
1 
-1 3 T1 rX w.(hw./Mv) .1/ S,ab.exp(-8./T} 1 1 1 
where e. is the temperature associated with the local mode 
1 
2.42 
frequency, (.J. 1 in the SaDle way as the Debye temperature is with 1 
the Debye cutoff frequency. The exponential temperature dep-
endence predicted in 2.42 was observed by Feldman et. al. in 
the light ions H- and D in calcium fluoride. 
In the case of lot.r frequency local modes, where wi (Wn• 
the defect vibration will not be localised to the defect, but 
will be able to propagate through the lattice, and also interact 
with other defects. The calculation of the lattice strains 
produced and the frequencies involved uses the theory of a forced, 
damped oscillator, (Castle et. al. 1963) and results in a complex 
temperature dependance for T1: 
T~1 «. (CT/9D) 7 J 6(eD/T) + B((T/9D) 3J2 (~/T) - (T/90)~J2 (9i/T) 
11 8 3 J + (T /9iSO>J10cei/T)) 2.43 
the first term being the normal Raman process for a non-Kramers 
salt, and the additional terms arising from the local modes. 
The dependencies of T1 on temperature in the Raman region have 
been observed in cr3+ in magnesium oxide by Castle et. al. (1961) 
and in defect centres produced in irradiated quartz by Klemens 
et. al. (1963). 
2. 5 Crou-t:ele.~ati~m. and co-cpecat:i.ve a,!fee~_2, 
None of the foregoing theory considers interactions 
between paramagentic ions, which must be taken into account 
to discuss the concentration dependent relaxation effects which 
occur in all but very magnetically dilute samples. These 
processes are dependent on variation of the distance between 
paramagnetic ions in the lattice, and under the above heading 
there can be considered cross relaxation, exchange interaction 
50 
and ion clustering. 
Cross relaxation can take place between the energy levels 
of two different paramagentic species, or between the levels of 
a single multilevel spin syotcm. If two spin systems, a and 
b, have -the same energy splitting between two levels in e·ach 
system (but not necessarily the same absolute energy), then, 
calling these. levels I 1) and t2) , and l3) and 14} 1 a spin 
in the upper level of a, 12) 1 can relax to the lower level, 
ll) , while simultaneously a spin in the lower level of b, 
13/ , is excited to the upper level, 14) • The rate equations 
for these levels must now include cross-relaxation terms, e.g. 
for level 11) ; (c.f. eq. 1.17a) 
(dnl/dt)cr = \icr(n2n3- nln4) 
which would be an additive term to eq. 1.17a, w being the 
cr 
cross relaxation transition probabiiity. In equilibrium, eq. 
2.44 requires that n2/n1 = n4/n3, ,1hich intpl~es that the two 
spin systems have the same spin temperature~ since the energy 
2.44 
gap is the same in each. The cross-relaxation transition prob-
ability can be related to a cross-relaxation time, T b' which 
a 
is approximately T b ~ 1/w , although the time response of a 
a cr 
system under cross relaxation is not usually a simple exponential. 
Cross-relaxation is an energy conserving process which does not 
involve the lattice at all, and is therefore essentially temper-
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ature indepe::ndent. The mochauislil for the ef:fc!Ct is a weak 
dipolar coupling betwf~en the spins 11 which Cllrl absorb or donate 
ouffici:mt energy to cn~1blz crosB-relaxat:i.on to talte place bet\oJecn 
pairs of levcl.B wbich are not of e~ta(;i: ly the n&"T!C energy splitting. 
If one transition in, ::ay syster:1 a, i::; ~xcited by a pu!.se of 
microtvave red:i.ation under resonant cond:i.tions 11 then spin-spin 
relaxation will bring that transition of system a to internal 
equilibritun, as noted in section 1.5, and thct& the t'-m systems~ 
a and b, \·.Jill. come tu a COG1.'non spin temperature in the crosn-
relaxation time,. T b' and then they will relax to their therr.'!~::l a, 
e<iuilibriu.m populcttions, whh their spin-lattice relaxation times, 
Tl.a and Tlb" 
T is uaually much shorter than tlw spin-lattice rela> .. -
e.b 
acio11 time" and ·~:herefore shmvs itsr,~H as n fast i.nit:ial recovery 
after the disturbance of the Bpin populations of a transition. 
If one of the Gpeci~s present has a very short T1 compared w"i.th 
the other, them this will tend to domim;te the observed re.l.axution 
behaviour of the other transition, ao cross-relaxation atterr.pt:~ 
to keep both systems at the sru:na sp~n temperature. Even if 
the fast relaxing sp-zcics is of very lmv CJnc:entration compared 
to the s l.O\'i'Ct rt= l.md.'1g species, spin-spin proceo ses in the 
majority ions, which nre ~enernlly very fast, v1ill tend to transfer 
energy to the fest relaxing c~ntrt::s from more distant neighbourf.l 0 
and so still shorten the observe~ relaxation of the majority ions. 
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If t:he energy splittings of the leveLs of a single multi level 
species are equal, or nearly so, then cross relaxatiou can take 
place between th0. h!w~ls of the single specie.s » and al:w if the 
levels are harr .. w;:r:.r.ally rcl~::.ed in enerBY.• Hithin the single 
r;~pe.~ies, or bet\ve.zu twJ different spC!~ie!:' ~ thm1 .!l~~!ltiplc spin 
flips c~n occur (i~wolving mora than t\m sirnultnnec,'JS spin 
transitions) with enere;y conser.vationP as noted in section 1.5. 
A further tn~ch~nia.~1 which <:an cause relaxation is phonon 
induced raodulation of the exchange interaction betv1een tlvO ·para-
magnetic ions. '!'he exclw.nge interaction is very strong, and 
extremely sensitive to iuterionic spacing, but is very short 
range, and has most effect bctwet'.!n paramagnetic iona \vhich cn:e 
nearaat neighbours. As discussed by Gill (1962) and 
Al' tshuler (1963), modulation of i:.::otropic ~.,e;~k exchauge alone 
will uot ir~duce relaxation, but st.'l.3.11 anis tl::ro·,?iea cluo·. to crystal 
field. dipolar interactions, or the exchange itself, must be 
introduced to allaH spin flips to occur. In the '~ase of strong 
exchange, when the ions, are neighbours, and referred to as an 
exchange c.:>up led p3i r, the pair have their ovm spectrum of energy 
leve::ls, ~1ithin whic:.h relaxation may occur. It has been sugg-
.-;!Sted by Vnn Vleck (1960) that the exchange coupled pairs may 
act as intern:.ec!i.:~tc fast relaxing centres, to Hhich uc·?:-:llal un-
coupled spina nay c.ross-rel:lx. The complexity of the pai:: 
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spectrum is such that the re(;.uired en-;rgy equivale..nce for cross-
rel.-ucation to take place. from the spectrum of the unpaired ions 
can almost ahf,':IY3 hn Ga:::isf.i.ed. The l~nergy spl.ittings involved 
in the exchange spectn,r.l l.rre of the ord.~r of those ~,·cquired by 
the Orbach proc(;!ss, and this r~laxat:ic.n process may therefore 
be operative at t~1e ei:changc coupled r:uir. Th:i.s ;,;i_ll bring 
high energy phom;ns into the relax;;.t:i.onl, and so provide a poss-
ible by-pass of aay phonon hottlenec~Jo: 1n the rel.~"i~ation of the 
unpaired ions. This proccs~ will be strongly concentraLicin 
dfJpeurl'Z!nt, since the numLcr of pail·s will increar.e with in-
creasing concentration. lloweiTer cvcu in noruinally dilute 
sampleo, there may occur clustering of paramagentic ions at defect 
sites or gra1n boundaricsp where it is energetically favourable 
for substitutional ions to be oitco.tedn and hc~:-.ce locRlised i'l-
crcarjes of concentration t!lay occur, qui"i..e independently of the 
macroscopic concentration of the sample, and these 1 c~ab.an3a 
pockets' may doeinate the relaxAtion behaviour of the material. 
Chapter 3 
THE MEASUREMENT OF RELAXATION TIMES: APPARATUS I 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
1 
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The first experimental attempt to measure the variation 
of paramagentic susceptibility with the frequency of an applied 
magnetic field was made by Kammerlingh Onnes and Breit at 
Leiden in 1924. Their results were inconclusive; and it was 
left to Gorter (1936) 1 working at the same University, to 
establish positively the existence of paramagnetic relaxation, 
by measurement of the variation in the power absorbed in a 
sample with the frequency of the applied magnetic field. 
These expelimental results were several orders of magnitude 
less than the theoretical predictions of Waller (1932), 
although they did establish the existence of the direct and 
Raman processes of relaxation, as predicted by Waller. 
With the discovery of paramagnetic resonance by Zavoisky 
in 1945, the major field of interest in magnetism became the 
study and interpretation of spectra, and the evolution, on 
the theoretical side 1 of the theory of crystalline fields and 
their capability to explain the observed resonance spectra. 
The study of paramagentic relaxation fell somet~at into abeyance 
until the late 1950's, when the advent of the solid-state maser 
(Basov & Prokhorov, 1955; Bloembergen, 1956; Scovil et. al., 
1957) and the practical devices stemming from it, made the 
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study and explanation of relaxation, which enters critically 
into the efficiency of maser devices, a vital field of research 
in magnetism. At this time there were developed several 
techniques for measuring relaxation times under resonant con-
ditions, which approximate closely to those in an actual maser 
cavity. In contrast to the pre-war results of the Dutch 
physicists, which yielded an average relaxation time for all 
the transitions of an ion, the resonant methods give information 
about a single transitiou only, and are able to give further 
information about departures of relaxation behaviour from the 
single ion theories described in Section 2.3 et. seq.. A 
summary of these techniques follm~s, succeeded by a descrip-
tion of some of the experimental techniques used in the present 
work. 
3. 2 ~mnJ.ODS OF MEASURING RELAXATION TIMES 
The methods of measuring relaxation times fall into four 
general categories: 
(i) Non-resonant techniques 
(ii) Resonant c.w. techniques 
(iii) Resonant pulse techniques 
(iv) Ultrasonic techniques 
Tbe methods will be described under these sub-headings, 
the lhi~d category containing those used in this thesis. 
The non-resonant method of measuring relaxation times 
was invented by Gorter (1936), and was initiaUy used to test 
the theoretical prediction3 of Waller (1932). The method 
consists of measuring the frequency dependence of the com-
ponents X' (41-) and 'X:' (~.of the total susceptibility ~ 
which are related by, 
"lt(t4 = ..,..,•<w> i"X!'(~ 3.1 
~ U determines the magnitude of dispersive effects in 
the sample, and X"(~), the absorption of pmrer in the sample. 
The thermodynamic theor; of rele:Kation given by Casimir and 
Du Pre (1933) assumes that the spin system and the lattice 
are two separate thermodynamic systems, each in internal equi-
librium; the spin system equilibrium being maintained by 
spin-spin relaxation. Following these assumptions, the 
theory results in the following expressions for "'1<..1 and ~·: 
X' U = ltad + (,.._o - "'!Aad) /1+ .J-l-> 
~·u = (..,.o - ~ad)'-""t'/1 + 1,..)2 "ft2 
3.2a 
3.2b 
and the rate of energy absorption per unit volume of the 
sample is P = lc.;£U H~, where w is the angular frequency 
of the alternating magnetic field., of intensity n1, "·ad and 
~0 are the adiabatic and static susceptibilities and~is the 
relaxation time. ~ is dependent on the 'specific heat' of 
the spin system and the constant relating the energy transfer 
between spins and lattice to the difference of spin and 
lattice temperatures, and is an av9rage relaxation time of 
all the pnraffiaguetic transitions in the sample. 
The practical r~nlisation of the method has many forms, 
some given by Gorter (1947), but usually the smnple is placed 
in a coil which is fed with an alternating current, producing 
an alternating magnetic field, which is uaually aligned 
parallel to a static magnetic field. 'The frequency of H1 
. • d f . . h • . • f ..,..-l d h 1s var1e at requenc1es 1n t e v1c1n1ty o w • an t e 
changes in "X..' and~· can be detected in a variety of ways. 
The original method of Gorter was to detect the absorption 
of power due to~· by a calorimetric method, and to detect 
the effects that "''t' has on the frequency of the sample coil 
due to changes of its inductance. Alternatively, bridge 
methods of determining the changes of coil resistance and 
inductance, and phase sensitive detection of the effects of 
the components "X! and 'X' • which are in phase quadrature. 
have been used. 
Uone of th~se methods are as sensitive as modern reson-
ance techniques, the limit of detection for useful results 
being of the order of 1017 spins at liquid helium tempera-
ture. compared with 1010 - 1012 spins for the beat modern 
resonance spectrometers. Consequently, the method has found 
application principally to magnetically concentrated mater-
ials, within its principal limitation of only measuring a 
relaxation time averaged over all the spin transitions of the 
material. 
3.2.2 Re::;ona:1t C.H. t~chniques 
3.2.2.a C.'t-1. Saturation 
This m~thod of determining paramagnetic relaxation 
times is due to Eschenfelder and Weidner (1953), and is an 
adaption of a method used for measuring nuclear magnetic 
relaxation t"imes. (Bloembergen et. al. 1948). The method 
depends upon the solution of the Bloch equations, and writing 
the imaginary part of the susceptibility ast 
~· = ht"Xl) g(V)s •. 
-"""b 0 lJ 3.3 
where s .. is the saturation factor for the transition from 
lJ 
level i to level j, a~d only these two levels are considered 
to take part in the relaxation process. v is the resonant 
- 0 
frequency, and g(~) is the normalised lineshape function, 
whence, from equation 1.6, the power absorbed in a sample may 
be written as: 
3.4 
If the lineshape of the resonance is Lorentzian, g(V) 
may be written 
g(v) = 2T/(l + 4~( :v
0 
-V) 2T ~) 3.5 
T2 being the spin-spin rela.~ation time. which exp~riiT~ntally 
io related to the half-power linewidth, C. \A, by T2 = lire .6 'V~. 
The saturation factor, a •• , can be equated to the stimulated 
1] 
emission 'Probability r.~ •• and the spin-lattice relaxation time 
.. 1] 
s .. 
1] 
= 1/ (1 + 2TH •• T1) l.J 
.:.. ~ 
3.6 
5~ 
w. . may be calculated from knowledge of the r. f. magnetic 1J 
field at the sample (eq. 1.7) 
Thus, in theory, the spin-lattice relaxation time may 
be calculated from knowledge of the saturation factor, which 
in turn may be deducted by measuring the power absorbed in 
the sample as a function of the r.f. field present at the 
sample (eq. 3.4). The r.f. field is a function of the power 
incident upon the cavity, and the pm~er absorbed is a function 
of the power reflected from the cavity. In practice, the 
magnetic Q of the cavity with the sample on resor1ance, ~· 
and the off-resonance loaded 0., QL1 must be calculated from 
measurements of the incident powGr, P, and the reflection 
coefficient, R, of the cavity. The measurement of P is an 
absolute measurement, and is difficult to do: methods which 
l1ave been used usually involve a directive feed to a barrater 
or bolometer, or to a calibrated thermistor bridge. The data 
was evaluated by Eschenfelder and Weidner by plotting ~/QL 
against P(l-R) 2, the gradient of which is proportional to T1 • 
The actual values of H1 at the sample may be calibrated by 
placing a standard sample, such as DPPH, in the cavity at the 
sample positi0111 and evaluating n1 from the known relaxation 
times of the standard sample. 
A major difficulty in the use of this method is the 
determination of the lincshape factor, which may not be Loren-
tzian, and "t·7ill be an intermediat::: between this and Gaussian 
~~ 
if the line is inhomoeer~ously broacenQd. In this case 
the theory only applies to a cQmponent spin packet of the 
overall linewidth (a homogeneously broadened component line 
of the overall lineshape envelope). In addition, not all 
systems obey the Bloch equations, and saturation of the 
absorptive and -di-spersive components of the susceptibility 
may occur at widely varying power levels, as shown by Portis · 
(1953). The method also requires the \\Se of small samples, 
otherwise the value of H1 will vary o,1er the volume of the 
sample, and a consequence of this is a reduction in the signal 
strength (Qm/QL). At low temperatures the amount of power 
which may have to be dissipated in the cavity and sample to 
ensure saturation may lead to uncertainty over the tempera-
ture of the sample. Lloyd and Pake (1954) have given a 
detailed theory of this method, taking account of the parti-
cipation of all the energy levels in the relaxation process. 
3.2.2.b C .l~. saturation with A. C. modulation 
This method is a modifcation of the c.w. saturation 
technique which bears a superficial resemblance to the non-
resonant method. A 100% ~~plitude modulated microwave signal 
is used to saturate the transition being studied, and this 
induces magnetisation of the sample, which, when the modula-
ting frequency is less than l/T1, produces an alternating 
component of magnetiaation in the same direction as the 
applied static field. Tnis component is detected by a small 
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coil apprcpriately orientated immed~ely adjacent to the 
sample. As the modulating frequency approaches 1/T1, insuf-
ficient spins are able to relax beoreen cycles of the micro-
t..rave field to enable the magnetisation to foll~7 the power 
variation in the cavity, and consequently the amplitude of 
the signal from the detector coil decreases. At suff-iciently 
high frequencies the spins do not follow the power modulation 
at all, but experience only an average applied magnetic field, 
and t:he time varying magnetisation of the sample reduces to 
zero, as does the coil signal. The method was i:-~.ventcd by 
Herve and Pescia (1960), and has been used at modulating 
frequencies up to 30 J:.niz. by Herve (1963) • 
3.2.2.c. Static susceptibility under resonant conditions 
Candela and Mundy (1965) describe a method of aeasuring 
the variation of static d.c. susceptibility as a fanction of 
the microwave power absorbed by a sample at resonance. 
They give an expression for the spin-lattice relaxation time: 
= rm 2 (( X -X) /T! K) 
o o p a 3.7 
where H:is the masa of the sampb, If is the static magnetic 
0 
field, X_ and')(.. erP. the susceptibilities of the sample at 
u p 
zero microwave power a!l.d w~ .... en it is absorbing pcmer P • K 
a 
is a constant depending on the units used. for the other para-
meters. 
The susceptibility is measured by an electromagnetically 
controlled beam balance ~1hich determines the force acting on 
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the sa:nple L"l the static £iGld }1
0
• and p01:\l'~r absnrption in 
the sample is calculated from mea~Su:r:ements of the pm.rer inci-· 
dent on and reflected from the cavity~ using calibrated ther-
mistor bridges in directional couplers. 
3. 2. 3 _!esonant pulse techniqt.::!;! 
Like the resonant C.\~. techniques, the resonant pulse 
techniques enable the relaxation of a single transition to 
be measured. However, the great advantage of the pulse teCh-
niques is that they enable the time varying population diff-
erence of a pair of levels to be oha~rv.ed .d:i.r.e_ctlv, instead 
of yielding a relaxation time averaged over all the relaxation 
processes t.ak~'ll:!5 place between. tbtw two:leyals, a:.J do. the, C.W. 
techniques. The pulse methods do not depend on the assump-
tions of a physical xaodel such as the Bloch equations, upon 
which the c.w. methods depend. The majority of morlern relaxa-
tion measurements ore now made using pulse techniques, as they 
enabl~ deviati011s of the relaxation proceas from the single 
ion. theories to be observaC: in far greater detai 1 than the 
other methods, and can therefore give a truer picture of the 
actual form of the rel&~ation proc~ss. 
3.2.3.a D.C. H.agnetisation technique 
This was the earliest p•:tlse technique used, and was · 
developed by Damon (1953) and Bloembergeu aud Wa~g (1954). 
The technique uses a detector coil 1 adjacent to the sample 
in the cavity, which detects the component of d.c. magnetisation 
of the semple parallel to the applied magnetic field, in 
much the same way as the method of Herve and Pescia (Sec. 
3.2.2.b). The saturating microwave 1·adiation is applied as 
a high power pulse, whiCh causes the magnetisation of the 
sample. At the end of the puls~ the spins begin to relax, 
and so the magnetisation decays cxpone1:tially 11 being propor-
tional to the population differa!lce of the two levels being 
observed. The c.m.f. induced in the detector coil is propor-
tional to the time derivative of the magnetisation, and so, 
when the e.m.f. is passed through an integrating amplifier, 
the result is a measure of the time dependent relaxation of 
the spin system. The main difficulty of the method is the 
processing of the signals from the detector coil, which are 
very small, but the micrmgave system is very simple; a high 
power magnetron feeds a simple bridge spectrometer lghich 
enables the resonance condition to be established, the whole 
detection system being external to the microwave circuit. 
Fen 8 and Bloembergen (1963), using thi.s method at 9 and 24GHz., 
observed cross relaxation effects in ruby. 
3.2.3.b. The pulse saturation tec!1niqu~ 
This is one of the most widely used methods for measuring 
relaxation tfmes, and has found application to many materials, 
having relaxation timea ranging from riicroseconds to seconds. 
The method was first described by Davis, Stranrlberg and Kyhl 
(1958), but many variations of the apparatus, using the same 
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basic technique, have subsequently been described. The 
essence of the method is to apply a high power pulse of 
resonant microwave radiation to the sample, which satur-
ates, or partially saturates, the transition being observed. 
The behaviour of the spin system after the saturating pulse 
is monitored by a low-level resonant microwave signal from 
a reflex klystron, which causes ncgligib le disturbance of 
the populations of the levels. If the pulse produces 
complete saturation., equalising the populations of the two 
levels, then no power is absorbed from the monitor klystron 
at the end of the saturating pulse, or, if only partial 
saturation is produced, the monitor absorption signal is 
reduced. ~A the spin3 relax after the pulse, and the popu-
lation difference is restored tm;rards thermal equilibrium, 
as described by eq. 1.20, so the p~1er absorbed from the 
monitor increase3 1 being proportional to the population 
diff,~rence, and this may be described by a time dependent 
susceptibility component "'X!'(t) • which obeys the equation 
~'(t) = 1 + (X'(O) - l)exp(-t/T1) 3.8 
where ')(!' ( 0) is the value of ~: ( t) at the end of the pulse. 
The monitor signal output from the spectrometer is propor-
tional to "<."(t), and when displayed on an oscilloscope gives 
an exponential trace (provided simple spin-lattice relaxa-
tion is occurring). If.._,_"("' is the unsaturated value of 
;8.5 
~'(t) (i.e. the monitor signal level when the spin system 
has fully returned to thermal equilibrium), then the grad-
ient of the plot of log (1 - ~'(t)/Jt'('x~) against time, 
e 
derived from the oscillograph of the recovery, is the spin-
lattice relaxation time. Any deviation of the above graph 
from a straight line ia an indication of departure from 
simple spin-lattice relaxation, but in general faster proc-
eases, such as cross relaxation, will hav~ died away shortly 
after the end of the pulse, and so the single exponential 
resulting in the tail of the recovery oscillograph will 
give a measure of the slowest process present whiCh is 
usually the spin-lattice relaxation time. 
The experimental apparatus used for this technique 
has had many forms, of varying complexity, involving one, 
two or three valves. The basic apparatus is a convential 
bridge spectrometer, employing either a hybrid tee or a 
circulator, with the addition of a high power pulsing 
facility at the same frequency as the signal klystron. 
The pulse source may be either a klystron or magnetron, as 
used by Davis et. al., or a mic~O':·~ave amplifying valve may 
be used to produce pulses from the signal klystron, as in 
the X-band spectrometer described in Section 3.3. Alterna-
tively, as described by Ruby, Benoit and Jeffries (1962), 
a diode switch across the wave guide may be used to alter 
the power level of the signal klystron, providing a high 
"6& 
power saturating pulse "t-7h.en switehed on. rmd a highly attenuated 
low power monitor signal when switched off 1due to leakage. The 
use of a waveguide switch eliminates the necessity to stabilise 
a high power valve, and lock its frequency to that of the mon-
itor klystron. If a very high power pulse source i·s used, some 
protection, such as a T.R. cell, must beprovided before the 
receiver to protect the diodes, but often powers of less than a 
watt provide sufficient saturation of the sampl~, and this pre-
caution is unnecessary. The use of a single klystron super-
heterodyne receiver, sudb as described by Brown, Mason and Thorp 
(1965) eliminates the necessity for a local oscillator klystron 
and its attendant frequency control. If a single klystron 
spectrometer is operated with a diode switch to produce the 
saturating pulses, this results in the greatest simplicity of 
operation, as no frequency stabilisation between valves is 
needed. SuCh a single klystron superhet. spectrometer for 
measuring relaxation times is described by Llewellyn, 
Whittlestone and Williams (1962), and a single klystron spec-
trometer for pulse saturation measurements using a crystal 
video receiver is described in Chapter 4. 
A very similar technique to pulse saturation, using 
the same basic principle, is described by Giordmaine 1 Alsop, 
Nash and Townes (1958). Two kylatrona are frequency swept 
across the resonance, the fi~at giving a high r-ower saturating 
signal (not a square r~lse) to the sample as it passes the 
resonant frequency, and the second, which reaches the resonant 
sigWI4l 
frequency a variable time after the first valv~ provides a 
low power monitor signal• gives the instantaneous pop,.::lation 
difference between the two levels, as it passes resonance. 
sigWlls 
As the time interval between the two valvetl/.. reaching resonance 
is varied. so a point by point picture of the relaxation re-
covery is built up. Bowers and Mims (1959) describe a method 
of saturating a transition at one freq_uency, and obaervins 
the relaxation recovery at a different frequency. 
3.2.l.c.lnversion recoveEf 
This method is due to Castle, Cheater and Wagner (19~0), 
and uses the technique of adiabatic rapid passage. The amnple, 
in a cavity, is placed in a magnetic field which is below the 
resonant value corresponding to the frequency of a low power 
monitor klystron. An auxiliary sweep coil1 fed with an alter-
nating current. repeatedly sweeps the magnetic field rapidly 
through resonance, and a high power klystron provides a pulse 
at the same frequency as the monitor, which is synchronised 
to arrive as the sample is brought to resonance. This pulse 
inverts the populati~ of the levels being observed, and 
initially maser action c-ccurs, the monitor signal being 
amplified each time the maenetic field passes through resonance. 
As the spins relax the monitor signal passes through zero, at 
which po.int the levels are sature.ted (their populations are 
equal), and returns to the no~al thernal eq~ilibriuo sbsorp-
tion value. The locus of the points of the ~uoni tor signal 
peaks after saturation is an expouential, as is the contin-
uous trace of the pulse saturation experiwent, the locus 
giving the relaxation tiue in the sane way. This method was 
extended frOQ the original 9 ~Iz. of Castle et. al. to 34GHz. 
by Thorp, Pace and Sampson (1951). 
3.2.3.d. Pulse Response 
This cethod was developed by Brown and Thorp (1967) to 
enable neasurements of relaxation times to be made at very 
low power levels, obviating the requirement of a high p~1er 
nicrowave source, which is a major difficulty at very high 
frequencies. The original equipment is described in Section 
3., but the underlying theory is a si~ple derivation from the 
rate equations for a two level systec. Rate equations can 
be written to include both relaxation and stimulated trans-
ition probabilities; using the notation of Sec. 1.5: 
dnl/dt = ~12nl :·+ w21112" -. wl2D:l + w2ln2 
dn2/dt a wl2nl - w2ln2 + wl2nl - w2ln2 
These can be combined into ~ single rate equation, using 
3.9a 
3.9b 
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equation 1.21 1 and the fact that the stimulated transition 
probabilities are equal for upward and downward transitions, 
yielding 
3.10 
This equation can be rearranged to give 
which has a solution of expon~ntial form, with a time constant, 
... ,., -1 rc;· 11 which is c..- = (l/T1 + 2t.r12> • Since w12 is propor-
tional to the cicrowave power incident on the smnple (eq.l. 7) 1 
't: will become dependent on the incident power when 
l.J12 ~- 1/Tp but if the observation is made at such a low pOTI7er 
that w12 is negligible compared with 1/T 1 but sufficient 
for useful absorption signals to be obtained, then ~=T1 • 
!~ exact measureu~nt would weasurc ~ as a function of power, 
followed by extrapolation to zero power. Equation 3.11 
describes the response of a spin system to a low level pulse 
of microwave power. Initially the system is j.n. themal equil-
ibrium, and the power absor~tion at the beginning of the pulse 
is very strong, bein~ ~roportional to the :?OpuJ.ation <:tiff-
erence, whiCh io a maximu~. As the sm:iple absorbs power, and 
S?ins are excited into the upper level, so rlecreasing the pop-
ulation difference, the absorption '!ecreases exponentially to 
its steady state value., and analysis of the exponential appearing 
on the top of the oscillograph trace of t'he reflecte~ sign~l 
from the sa.nple, in the same ~1ay as a pulse s·aturation trace, 
gives the relaxation time. 
3.2.4~Ultrasonic techJ~iques. 
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In 1963 Dobrov and Browne reported measurements of acoustic 
absorption in ruby at microwave frequencies up to 10 GHz. 
They used quartz, and at l~1er frequencies barium titanate, 
transducers bonded to the ruby crystals to generate monochrom-
atic coherent phonons and measured the absorption of these 
by the crystal, by reflection and transmission methods, as a 
function of magn~tic field. ~~en the resonance connition is 
fulfilled, the spins will absorb quantc of 3coustic energy from 
the phonon field in the same ·!>~ay as an electrom:l.gentic field 
will simulate transitions. 
From these abosrption coefficients and measursd spin-
phonon lineshapes they derived the magnetoelastic tensor, and 
hence the spin-lattice relaxation time. Their results were in 
general longer than relaxation times measured by other tech-
niques, but could be reconciled with theory, and the effect of 
exchange coupled pairs. 
3.3 Apparatus and experimental techniques - Introduction 
The remainder of this Chapter describes the three spec-
trometers which already existed in this ~epartment, which were 
used to measure relaxation times in a range of ruby specimens. 
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All the measurewents were n~de at liquid helium temperature 
in order to observe the direct relaxation process. The X-banc. 
(9.3 GHz.) and 0-band (35.5 GHz.) spectrometers were conven-
tional superheterodyne spectrometers, arlapted to the pulse 
saturation method of measuring T1• The o-bancl (70 GHz.) spec-
trometer used the pulse response method, and crystal video 
detection. Chapter 4 describes the design, construction and 
operation of two spectrometers, operating in J-band (16G.nz.) 
and K-band (22 GHz,) 1 puspose built to make relaxation measure-
menta as simply as possible. 
3.4. The X-band Spectrometer 
The spectrometer used for relaxation studies at 9.3 GHz. 
was a conventional two klystron superheterodyne spectrometer, 
modified to make relaxation 1::easurements using the pulse sat-
uration technique by the additio~ of a travelling wave tube 
amplifier, operating in a pulse mode, to provid~ the saturating 
pulses. 
3.4.1. The superheterodyne spectramet~ 
A diagram of the spectrometer circuit is given in Fig. 
3.1. The spectrometer uses a rectangular reflection cavity 
operatinf in the TE012 mode, with a Q of approximately 1000. 
The cavity is split laterally ·;-.._ /4 below the coupling iris, 
0 -
0 
at a position where wall currents are a minimum, to enable 
samples to be introduced. Sampl~s "'i7ere placed on the narrow 
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FIGURE ::1.1 THE X-SA!\1D SPECTROMETER 
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face of the cavity, just below the split, at a position where 
they intercepted the maximum vertical component of the micro-
wave magentic field. The samples were attached by a smear 
of Apiezon vacuum grease, which has a sufficiently high vis-
cosity to hold the sample in place at room temperature, and 
which freezes solid at liquid nitrogen or helium temperatures 
The coupling mechanism consists of a circular coupling hole, 
centrally positioned in the waveguide, in a 0.010" brass iris, 
with a single 8 BA tuning screw mounted in the centre of the 
broad face of the waveguide, immediately above the iris. The 
coupling to the cavity was set by sweeping the signal klystron 
reflector voltage at 50Hz. so as to display the klystron mode 
as reflected from the cavity to diode D3 (Fig. 3.1.) on an 
oscilloscope. The klystron was then mechanically tuned to 
centre the cavity abosrption dip on the mode display, and the 
tuni~g screw adjusted to bring the tip of the absorption dip 
to the baseline of the display. This indicated that all 
power incident on the cavity at its centre frequency was being 
absorbed in the cavity - i.e. the coupling was 100% 1 and the 
cavity presented a matched termination to the waveguide. 
Microwave power from the signal klystron, a KS9/2o-A 
giving an output of 20ml-J. e:!t.ers snn 1 if the bridge hybrid tee, 
and is equally divided between arms 2 and 3. Arm 3 is re-
ferred to as the balance arm, and by adjustment of the phase 
shifter and attenuator the power reflected from arm 3 into arm 
4, the receiver anm, can be arranged to be of equal amplitude 
and opposite phase to any power reflected from the cavity, on 
arm 2, into arm 4. An y power reflected back into arm 1 is 
absorbed in the isolator. In this condition no power reaches 
the detector diodes of the balanced mixer, and the bridge tee 
is said to be balanced. When the magnetic field is brought 
to resonance the sample absorbs power and alters the reflec-
tion coefficient of the cavity, and upsets the balance of the 
bridge, causing an amount of power proportional to the absorp-
tion in the sample to reach the detector diodes. l>lhen the 
proportion of power dissipated in the sample is small compared 
to that dissipated in the cavity as 3 whole, then the signal 
at the detector is proportional to "):', a----.d hence to the pop-
ulation difference of the levels being observed. 
The hybrid tee is sensitive to inbalance in both phase 
and amplitude, and both of these are present in the reflected 
signal from the cavity near resonance, the phase shifting 
arising fron the dispersive component of the susceptibility. 
1~1 order to observe only the absorptive compl nrmt of the res-
onance, the bridge tee ie unbalancecl slightly in amplitude 
only. !t the detector diodes of the balanced mixer, which are 
a pair of opposite polerity, CV 2154 and CV 2155, the absorp-
pU.<'n signal is mixed with rau:i ~tion from the lo~a.l oscillator 
klystron, operating at a frequency difference of 3m1Hz. from 
the signal, This provides a 3~lz. intermediate frequency 
signal input to the I.F. strip, where it is amplified and 
rectified, the final signal being displayed on an oscilloscope. 
Both the I.F. amplifier and the klystron power packs are parts 
of an ex.u.s.A.F. airborne radar set, MJ/APG-30. 
When operating as a normal spectrometer, the frequency 
of the signal klystron is locked to that of the experfmental 
cavity by a phase locking sustem. A 500 KHz. low amplitude 
modulating voltage is applied to the signal klystron reflector, 
electronically sweeping the klystron frequency slightly either 
side of its centre frequency. When this frequency modulation, 
which is much less than the cavity bandwidth, is reflected from 
the cavity, it is converted into a 500KHz. amplitude modul-
ation on the signal. As the klystron centre frequency trav-
erses the cavuty absorption curve, this a.m. changes ita phase 
by 180° from the low frequency to the high frequency 3dB point, 
and has minimum amplitude at the cavity centre frequency. The 
500 ICHz. signal is fed back from the I.F. amplifier and further 
amplified by a tuned ampl~fier, and pas~e1 into a phase sensit-
ive detector with a reference signal from the modulating 
oscillator. The outpur of the p.s.d. is a d.c. voltage which 
is proportional to the centre frequency deviation between the 
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klystron and the cavity, and of opposite polarity when the 
klystron frequency is on either side of the cavity centre 
frequency. By adjusting the phase of the reference signal, 
the polarity of the p.s.d. output may be corrected, allowing 
it to be applied directly to the klystron reflector as a corr-
ection signal. 
Operation of the spectrometer in the pulse mode for 
relaxation studies requires frequency stabilisation external 
to the experimental cavity, since the sigoal level varies too 
much to allow the internal locking system to be used. A 
Pound a.f.c. s~atem (Pouud1 .1946) is used1 power being extracted 
from the main microwave circuit by a 3dB directive feed, and 
passed by an isolator to a hybrid tee. Arm 3 contains a 
diode, Dl, which is fed with the same 500 KHz. modulating 
voltage as was applied to the klystron reflector, as described. 
above. This frequency modulates the radiation reflected from 
this arm into arm 211 which contains an abu·rption wavemeter. 
Tbe signal reflected from the wavemeter into arm 1 ia amplitude 
modulated in the same way as that reflected from the ezper-
imental cavity in the intemal locking system, and in am 1 
the amplitude modulated sidebands 500 KHz. above and below the 
klystron frequency mix with radiation at the klystron frequency, 
to produce a 500 KHz. aignal at diode D2. This is amplified 
an.d p~u!ser! to the phase sensiti."e detector to producP. t.h~ 
correction voltage as above. 
The magatt system used on this spectrometer was a Newport 
Instruments 4 inch type A electroma~, mounted on a law 
loading trolley providing 368 degrees rotation about a vertical 
axis through the centre of the pole gap. This. with its 
associated power supply provided fields of up to 5 kilogauss 
with a stability of 1 part in 104• 
3.4.2. The Pulsing Equipment 
The saturating pulses were produced by a t. ravelling wave 
amplifier, M-:_0 \'alve Co. type TWX-8, which toolr.. its microwave 
input from the signal klystron, thus ensuring that the sat-
urating pulses were of the same frequency as the monitor, with 
no additional a.f.c. equipment. The monitor signal by passed 
the T.W.T. via the 10 and 20 dB ceuplers, which reduced its 
power to a few tens of microwatts. A high voltege pulse gen-
erator delivered 750 volt pulses to the grid of the T.W.T., 
producing output microwave pulses of maximum power approximately 
1 watt, with a rise and fall time of 1 p.sec and a length 
variable up t~ 100 msec. 
In order. to pravide protection. for the P.uperhet. receiver 
during the power pulse, an arrangement of multivibrator and 
monostable circuits delivered a blanking off pulse to the I.F. 
rn··-
~plifior 11 overlapp:i.n~ the pO'J-nr pul::~e by a few mi(~.!.':)B!~co:nds 
at either end. This resulted in a dead time of a fewfSeconds 
at the end of the power pulse when the initial relaxation re-
covery could not be seen, but as the relaxation times being 
studie&were of the order of the tens of milliseconds, this did 
not affect these measurements. The power p11lse was insuff-
icient to cause any danger of burn-out of the detector Giodes 
in the balanced. mixer • and ao no form of waveguide T .R. prot-
ection was required. 
3.4.3. Cryosenic facilities 
In order to make measurements at the temperature of liquid 
helium, 4.2°K, a glass double tail dewar system contained the 
cavity and its 0.01011 wall German silver waveguide feed. The 
outer dewar was filled with liquid nitrogen, and allowed to 
pre-cool the inner dewar, which had a pumpable interspace, 
before transfer of liquid helium. The inner dewar was sealed 
to the cryostat beadD and caanected to a helium gaa racoverJ 
system to allow the boil off from the dewar to be returaad for 
re-liquification. 
A c~or.. sout·ce of low frequency noise in spectrometers 
is boiling cr~wgenic fluid which findc ~.tP. way into the cavity 
and waveguide, the bubbles of gaa causing x:andom changes in 
the dielectric cODStant of the filling of the cavity, and h&Dee 
of ita reflect:ion coefficient. To pTeveut this tbe cavity 
the coupling iris. The threads were well covered in Apiezon 
grease which froze solid during the pre-cooling with liquid 
nitrogen, preventing the entry of liquid helium when it was 
transferred to the inner dewar. 
There was no provision for remote control of the cavity 
coupling or cavity frequency from the cryostat head when the 
cavity was cooled down. The frequency change due to contrac-
tion of the cavity was compensated for by alteration of the 
klystron frequency. The degree of coupling also altered on 
cooling down, and this was allowed for by setting off the 
coupling at room temperature to about 75%; on cooling the cavity 
to 4.2~ the coupling became very close to 100%. 
The level of liquid helium in the inner dewar was mon-
itored with a superconducting depth gauge. The gauge element 
was made by tinning 40 swg constantan wire with lead/tin solder. 
using Tricene flux. The enamelling was first removed from the 
wire; the most efficient solvent for this purpose was found to 
be Stripalene 713. At the temperature of liquid helium the 
lead/tin sheath of this wire, which has a critical temperature 
of about 7~1 becomes superconducting1 but the passage of a 
small current (about lOOmA) is sufficient to prevent any wire 
above the level of the liquid helium attaining the critical 
temperature. Thus, when the element is mounted perpendicular 
tc t:hs st·:dace of t~·~~ liquid bel:h~:~ that p~n.·t ~1hic.h :i.R above 
the surfhce retain~ the resistance of the constantan core, 
while that part below has zero resistance. A 100 IDA trans-
iatorised constant current power supply was built to feed the 
element, the voltage developed by this current flowing through 
the seusor being proportional to the length immersed in liquid 
helium. Several element configurations were tried, involving 
both free mounted and enclosed wires, in single and multiple 
loops. The final design adopted was a strip of 1/16" paxoliu, 
14" long and 0.2" wide, with a .020" x .020" groove cut in 
either side, at a slight angle to each other, containing a 
single loop of lead/tin/constantan wire which passed through a 
small hole linking the two grooves at the bottom of the strip, 
and was soldered to small tags at the top of each groove. The 
whole was then coated with G.E. law temperature varnish (Oxford 
Cryogenics Ltd.) to prevent any accidental short circuit even 
though the wire was recessed in the paxolin. This element 
was small enough to fit the tail of the dewar, which a free 
standing element would not do with the cavity sealing can 
fitted, and has proved robust enough to withstand ~y cycles 
from room to liquid helium temperature without failure. 
3.4.4. aperation and recording of data. 
The samples were mounted in the cavity with the crystall-
ine c-axis in the horizontal plane, which enabled the magnetic 
eo 
field to be rotated with respect to the c-axis, allowing any 
polsr angle to be selected easily. After cooling down to liquid 
b~lium temperature, the transition to be measured was found by 
modulating the magentic field at 50Hz. via auxiliary sweep coils 
on the magent poles, and slowly sweeping the mageutic field to 
the resonant value to obtain a resonance display at 100Hz. on 
the Tektronix 531A oscilloscope used. The particular transition 
was identified by reference to the graphs of resonance spectra, 
for ruby plotted as resonant magentic field versus polar angle 
for various frequencies, published by Schulz-du-Bois (1959). 
The bridge was balanced, as described in Section 3.4.1. 1 
to remove any dispersive component, leaving only the absorption 
display. The 50 Hz modulation was removed, and the oscill-
oscope triggered from the front edge of the saturating pulse, 
\o:-:,.;_\!h was aliually 5 msec long. This resulted in an expcinen-
tial trace when the static magentic field was precisely at the 
centre of the resonance line. The Y~amplification and the 
time base speed (operating on the calibrated ranges only) were 
adjusted to give a display of measurable height and which had 
decayed to a level baseline whilst still on the oscilloscope 
screen; the base line gives a measure of )<_"(e><::.) (Sec.3.2.3.b.). 
This oscillograph was then photographed with a Polaroid camera: 
a typical exponeutial relaxation recovery oscillograph is 
shmn1 in Fig. 3.2, with the associated sernilogorathmic plot 
xtt>[Vct>l 
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0f ru...:.::ol~pt:i.on against time. The gradient of this line gives 
the valuf! of the relaxation time and 1 as the figure. which in 
a .:Jingle straight line, shows. this is a single exponential. 
Any deviation from a single straight line, either as a curve or 
multiple straight lines, would be an indication of the presence 
of other relaxation processes than the direct process. This 
was very infrequently observed in the present work, and when it 
did occur, the gradient corresponding to the tail of the expon-
ential was used to give the value of the spin-lattice relaxation 
time, as mentioned in Section 3.2.3.b. 
It is important that the monitor power should not cause 
any saturation of the resonance line being observed, and, to 
check this, the monitor power was increased by means of the 
attenuator in the by-pass arm, but this was not found to affect 
=:'t.: relaxation times measured in the ruby samples used. A 
pulse repetition frequency (prf.) of 10Hz was used for setting 
up the spectrometer, but actual measurements were made by 
single shot operation, to ensure complete recovery to thermal 
equilibrium of the spin system between saturating pulses. 
This also facilitated photography of a single relaxation recovery 
trace. 
3.5. The Q-band spectrometer 
This was a single klystron superheterodyne bridge spec-
trometer, operating at frequencies close to 35 GHz 1 adapted 
fc•'!: r,.u:::.s~ Haturation relaxation measurements by the addition 
::;;~ a secc .. rrd high power klystron. The basic spectrometer has 
hf:~n described by Brown et. al. (1965), although modified since, 
and in the fo~ used for this work is shown diagramatically in 
Figure 3.3. 
A conventional superhet receiver, as described in Section 
3.4.1. employs a separate klystron as a local oscillator, the 
frequency difference between this and the signal ltlystron nec-
essar~ly falling within the passband of the I.F. amplifier. 
The noise due to a point contact diode used as a mi:~r is in-
versely proportional to the I.F. frequency, whereas the noise 
introduced by an amplifier using a specific type of valve is 
approximately proportional to the frequency of operation. As 
discussed by Strum (1953), this results in a broad frequency 
i.~;.J from 30 to 60 MHz where• from the point of view of noise, 
it is most advantageous to place the inte~ediate frequency, 
the exact opti~um frequency depending on the characteristics 
of the microwave diodes and the amplifier des-ign. 
At X-band frequencies stabilisation circuits a-re well 
able to maintain a frequency-difference of this magnitude 
between two klystrons, but at Q-band this becomes very diff-
icult• and so the single klystron superhet, which was first 
described by Misra (1958) operating at X-band, has evolved. 
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3.5 .1. The Single klystron s>1perhet5;.rodyne sp_ectrometer. 
The spectrometer uses a hybrid tee bridge, as described 
in Section 3.4.1 1 but the balancH a1:m contains &". E - li tuner 
instead of an attenuator and phase shifter. This matching 
element consists of an unmatched hybrid tee, wit!·! moveable non-
contacting short circuiting plungers in the E and 1:1 arms, and 
has the property of being adjustable to present an imp~dance 
of any magnitude, and therefore to match any given mis-match, 
and as such is ideally suited to balancing a microwave bridge. 
Both the local oscillator &1d signal power ere dervied from one 
E.M.I. R5146 reflex klystron, which gives 20 m~ output between 
34 and 35.5 GHz. In the original version of the spectrometer 
described by Brm1n et. al. the l.o. power is contained in the 
sidebands .~t (f ±- 45] 11Hz (where f is the klystron frequency), 
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introduced by a transmission modulation diode driven at 45 UHz. 
This modulation diode was a standard Q-ba.Tlrl detector/mixer car-
tridge diode, VX3136, G.E.C. Ltd., placed in a transmission 
'tvaveguide mount (Hilger and Watts ~·7 865) 11 which, 'l:o7hen driven 
by a 1 volt r.m.s. 45 Nllz signal (the maximum available from 
the r.f. generator), produced some 1% modulation of the monitor 
power. A 3dB directive feed then split the p~1er, half pro-
viding the monitor signal, and the sidebands in the other half 
providing the local oscillator input to the balanced mixer, 
which contained a pair of diodes of opposite polarity, GID~ 8 
and GEM 9 (Mullard). This a;:rangeuent had some disadvantages, 
notably the presence of the sideband frequencies in the monitor 
signal e~ the sample, which could have caused some modulation 
broadening of the resonance lines, although this was not ob-
served in ruby. The advantage of the local osci l.lator frequency 
being self-tracking, and the simplicity of operation which this 
effected was, however, a very great advantage. The design 
was criticised by Duckmaster and Dering (1966) on the grounds 
of degradation of sensitivity due to the sidebands on the mon-
itor signal, and the spectrometer was sUbsequently modified 
to remove this objection, this being the version in Fig. 3.3. 
The modulation to produce l.o. sidebands was removed from 
the main mccrowave circuit to the sidearm, and took the form 
of a balanced modulator: effectively this was a balanced mixer 
assembly. containing a reverse polarity pair of diodes, ~C3136 
and VX3171, which were fed in parallel with the 45 Mllz modul-
ation signal. Microwave radiation entering the tee in the R 
arm divides equally into the two side arms, and is reflected 
from these, modulated at 4SMHz by the diodes, back to the junc-
tion. There the sideband components, which are in antiphase, 
as the modulating diodes are of opposite polarity, ad.d and pass 
out of the E-arm into the balanced mixer, while the fundamental 
frequency components, being still in phase, are passed back 
out of the H-arm to be absorbed in the isolator. The 
supression of the fundamental in u.,o local oscillator signal 
is around 40 dB, and this removes any standing bias at the mixer 
diaues 'lue to the fundamental, cam.:ing them to act in the low-
level, square la'"• conversion region, which results in the super-
het output baing prop~rtional to the signal power from the spec-
trometer bridge. 
The I.F. amplifier was an 11 stage stagger tuned ampli-
fier originally designed for a two klystron sup~rhet. receiver, 
and consequently having a bandwidth of 10 lmz. This was re-
duced to 3 MHz with a corresponding increase in gain and signal 
to nois~ ratio. After final stt~ge detection the signal was 
displ3yad on an oscilloscope. 
This spectrometer did not use a conventional cavity, but 
instead the sampb was placed at tha bottom of a short circuited 
length of .01011 wall stainless stet:!l l'mvaguido';l Nhich want to 
the bottom of the tail dewar system used. This d·~sign was 
dictated by the lack of space for a cavity in the original 
double glass dewars us~d for liquid helium t~perature measure~ 
menta in the small poL gap required of the electromagent in 
order to obtain the resonant fi~lds (15 kG) raquired at Q-band 
frequencies. As fairly large samples were used, typically 
internal waveguide dimansions ( .280" x .140") by 0.4" long, the 
improved sensitivity of a cavity was not essential, the r.f. 
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field stt'ength in the ordina1.-y wavE:~.~-~ide being sufficient for 
good absorption signals to be se~n. This eliminated the require-
ment of .:.ny a.f.c. system for the klystron, which was placed in 
an oil bath to reduce long te~ thercal drift, and the heaters 
were powered by a battery to mininiae any 50 Hz modulation of 
the microwave power from a.c. heaters. 
The magnet system used with this spectr<Jmgtar was a Nm-7port 
InstrUI!lents 8 inch type D water cooLd •=lectromagnot 11 with a 
C225 9 KW stabilised pow•::r control unit and d.c. g~nerator. 
This produced a maxicum fi~ld of 16 kilogauss in a 4.5 .• cm gap, 
and a homogeneity of the order of 1 part in 105 over a volume 
of a few ccs at the centra of the gap. Field homogeneity of 
this order is raquired to pravent avoidable inhomogeneous broad-
ening of the resonance lines. 
3.5.2. The pulsing system. 
Saturating puls~s of microwave power were suppli~d by a 
water cooled Elliott 8TFK2 drift tube klystron, providing up to 
20 watts output power at frequencies near 35 GHz. This valve 
was powered by an Elliott PKU-1 klystron pow1::r supply, with a 
668 Modulator unit to give modulation of the klystron cathode 
voltage. The pulse width was variable frotLl 30 )'lS to 600 ms, 
with a p.r.f. betwe~n 0.15 Hz and l f~.z, tho fall time of the 
microwave pulse being about 3 ;;s. The frequency of the power 
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klysti~-:·n ~1as wade coincid~nt. witll that of tha monitor klystron 
using e. transr;1ission absorption wavemeter, Midcantury Microwava 
typ2 !-1C~:i:/2A. Tha 't-.7ave mater was first tul11:!d to the monitor 
frequency using a microa_~eter connected to a diode on the ab-
sorption arm. The pm..1er klystron frequency was tuned until 
pulses l-.7ere seen coming from the transl!ri.Gsion arm, via the 't'l7ave-
meter ce.vity, these baing display1~d on an oscilloscope. The 
pulse height was carefully maximised, by tunh1g the klystron, 
indicating that tha pcmer klystron frequency was exactly in the 
centre of the wavemetor a-curve. t.J.."Ih..::n the relaxation recovery 
was observed on one beam of the doubL:: beam. oscilloscope, and 
the waveneter transmitted pulse on the other beam1 any drift of 
the p~-.1er klystron fraquency could immediately b0 sean as a da-
crease in tha height of these pulsas. 
Due to the vary low local oacillator powar level virtually 
no mixing action takas place at th~ mixer diodes during th;: 
saturating puls-3. For L'1ixing to tclta place both th<::: signal and 
local oscillator powers should b<~ comparable, and tLa local 
oscillator pm-1er should be greater than th~ signal, or els~ tho;; 
high power signal biases off the diodes so far that mixing is 
preve11ted. Thia result~d iu very little input to the I.F. 
amplifier during the pulse, and hence no blanking off of the 
Ell!lplifier was required. 
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3 ~ n C 0 f '1' 0 _•J•J• ryoganlc acl 1t1es 
Originally this spactrometeT ~1as operated with a double 
glass t.:J.~.'!. de~·rar system, which, because of its fragility, and the 
lack of space in the inner tail duo::! to the small magnet gap, was 
replac,~d by a stainless steel tail dewar. designed and built by 
Oxford Cryogenics Ltd. Fig.3.4 is a diagram of the cryostat in-
dicating the essential details of its internal construction. 
The intermediate tail annulus is a heat shield, maintained at 77°K 
by the liquid nitrogen reservoir, removing the n.ecessity for a 
liquid nitrogen jacket surrounding the tail, and provides auf£-
icient room in the tail for waveguide sizes up to WG 16 (X-band). 
In operation, the vacuum interspace was evacuated to a pressure 
of less than 10-t~with a diffusion pump, which ensured a boil off 
of liquid nitrogen of less than 200 ml /hour, and anabled a temper-
ature of 4.2CX to be maintained for over five hours by the transfer 
of about 2 iitres of liquid h~lium. 
Initial pre-cooling of the cryostat with liquid nitrogen 
tooktwo to three hours, prior to which tha central chambdr was 
evacuated and filled with helium ggs to act as an exchange fluid 
and exclude condensible vapours. Transfer of liquid helium from 
a travelling dewar was effected using a double walled metal 
syphon, and was monitored during transfer ~y the superconducting 
depth gaug~, descri~ed in Section 3.4.3, which was sellotaped to 
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FIGURE 3.4 THE METAL TAIL CRYOSTAT 
the wnveguide. 
~2~8~~Fation of the spectromete~ 
TI:: orientation of the samples with respect to the wave-
guide and mageatic field was the same as for the X-band spec-
trometer described in Section 3.4.4 •• the c-axis being in the 
horizontal plane. Due to the very low Q of the length of wave-
guide containing the sample compared with a cavity. it was not 
found necessary to seal the bottom of the waveguide against the 
entry of liquiu helium• as no significant decrease in low fre-
quency noise was observed on sealing the short circuiting plunger 
with Wood's metal after insertion of the sample. 
50 Hz :field sweep was used to locate the required resonance 
linea prior to application of the saturating pulses. These 
produced exponential traces in the same way as at X-band when 
the magnetic field was precisely adjusted to the centre of the 
resonance line. In the absence of a cavity. balancing of the 
bridge to observe only an absorptive signal was not as simple 
as for the X-band spectrometer. The method used was to adjust 
the E -- II tuner off resonance to produce a minimum d.c. level at 
the output of the amplifier. using the oscilloscope in the d.c. 
coupled mode. On bringing the magnetic field to resonance 
with 50 Hz field modulation superimposed• a 100 Hz resonance 
display was obtained~ the E - H tuner was adjusted to maximise 
this as an absorption signal. consistent with the d.c. level of 
t.h.~ baseline of the display being the same on either side of the 
&Ls0rptinn line: . This was checked by switching off the 50 Hz 
modulet~."n, and slowly, sweeping th:-ough the resonance line with 
the magnetic field, paying close attention to the d.c. level of 
the signal immediately adjacent to the resonance line, the ab-
sence of any overshoot on both sides indicating true absorptive 
balance. To clarify this, Figs. 3.5.a and b are oacillograms 
of a 100 Hz resonance display with the brdige adjusted for, a. 
absorption, and b, dispersion, only, these displays being quite 
general for all the spectrometers described here. For initial 
setting up a fairly high p.r.f. ( 30Hz) was used. but for photo-
graphic recording, using a Polaroid camera, the p.r.f. of the 
658 Modulator was turned down as low as possible (0.15 Hz) en-
abling both the spin system to recover to thermal equilibrium 
between pulses, and the camera shutter to be opened and closed 
to record only a single trace, using the beam location indicator 
leghts on the oscilloscope. Analysis of the photographs was 
exactly as described for the X band results. 
3.6 The o-band spectrometer· 
This spectrometer was built specifically to measure relax-
ation times by the pulse response method, outlined in Section 
3.2.3.d. The method and apparatus have been described by 
Brown and Thorp (1967). Due to the prohibitive cost of micro-
wave valves operating in the 4 mm band (70 GHz) this sp~ctrometer 
~ ArldSIQ NOISlJ3dSIO QJ S"£ 3tl001:1 
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EZP.d as a microv1uve source the first harmonic of a Q-band refh~x 
ldj"stron. genersted by a cross-guid~~ mount~d diode and a waVt::J-
guide ~~~ert acting as a hiSh pass filter. 
placed on thi: microvava p~~lsa for the pula·~ response method are 
very stringent. and g~nerating suitabl~ pulses is tha major 
practical difficulty with this t•':!chniqu':~. In order to observ\;! 
the tim~ varying r·<!sponsa of th-~ spin syatt!m11 tho fraqu..:&ncy 
c:!eviatio1~ across tha pulsa must b.·:: v~ry much l~as than tb~ Una-
width of the r<;;!.oon1.nca. in ord.:;;r to ensura that tho: same part 
of the lin-a is baing moni tor~a throltgho11t tll~ r!lls'l. Sil1c:;:. 
the variation of the power absorbed by th:~ se.;1pL: is b•::ing 
moni toraa. th•l variation in pula~ 81:1pli tude across the pula.;; 
must also be very small so as not to distort the expon<mtial 
response. Grid modulation of a particular reflex klystron has 
t:1et these requir(."l:lents, but other r:~thods of t:::.odv.lation whicll 
have been triad have not be~n successful. 
3.6.1. Th~ pulsa raaponse 0- band spectromet~r. 
Figura 3.6 is a bloclt diagram o.f th·::: spactroceter. The 
hybrid tee bridge. :latching end detector l:ll·~D:~r.ts are all 4 tllr.l 
(l-1G26) compone!lts. and as such th~ d~sig!l is cor!Ventional. Th·."! 
balancing of th.o: bridge~ t-1as p·.:!rfomed by an E - U tunar. The 
det,~ctor diodes used wara Hil1pr a'"lcl Watts W0948 1 in which 
the point contact diode is integral with th~ mount. Which han 
> 
I 
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a tunable short circuit ~ahind th~ diode. 
is mounted on a grub screw, which enables the r··.:!lntiva. position 
of the chip and ttmgsten "t·7hiaker to ~)•:.: va.riad, and th~ whisker 
prassure also to Lc adjusted to ~ximise tha outp•J.t netectec! 
curr~nt. Periodic adjustment of the dioda 11as necnssary, as it 
was extrenely sensiti~~ to shock, wl1iCh would d~grade its p~r-
formance by some lOc!B fror:: the l)"""'tirnurn. These diodes wera .!lhout 
13 dB nora sensitive tha..""\ a tunaLl~ c:1rtridg·~ diorte mo1.1nt ('f-'id-
c::ntury Hicrouava HC26/17) • which employed a post anti bar wav~­
guide transfomar to f,~ed a 1.1'!53 co.!:Xi:1l cn.rtridg.J ~iode. Tlv~ 
detector diode fed tl hi~h gain d.c:. am.plifi·~r (Sclartron A.A. 
900) • tha outp11t of which was dieplay1-3d on an oscilloscop~. 
This simph crystal-vidl3o rec-3ivcr 't-Tas 'tl7cll suited to r-3laxation 
studies with this spectror.tet·":!r, as the signals w.=ra all at low 
leval, t.~us not reGuiriniJ' a largro: dynamic rang:.:: of the ar,'!!11ifior. 
:md anar)V.:d the high gain of tha m:lplifiar to b~ usad fully, 
producing a vir!~o display with a signal ratio of ar,:pro~it.1ataly 
10 em. The sp;:lctrol!later did not UB3 a cavity11 duo to the e~ctraoe 
complaxity of operating an a.f .c. syst.?.m at 70 GF..z, but utilised. 
a short circuited langth of W3Vaguida to con.tain the sample in 
the cryostat, as did the !1-band sp:~ctrometer, described in Sec. 
3.5.1. The waveguide feed into the cryostat wes WG22 (Q-band) 
.010" stainl·,~ss St'lel 1:-1all wavaguida, short circuitl~d !Jy a plun.g;,~r, 
)3 
on top of which wru~ the aampla. The 70 CHz r.1diotion was le..unch~d 
into this siz~ of wn.v~~uidc.l !jy a ~\'C26 to l-1G22 tap:~r. Thia was 
in stainlass st,-:!•.11 wal.lad HG':!f.~ but which '1'-7llB very much rodduc;~d 
'by transvitting tha waves in a highar mol'!.::: tha~1 th<3 fun~.~ntal, 
u01 , in the lnrg·~r wav•:!!guida. 
3.6.2. Tha grid rnodulat·'ld l:lystror~ sourc~ 
The sourco of ~crawave radiation waa an Elliott 8RK19 
raflax klystron, [livinP, a ~.tv. pcwe-r of around 60 m~7 at frequen-
ci.;;:s near 35GBz. Th'l choic~ of this klystron was crucial to 
the O?erntion of the spsctr~~eter1 due to ita grid oodulation 
characteristics. Figures 3. 7a and 3. n.. are tl-.e ~riel. charact~r-
istica o£ the 8P.Kl9 and an E.lf.I. ~.5146 Q-bnnd r~fbx klystron 
as measure~ uy Brown. Fror.., these it rJ&y !Je s~en that th~ fr;"l-
qu~ncy deviation of the P.RI.a9 "tdth cheng~ of grit.!-cathodi;l 
voltage is nininsl 1 whereas ther<'l is e lin~ar ralr.,tionahip Le-
tween the two for tha Jt5146. This r·:!Sulto in th~ 8RI<l9 giving 
grid modulf:l.t:!d puls<:.:a which hava no fraquancy d:~vietion detect-
able by a hip,;l1-Q wavet!".cter (ludcentury Uicrowav<3 MC22/2A) 1 . 1!~-
dicating that th~ deviation1 if any, is leas than 5 MHz. 
klystron was run with 8 volt pulses to Lring tha grid-cathode 
voltaga just to th~ threshold of oscillation at -40 volts 1 
whera the ·power output w.aa 3 nn. measured with a tharn:iator 
a. 
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Pulsing further up ths erid ch~racturistic produced 
more power, ':Jut at the rh~t of slightly gr.:;:atar fr~qu~~ncy oovintio~. 
Origin~lly the pulaes ware tranacitted to the grid via a 
blocking c~~~citor (an int,~gr!ll f::!l1tur(! of th3 ~1icrowav~ In.stru-
rnants WB 80 power su!)ply llStld) • which introduc2d &Ol!le rasistonce 
ca?acitanc·.;! diff<!renti3tion of th.;.: a~plied pulsu, and hencu 
at!'<plitud<:: ~ae along the hn~th of the output rl!icrcwcva pulaa. 
Of nec\!ssity the pulses werl!! SCI:'le 40 ns long, as thay had to !.a 
atlout 8 times lonp.~r than the r•'!laxation tiro!'~ 1Juine t:laasurlild, in 
ordar to display the ~asalim~ of the expon<1nti11l propurly. and 
this served to eccentuate tha sag tO'\fards th•.;} ond cf th~ !)nls i!. 
This pro~l<:.-!!t 'tl7as r.;P.:~OV·ad ~Y modification of thu 1.)1.1laing .nr:~.':".~ 
atns. A nmltivi!,rator/!lonosta!llt: pul3a g.;;:r..,,rator was !..ouilt 1 
anc! interposed in the gri~ snp'[)ly tina na sl1own i:l tb>J circuit 
diagr.~m of Figurd 3 .B. This puls~ ~r-merotor ~av:: pulS•';l li.!nr~ths 
!Jetwe::!n 50 and 500 tlB 1 with ll riaa time of 10 J-A8 1 and a p.r.f. 
beb7een 10 liz sn!'! 1 !-lz and also h:1d a singl~.:-shot ft1cility. The 
unit was powarad !Jy PP3 dry cell uatteri;;!a, end the whob t1a.s 
contained in a sr.tall box,. insuhtcd t~ith h~-~vy 3augo polytb·.~nr~ 
sheet. The co~trol shafts were 7Jrought out on tufnol rods, and 
the input and output £roc the !'OWar supply to th.:) klystron ;~ria 
enterec:! the box via th~ c.antr·J pins of tmr aeri:3S coaxid co :.:-
ectora, which ara insulatr.-~~ to vithatand 3 h.V. Sinca this 
rr-r ! 221< ~~trigger · 
~fl'SJS pulse len)th J 1 
AIOOK ~OJJF IK~ t I;~ ,. ~~ -r ro: :r.aK • . j_ l9v; I ~:ro ~320 I 
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FiGURE 3.8 'KLYSTRON GRID PULSrNG UNIT 
the entire unit. and 
all cont~l shafts etc. 
ore insula ted to 2 KV. 
g.::::ISrator was directly coupled t,; i:'ha klystron grid, nll r - c 
coupling, and h.o:nce 3r.l?lituc!e aaa of tbe rd.crmrav•.:: p·;JlS-! 1 war·:;. 
a liminated • 
1.:.~~3. The harmonic generator 
The 35 m1z pulses wer~ fed onto the harmonic generator 
diode, which wa.a a standard Q-l.Janci d~tector diod~ in 11 trans-
mission tuount& a Mullard GEr! 9 dioda was found to giv;l maxblUm 
conV;3rsion ~fficiancy. Th~ E - H tuner before the diode uount 
replac~d a phase shifter whiCh had Lean used for matching, and 
was found to give improved matching to the mount, rt:!&ulting in 
a 3 d3 improvement in the output of 4 nt: powar. After tbe 
filtor, tha 35 GBz rndiaticn t1ot ~~ing propugat.::d uora than a 
f~w guide wavelengths in tha WG26 l-1llvaeuic1.:., as it <mters an 
aw~n,ascant mo(h 1 which !lttcnuates cxponontially. r.ar.nonic con-
version thdory requiraa th~ died-'! to b::~ cc .... ncct,~d in pa:;-.alh::l 
with a load rasistar~ce. 
ridge allc~~ hamonic eenoration to take placo when the diode is 
ostensibly open circuited, a 100 ohm load was found to L1l1Xinise 
the 70 GHz output. The as.n,Jfacturars of thli: diod<! mount and 
tapur 1 11icrowava Inst~nts Ltd., quot~ a conv~raion ~ffici~ncy 
of -27 c!B tc th::l first har.:.JOnic (70 Gllz) 1 fer thb hamonic 
geuer.:1tor, which gives a figur-,:. of 6 J-l-t-1 for th~ O'ltput pot·7:.:Jr 
pulse at o-r.~and 1 fraw th.:: 3 -.;;~1 input pulse a.t Q-1.oa..""ld. 
3.6,4. Tha superconductin~ r:.equet .nnd cryog~nic systF.~F.: 
In order to g~nerate the t"!Dg: .:.~tic fields req_,lirad to 
o~serve ~ M • 1 transitions in ru::·7:1 at 70 Gnz, l-7hich are of the 
order of 25 kilogauss, a suparcot\ductine sol.;moid was usad, 
tne.nufocturad by Intern~tional !?.caaarch aud D~velorm,~nt Ltd. '.L'ha 
solenoid l-TnS wound fr0r.1 niobiut'l/ziJ•niu~1 .~lloy, uith a. critical 
tecperatura ~f 8°K, insulated and reinforcsd ~Y interwinclings of 
nylon. The solenoid had a !.1ora of 19 rr. diarnet•1r 11 whid1 was 
sufficient to contain lln auxili:1ry ::,odula.tion coil WOtind on n 
tufnol form2r and11 along th'~ common :mitJ of solenoid and coil, 
tha Q-Land low temperature stainless steel wav~r·-~ide. 
The superconduc:tins ri!AgD.ot t<TC.iii ~norgis~d !:.y tha Semi: 1-l~w­
pc~~t lnstrwaenta control 1mit one. I!Cnerator usad for t~111 typ:: D 
electroma~et of the Q-~a...11t! d!)ectrometar. Th·'l aupcrconducting 
ma8n:.:;t was connacti'.ld in series witb. the typ··.; D ab.ctroma11,nct 11 
and a high cnrrr:mt sefety ~iode ~1as connactcd in parallodl with 
t..'le sohmoid. The saf·~ty diode has t"!'fc functions; tl.) Th.:.: 
sol.;;:noid has a norrr.tll reoist&tca o.f 1-500 ohma 1 w1:ich 1 conr:.''~ctccl 
to the ccatrol unit output, would causa rYln -3-W!lY cf tha generator 
and so the diou.;:J providns a law curr~.:nt path in s·~ries ui ti.1 tri.~ 
~~~n th~ scl~noid is superconducting, it short 
circuits the ~i~d-3 and the control unit - · th·~r.::l.:f.ora seas the 
correct load resistance at all dn1s. ~J) If th<! supurcortrlucting 
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sudden cban~a in the current, or £ron lack of liquid helium, 
then the enilr.~y stc·r!Jd in tb!3 r.1a~~'atic fial-:1 n.tst te C.issipatod. 
This can ccC'.ur eafaly in tha dioda, which also damps out auy 
current 'ringing' which '!"',ay occur, :m.d rrov·::n.ts a voltae~ surga, 
which co,lLl b·~1 of kilovolts, ar.;.r! ~1o·1ld ·:bstroy th·.;; contrril ·1tdt 
and the sch:noid insulatic:r ... 
The map,nat was contain~d in a stainh:ss at~;:::l cryostat, 
of similer internal cor.str,lction to that in :rig. 3.'•• without 
the tail, 1..ut a CO!".,lpsrtr.<cmt O" x 3!" din. !.Jelow the liquic 
helium !"t:lS·~rvoir to c;mtain tha solenoid. Tha sobnoid was 
supported in position l.;y 11 bngt!·1 of 1" dia. str.i.nlase sta~l tub<:: 
which a lao contair.v~d th~ wav1~guid<:: coaxi~lly. 
3. 6 .5. c~e:!l:ation of thil spectro~1ater 
- -
The specisens US'3d uer;: th;: a-!'li:\~ ~a at Q-~)an.rl, cut tC'I fit 
wave~uid;:~ ~·TG22, ~7ith the c-axis in the horizontal r;lan~. This 
axial :;eo:natry cf tha solenoid. 
a short circuiting plun?,e.r,::which was not saal.:!d o::;2inst the 
entry of. liquid helium (see Sac. 3.5.4.). !Jp::!ration of th·~ 
cryost.!lt "t-739 sit:Jilar to tha r,.roc~dur'..l with th!~ tail cryostat us~d 
at Q-hand; th>:! interS:?tlC·:;! W'!S first <3Vl!CU.:lted wit1i. o diffusion 
pU1!1p and tha interior pre-cooled for s;everal hours with liquid 
n:i.t:rogen 11efor.:'! the trml&fur of liquid h•~lium. Th~ depth of 
l:tquid hrlliuo was Donitored with a sup0rcot1ductine d<3pth g.!luge. 
td.'-lil.1r to the one descri~K!d in Sec. 3.4.3. 1 but with th.a sensor 
elmJ.r;mt free mounted h·:lside the aolonoid. 
The r.:::sonance lines nera located 'by modul.::Jtion of th~ mag-
netic field with t.."'te klystron operating in th;:: C.l-7. mocl-::1• the 
auxiliary .:::ail ~aing driv~n ~y an Ahmec tY?e 254 hi~{h power 
oscillator at a low audio frequancy. Fig 3.9 shows such an 
a~.; sorption display otltainad at 70 CTiz. The k.lystrcn 't-T.:lS than. 
switched to the ~uloa~ cod~ of op~rstion 1 $ld thd vclta~~s c~rc­
fully adja~te~ to th~ wcrkb.e cc!l.ditions discussr!(1. in Sec. 3.6.2. 
The E - H tum'!r wes use~ tc ~alnnc(: tha t·ridge 1 tl1e ruls~ dis-
ap~carinz when the ~)rid1~a ~-1as cc•n.rlet(~ly YJaln.nced, and rca!(p·.::or-
ine when ar.n;.::litude unbalance ~ms introduced to chaarvo~ the al:Jsorp-
tio~1 ccr:monent of the resonance. Hhen th(! field was adjust:~d 
precisely tc the centra of the rr:lsonance lin:~ pu.lsas with an 
exponential top wer\3 o!Jtainer! cu the~ oscilloscop·:.:. Th~ pulsa 
Jene:tl1 w::ts adjusted in conjunction with the oscilloscopt"! tit!K:lT:~aae 
to ~iva n display which show<~d th~ l..::.vzl lJasalinu of th~ expon-
ential. an~ the trace tn\S th~n phctograph;3d with a Polaroid 
c~era. A pulae r~sponsa cscilloereph is shown in Fie. 3.10, 
thdsa !:>einp, inter~rf-lt•v:l in tha s~e way as ~uls~ saturation 
oscillographs by a aami.logarithmic plot of arnT,)litud<~ ~wcinst tim~. 
fiGURE 3.9 
70 GH2 ABSORPTION fOI~a.AV 
FIGURE 3.10 
10 GH:~: PULSE RESPONSE TRACE 
FIGW\E 3.18 
4 TFK4 GRID PULSE 
UPPER: WITHOUT WAVEMETER 
LOWER: WAVEMETER SET AT 
C. W. 0PERATINC9 FREQUENCY 
3.G.6. Thr:! o-~>ar.c! ltlystrc:in 
Few w•::asuraments bat1 baan made with the apcctrot~"tater as 
dE.;l~,;ribed cbove before the OJ.l!t.19 klystron rt!l.t.Ch~d ti-1~ and Of itG 
wor.kina life l·li.tb a burnt cut baater. Tb"l cost of raplac;..'"tilo-:mt 
WD.S found t~ be unraalistic 1 the r,rica of the valva he.ving in-
creased by 600% dua to cergars in tba olctronica industry and so 
an attempt ·;-1as Mde to use ac. Elliott 4TPK4 <>-Land klystron for 
relaxation studies. This v~lve is a modification of the 8TFI{2 
drift tube klyatron1 with an adtlitional 70G"dt: cavity coupled 
diractly to the 35 GBz cavity1 ao ~ to extract tb~ first harmonic 
radiation directly from the electron !)am. Th;a ~ower outp11t is 
approximately 250 'f!M at frequ.:mcies ?)~tween 7 5 O.'"l~. 77 Gllz • n1is 
H :.-!B a'Love the !raquency r.:me<:i of the first harmonic which coulr1 
be extractad from any of the ~band refl~x klystro~A available 
and so ~lininated the possiuility of uain~ the pulsa saturation 
technique 1 with thG 4TFK4 as th~ sourca of saturating pulsaa and 
the first harmonic of an R5146 providing th~ ~onitor pow~r. 
The mod1.\lat:~~on characteristics of tha valw are shown in Fig • 
.3.11, oscillographs of a pulS<'.! frOtJ. tha 
4TFK4 with and ~1ithout a hip,h-Q wav~ater (11i<lcentury Microwava 
MC26/2) set at tha c. W. fraqu3ncy of thd vnlve. showing t.'l•:l 
frequency daviation across tha pula~. which y,1akes th,~ 4TF!<4 un-
suitable for the pulse response r:1athot1. tdth diractly pulsed 
op~ration. 
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The alternatives to internal codulation of tha vnl¥e supply 
v..:.ltag~s are to ua.1 a waveguid.:: awiteh axt~mal tc· th~ valve~, or 
t0 Fulse th·~ !:li!R!!,etic: field to th.: resonant vdu\:! frOI!l just 
a:_,ove or !l!~lou. Th(l coupling bett·7·::en tl1e a'lixiliary coil and 
the &!lpr~rco•:;,ductin~ sol.:moid was auffici~nt to cause the aup~r­
ccr.fluctivity to quench wh<:Jn th~ !lUxiliary coil was auddanly 
N~ither a f·:;rritll BTtTitch 
or a diode switch produce any fr~quenc:y deviatiou in pulsad 
operation, but unfortunat~ly neither of thaae d~vicea arP. ctt~~ 
ercially available oparatin~ in th·.l 4 nrn frequency '!:laud. How-
ever, some Philco 1N2792 ger.,"Ulnium mixer diodas were availa!Jh 
which hnd been purchased to operate a 4 rmn superhaterodynd 
receiver. Thasa had n~var '!.leen used, as th~ construction of 
th8 diodG c~rtridge is ~aaod on r.r.-98/U (WG25) wave~~ide 1 tha 
point contact diode !lein~ a fully encapsulated croaseuid·3 typ\! 1 
opera!.;~la in either polarity as both contact pins ar·~ in.sulat·:!c' 
frotl the !Jody. Sinc:a th:2! died·=~ cartrit~g.~ b COlllpletr.:ly 
trf.I.V;:}raed by tha l7qveguide &·action, a .•. ift~ 
for these diod~s. ond is shown in Fig. 3.~ Th~ !~26/RG-98/U 
waveguide tapers were mad~ by ~roaChing nnnealad copp~r wallaJ 
WG26 weveguide with a hiellly poliahad tool-at=3~l former, and 
were mad~~ a close sliding fit to th~ lengit,ldina.lly split mounting 
!.llock. This enabled the tapora to ~a pushed up to the glass 
MODIFIED BNC 
CONNECTOR 
F~E 3.12 IN2792 DIODE TRANSMISSION MOUNT 
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•d,_dows cf the: 1N2792 diode cnrtrids••• which W;ilre rac.;;ssed 'Oy 
( .. ., .. ,_ f -·· 1 • 1- • 1 t 1 • h th • 1 
• -'·' ... .., :Je or:, c arnp1ng t.1a w·~o a eDSetiD y w1t e croas,Jo ts. 
':'.~:-~ .: diode ioNDS teBt8d with ~oth tht:t 4TFK4 klystron at 76 G".Jz and 
t'f:a first :,nrrr.onic of an R5146 Q-!Jand klystron, 11 Gaz. which is 
closer to ~:B design frequ.::mcy-of the diode c~rtridge (69. 75 GHz). 
An E - R tu,er was usad ~ a matching el~nt bdfor~ the diode, 
1n:t at 1lo~--~.: fraquancies it was found to ~ivc a maziF:Um atten-
uation of 1. 7 dl3• with a revars-a t·ins of 10 volts 1 to an unhinsad 
ins•:!rtion less cf -6dB. Th·~ insertion loss ~~~s r~rluc~.!d to -3 dB 
1-1hen th:~ .:'.iod~ was forward !..:iasad 1-rith a c•.JrrC!nt of 10 mA, 
giving an overDll switChinr, ratio of 4.7 dB. This is insuff-
icient rsvarse !Jias isolation for tha p~1lse rt.::aponsa t::!chniqu;l 1 
r-~. evet'! whlln tha klystron output is att,~nuat~d to tha microwatt 
leval, suffici~nt leakage ::-ower p38ses tha dicda in th·l 'off' 
co·:1ditio~. to cause disturbance of th·~ B!'in system. This is also 
too lot-7 a Sl·7itc:hinz ratic for the singl-.l klystror1 pulse tech-
niqua, dascrihad in Chapter 4 1 as the li:1aka~e power lev~l 1 which 
is uaerl as the monitor Bi8llal, is too hiRh for th~ 'on' :mlsa 
to cause sufficient s1ditional saturation of the spin systam to 
be detected as a departure from thermal equilioriuo by the mon-
itor. One possible ext>lanation for th<:! poor cod~~latin! parform-
ance of these diodes lias in th~ hieh revarsll bias leskagt~ currant 
characteristic, shown in Figure 3.1J. 
FtGURE 3.13@ 
~ ""V CHARACTERISTIC Of 
IN2792 DIODE 
FaMARD: 0.2v, IOmA/DIV 
REVERSE: lv, 5 mA/DIV 
1-V CHARACTERISTIC OF 
0-BAND SWITCHING DIODE 
FORWARD: 
UPPER & LOWER; 2v, 20mA/DIV 
REVERSE: 
UPPER: 20 v, 2mA/DIV 
LOWER: 20 v, 50 mA/DIV 
FIGURE 3.13 c 
I-V CHARACTERISTIC OF 
L4756 DIODE 
FORWARD: 0. S v. 20 mA/ DIV 
REVERSE: 20 v. 0.2 m A I DIV 
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l:nothar f)OSSi~:;le explanation for th:;s~ poor !''tlsing 
characteristics wus thou~,ht to ~)(! ~rosa tnisuatching to the 
diode dua to thtl use of tap:~rs • Accordingly ~ wevc ~icle 
mounted diode was c:onstructi!d directly in WG26 ~sw::g;.tide in an 
attempt tc obtain ~)~tt<:!r pulses. The construction of tha 
dioda in it..s mount is s~otm. in Figura. 3.14; some of th~ tech-
niqulils us·o:-d. in its r.l.anufacturo are contsined in Torrey and 
Whitm.~r (1948). 
The s:~ico\u.\uctor catarinl used ~ms single cryst .. ~l n-typ:': 
germarJ.tli!l., SUl'?lierl as .00611 thick waf~rs !jy th~ :r.oc...lt-Light Co. 
These waf ... ~:-s ware state~ to have !!. rllsistivity of 40 ohm em -l 
3 -1 
and a dislocation density of 7.10 em !tnd, as supplied, had 
;: .. rouehly la.!';.Hid BtJrface finish. A wafar cleav~d to outain a 
.030" B<;:t.~·.!rc chi!=', which was W3shcd in trichlorccthybne bl3for·:J 
!H-:iu~ ccld~r~d squarely to the brass 10 llA threadsd header vith 
lead/tin solder. uaine Tric-:::ne flux. This ~roduceH a o;chan-
ically sound ohmic co1Jtact 1 the sol,~er fomin~ an aHoy 3t th,.a 
Without further tr~atmaut this 
producas n ve-1-"Y poor diodli! 1 and tha r'=!ctifyins fac~= of tha c!:li!? 
was tharaforB finished ~y lappine and o1tc:hing. The hiladar 't-7a& 
screwad into the cetttral slidin~ stam of a stainl-.~ss ateill l'~liab-
ing ji~, which kept tha face of the chip parall~l to the aLraaiva 
aurface1 whil~ allowing frae cov~ent in thd vartie~l planae 
-~-----~~ r~~~~ ~- -- -=------·~; _::___I-n)'~! ,_,_,~,.-,~~}~a!! 
t _ _ . . . lld u : 1:: 1 ~~~1~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~·rli .~. 1 - -n ~ ~ ~ ,.1~~_, ~·' ~--.~,s'":-"_ ~~Ll:~Et 1 1 j • , II It 1 1 !, • j ~ 
TUNING SCREW 
. . 
GERMANIUM CHIP 
FIGURe 3.14 0- BAND MODULATiNG DIODE 
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Tbe chip waa lapp:ad succ.assiv~ly witb w~t 600 erit corlJorundum 
pasta on a glass lap and 3,1 and I micron diamond paste on a 
rotary lappin~ machina and finally poliah·:~d with 0.1 micron 
alumina ~owde.r and wat~r on a ~lass plate. The polished surface 
was etched t-r!th CP4 etchant to rnmove tbs work d~a!ad la,er, and 
enbance the carrier lifetir.-J ~.·y r·,~oval of aurfaca reeom!:lination 
states. cr.~. normally made up of 3 parts bydrofl\\Oric acid to 
5 parts concentrated nitric aci~ and 3 parts 2lacial acetic acid, 
etchec! gar.ne:1.ium vary rapiclly, ~;ut tb.a addition of a furth~r 6 -
8 parts of ~cetic acid as a modarator alova d~ the atching rate 
aufficier-.t~:v to allow a very thin B11rfac.a lay11r anly to ~.;e ramovo::d1 
le3ving a vary high mirror finish. 
ThP. contact wbiak:Jr was J:Uld\3 from tungsten wire, 81lppliE;:d 
!Jy T .. mup Metals I.td. It ,;,ras not possi!il~ to crimp .001" wir~.:: 
intr· a whh!r.ar due to ita excasaive springiness, ~·ut .00211 wirC3 
was easily shsped1 either !ly hand with twe~zers, or using a jig1 
to produce a dc-:..'''le crimp• In order to solder the whisker 
into the mount:!.ng hole in ita auppor.ting post the tungsten was 
copper plated after cr!mr.ing to shapo 1 tungsten ~jtal b~in~ 
virtually impossible to aoldar. The tungaten wao first clo~ed 
1ly electrolytic ~tcbin~ in Langmuir's solution (1 part sodium 
bydrozid':! to seven parts each sodium and potassium nitrite mad;;3 
up in 100 parts of water) 1 the whisker u(~ing the anode and anothtlr 
piece of tungsten wir~ the cathode. Approximately 10 auco~lda 
imr.loraion with 20 I!1A. currant flowing elatJned tb~ surface to a 
!Jright finish without untlu\J 11rosion of th3 wira, and immedi3t:dly 
after washing in diatill~d watqr th~ Whiak~r waa plat~d. An 
acirl/sulphet.a plating bath was uaad1 tll'de up of 200 gm eopper 
sulphate, 3~ ol c:cmc:entrated sulphuric acid and 12 grems of potash 
al'IJC in 1 li tra of distilled watnr. The whiskar ~as made c:ethodic 
to a pure ~opper gnoda1 and a thin adherent eoating of copper 
fort!l(;ld in 1-2 l!li.nutea with tba paaaage of about 1 mA. 
Tha ..,hiaker was tinned, c:ut to langth and than soldered 
into the Pu9portins post, ensuring that th!.! tip was as near 
C02Xi.£.J. 3G ?OSSi!.•loJ: with the post. Th~ copper plating on the 
criMp itoe!.f was re::aov~d ~)Y a Lri·lf dip in couc:·:~n.trat"ld nitric: 
add, and tba tip pointed ~L1ctrolytieally1 using Langmuir's 
solution ag.ni.n1 1JUt with just tb<l t:i~ of thu whiak.;:!r. touebing 
th~ 3olutio:n surfac~. The a:pplicatioo of slJot;;t 2 volta rapidly 
dissolves th~ tip to the !)Oint where the decrli'lUe in wetted 
area lindt~ th~ currant that can flmr, qnd laavas the tip of th~ 
whiaker.with a vary fine ~oint 1 estimated to have a radius of the 
order of .0002" whet~ v:.e·w~d undC!I' a mict'OBCO!'a,. 
Having prepared tbe Bermanium chip and the whiak~r on 
their respective headers they ttare aaaet:'-,led to th-3 mount. The 
nylon bush holdin3 tha whisker support baa th~ dual rolo.1 of '!'lro-
vidin~ an insulating mount for this contact ac!1 dull to th13 
raailieuco of the nylon, a 'dead' 1 backlash fro~ ~otion of th~ 
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whisker results 'tfhan the support post is serawed in. Nylon 
'b:!s~.1as were fitted to provide this 'dead' l!lotion for tb~ tuning 
s..:.:'·:,~~~Hs, the nylon also rrovidinr; a Balf-loekine action. '11l.1J 
whlskar W::l.H ~dvancad until it just !D'lde conto.et with the chip 
oZ g~rmaf!.i•.:i·!;, and th.:m it W3S nr:'.vance~ approximat.-~ly .00111 further 
to eatdblL-!:·~ contact pressure throup,h cOt:!pr..:!BSion of th:il erinp. 
Adjustme!l< -~f tha crirJP conprr-~ssion Ct.:'ulc1. be msc!C:! to lass than 
.COl'' with the ~Jacklash fre~ 1:1otion t~f the 10 n£~. screw, which 
ha.a a pitc.!~ of 0.13". 
The :·~aultin~ diod~~ had a forward reaiatauc•l of 60 ohms 
an1 a 'Uac~ .. resistance of around 105 olu:laa masur-ld at o.s volt. 
Tha dic.-1.:-: charactel'iatic is ahor.m in Figura l.lth: Upon testi~.g 
;--..•.: 76 Gi-h, this diodr:. was found to hava a conversion efficiency, 
when 'tsed ~a a d-~tector, very similar to that of the WO J48 
Used as a modulator, 
the diod·~ Led . .m overall switching ratio of 7 dB, with a forwerd 
bias (ON) of ~0 .... 1., and a ravars~ '!.>ias of 25 volts (OFF), th~ 
inser-ticm loss whe.n fonard hiasad heine 2.5 i'.n. Although 
us,.:ld as a ~odulator, thiR did not provide: St:1fficiant r~veraa 
lJiaa isolation to anabb ·3ither pulse l'(-!Sponso or pulaa satur-
· aticn relaxation m~as,lr-:!:.nenta to !:J,:! t"1&d~, for tho same raasons 
aa !>afore. It is ~os~iblu that the a~miconductor ~~t3rial 
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used 1 [:Hrmaniun, is a li:nitation to 1J<-!ttar mod•Jlation charac-
teristics at BillimGtric frequencies. Commercially available 
switching diod~s now 1)eing prcrluc•Jd for usa at c;;nti.matric 
frequencies (Phi leo L4700 sr.!ri•~s. :~xtencling to K hand1 26 GHz) 1 
utilise th:= higher rasistivities availa!Jle from .~pitaxial silicon 
grown on high conductivity suLstrates to offer switchine r~tios 
as high as 35 dB 1 comparad to thQ performanca of the previous 
generation of eem.aniu.l'!l st-litchin~ G.iodes (Philco 1N30:)3) which 
p,ave a maxicum ratio of 16 dB at X Land. 
Unfortunately no fedliti~s for silicon epitaxy were 
availa!Jl~~. nor wer·3 any ot:ber suita~V:: sanpVjs of germaniUI!l 111 
or gallium ::trsenide.a t-1hich has a very high m.o!,ility 1 and so 
this interestine line of roaearch had to ~li:l discontinued. 
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CI!APTBR 4 
4.1 Introduction ~~----~~.-----
Fol10l-7ing tha results of p~eliminary r.Klasurer.lents of spin 
lattice relaxation ti:r!l~S in ru:;y at the frequenciC';!s d[~alt with 
in Chapter 3 it was decided to extend t:t·;;. J!r.;)ttsurur:~ents into the: 
frequency int-=rvals betTAe·:::n X-banc at;.d Q-bantl, ns this app::1arad 
to b~ the major region of intercot. Th~ two fr3qnency L !lnds · 
in thiB interval for which CODpOni';!DtS are COtll!!'.ercially avoil~)le 
are J-band -(12 - 18 GHz • based on WG 18 Tt7aveguid!::!) and K-band 
(18 - 26 Gl!z, WG 20) and so sp,.~ctromters were btiilt to operate 
at these frequenciss. The initial intention was to use thQ 
pulse response method for ~oth of these spcctramators, but tha 
critical require~ents placed on the microwave pulse prevent~d 
th'Ls, despite the a:r-pareut si~plicity of the microwave circuit 
required. Conaeq_uently o single klystron !'·~.!lso saturation 
tech;:liqua. tMS d;~V'3lopad for !Joth these instrucents, using micro-
wave swi-t-c!l-i-nc c!i0rl.;:;:s-. 
As od ginally conc·=_,ived, this sr-ectromets:r was to usa the 
pulse r<::sponsa technique.~ d<::!Veloped for use at <ruand. Initial 
measurements of the £rid modulation Characteristics of a J-band 
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reflex klystron. E.M.I. R9625• indicat~d th3t they were similar 
to t:hosa of the lt5146 d·~scriLad in Section 3.6.1 •• making this 
valv~ uo::suitaLla for th; technique for thoa aame r·~caona. 
Accordinely, an E.E.v.c. K3102 refl~x klystron was purChased• 
giving 45 nW output ~~tNaen 14.5 and 17.5 GHz. Th.a modulation 
characteristics of this valva 3r~ shown in Pigur~ 4.1. an 
oscillograph of a pulaa from the valv~ with and without ·'l Wl:lV'l-
mater s~t at the e.w. operating frequency. This shows the 
frequl!ncy variation across th"~ J)uls.;: width 1:o b" of th•l ordar 
of 50 MBz (tha Wavet!teter used uOt TlGing B hi!Jh-Q type) • thus 
rendering thl.s 'Yttlv:'l 3lsc unsuitable for thr;: pulae reaponsa 
technique with int~rnal p"ulsing. Eow~wr. microwave awitchin?, 
dio~es have r~c·:ntly b-~come availa'Jl~ oparatine in this fraquilncy 
~end (Philcc L4750 s~rias) with a qtmted isolation of 35 dB with 
pm·:ar levels up to 2.5 watts. These promised to give suff-
icient isolation to anablt:l the pulaa response method to b~ used 
and the spectromoter was deaignad with this in mind. 
Following the successful oparation of tha Q-band SJ)~c­
trometer (Section :1 .. : •• 1 ·') without a microwave cavity1 it was 
hoped to adopt the ::::::-!;.-::- .::-;y~:tem at J-T,and. This was only par-
tially successful bowcv::!:.: • for two reasons. In order to ai:r.tp-
lity the opgration of tha a~ectrameter and to ke~p the ea~ital 
<Jut lay aia low. aa posaiP lG • this sp·:::ctrotlleter was oparated with 
FIGURE 4.1 REFLECTOR MODULATED OUTPUT OF 1<3102 kLYSTRON 
UPPER: WITHOUT WAVEMETER 
LOWER: WITH WAVEMETER SET AT C.W.OP~TING FREQUENCY 
---)--------
FIGURE 4.3a POfNT CONTACT DIODE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 
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a simple d.c. amplifL~r/crystal vid•.W r>=c·~iver instc:ad of a 
the c:ystaJ. '•ideo rec-~iv.o:r gains in simplicity of op<:'!rntion and 
cost, h:1vi:1.:-: :--.o l.o. with its attendant atal>ilisation or i.f. 
amplifier tv ~)3 tuned, it loses in sensitivity compared with 
superhet. sy.1tems due to its wid;;: r.f. handwidth. This lvss 
of sensiti•.•:lty can "b-:::! !.:.etween 20 and 40 rill, depending on the l'JOWar 
laval at th<l d(::!tector and th..:! tlr·!Brt:a of micrownvc 'Lucking' 
employed at the diode (Faber, 1957). In addition, at Q-!n\nd 
tho samples usad filled the ~fav~guid'.o:, and. cons~qm:mtly had a 
large interaction "rith the microwavo map,,:mtic. fielrl. 
us:i.r..g th.c: sane sacples, 7)acauae cf tha lcngnr wawlongth, they 
do rwt haV:::! such a larg'?! v•:;.hmM of int·Jraction with th~ taicro-
,7Ct.Vl"1 oagnetic fiald, ,Tith a cons,:.:quant r!·;c1uction in tbt:: p2rc<·!nt-
ag'=.! of the incident power reflect~:!d to tha ~Jridge as a reson.~nce 
Gignal. 
Althoup,~. the spcctrotneter was opGrated without a cavity, 
only very large sanples 3·~w! sufficient signal to ana!Jle relax-
ation m~asurewents to he ... _,,,~~,.:: and the position of tha sar.1ple 
a~:.ove tha short circuit ·:·.=~-mination of the.! l~Yavaguidu lfas found 
to 'Je critical, which it ·,,;.:1.:; not at Q-band - again w·~cousa of 
the incr.allsed wavalengt~l ,'l'ld reduced int~raction. As 3 rasult 
of th·3Sa preliminnry I!l.~~,q;~r~nents it w.~ d~cidad to operate the 
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system with a cicrov1ava cavity, which is descri!Jed in Section 
4.2.2. Introduction of a cavity raised t.'ltl:l p-robld!:l of freq•Jency 
staLility of the klystron ane it was antici~atcd that an a.f.c. 
system wn•1h~ h•3 required. ttemever1 testa with a cavity and 
the K3102 Lly-<Jtroo I!S clelivered indicat•:td that sbGl"t t:~ drift 
was not ar:· ')ad as expect.~n, and so tha klystron was stabilist.!d 
~y ioner:·d c:.t in an oil !.iath to increase ita thermal cap-'ldty and 
reduce the effect of thermal drift. Th~ ~3102 is a low voltage 
valve, and was run fmm a sirnrl:~ stallilised power supply, origin-
ally constructed to run a XS9/2o-A X-hand klystron. With this 
power supply and oil bath, th~ stability of th~ system was quite 
sufficient for the work proposed., a resonanc.: signal ~Jeing main-
::~:i_:-~">)1 without datectable drift or tm.T~alanc(~ of the bridge for 
n~·~n:rds of en hour once the oil bath had ~7a:rrned up to its op::r-
c::-.dng temperature. lt is proba!.>le that sreater stability could 
be attained either ~y temperature control of the oath, or by a 
microwav•:! a.f .c. system., but th•'lBC w~re not found nscaaaary 
for the present ~11ork. 
4.2.2. 'The \i!XP•:!.rimsr..tal .:.:,;l".•it.z 
Due to lack of sp;'·-:_-~ in tha tail of tho metal cryostat used 
with this spactrometer a :-:.:-~ctangular, rather than e cylindricAl, 
cavity was used, the hiB;:.,~r Q factoTa .aaaociated .. with cylindrical 
cavities not being neadecl as ultimate sensitivity was not tha 
object. The introduction of A dielectric sample into an unfilled 
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cavity generally r~ducus its resonant fr.aquency n1ontgomary, 
Dicke and PUrccll 11 1948) and so, as th.a sai~lt!S used WIJr;;: of 
varying size, to allow constant fr•lquency of op:::ration tha cav-
ity was mnde tunable. A diaeran of th .. :; cavity ccnstructr:d iS 
shown in Figure 4.2. Coupling was via a circular Cfmtered 
hole iris, <md was varied by the cape..citativrJ tuning scr~::w icr.~ 
ediatcly a!>ova the iris. The tuninp: screw was trtou!lted in n 
nylon bush to eliminate ~>ad:.laoh and sicbshake i;1 its adj'-lStm:;!nt, 
which r:tacle tuning vary t•:!dious t·1hr:m tha scrow was ori~inally 
thr.aaded into the wav~cuide wall and sacurad with a locknut. 
Thd base of the cavity was a non-contacting plang•.'!r1 which was 
removable with its leadscrew to .~uc.w tha mounting of the samplt!B 
on th~ plunger so as to lie against th.a narrow wall of the cavity. 
The insertion of the plune.-!r ana~Jlarl ·.dthar TI:101 , TE102 or 
m103 modt!S to b·~ sclect~d across th·:: tuning ra.."'l.[~·-:! of tha klystron: 
operntion was fixetl. at 16 G!.Iz 1 the. peak 'l:lm7ar put:?ut fr~'!lJUt . mcy 
of the klystrGn, and th;;; TE 103 mod-; was usunlly us·=d, as it h.:t:'i 
the hi~hast Q ( 1200). 
No provisi0n Has '-!ace for renotely vnryin~~ the cou!)lir..(; 
at lrn-1 tempc:ratur.::s. as it ~.ms int~nded to us~:: th·.:= metho~. c~s­
critHd in Section 3.l •• 3. 11 of 'setting (;:ff' th:i! cour>ling at room 
t-3t:i.peratur·~ to l)G!C.on·~ close to 100% at 4.2<7.. This ;?roved 
succ~ssful 1 anC.: -:·w modification ToJas r.ade to th•~ cavity syst1at'-• 
F·IGURE 4.2 J-BAND CAVI.TY 
.. 
'. 
~· 
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Liquid heli~. was exclud~d fron tha cavity ~y a ~rass can screwed 
to a threaded rin~ a!Jcvc tha c:1vity1 a lip insic1o this can also 
acts as a lockin3 ring to fix the cavity to th~ low tenperature 
l·TaVaguid,~. 
3. 2. 3, The swi tchin11 diod1~ 
A point contact diode nny ;"~~ chartJ.cto.risad by an equi v-
abnt circuit, shD'-m in Figurr:1 4.3aQ~f14J.. is tht:.: inductnnca of 
mounting of the .-J.iode in its packae~. The effects of C can 
s 
usually he '-'!li!:!inated !ly !:)rop<'!rly m-!ltching the dioo.ra to the 
!t is termed. the 
B 
spr~.:ld~_ng resistance, t--7h.ich is oh.."'!lic, and e.rises fran the di-
ve=g~nce of currant flm1 linea into tba seniconductine chip 
around thl'l point of contact, R,_ is the barrier r·::sistance of 
~) 
ths rectifying contact 1 arisin~~ from thf~ formation of the !)arr-
ier lay~r in the: S.:J::niconc!uctor at the contact and is variahlt:1 
with bias, being small (decreasing ~::xpon;.::nti:llly with voltaB•~) 
in the forward diracticn, and lare,,~ in tha rav9rse dir•!ction. 
due. to Va.d.ationtl fn. th3. dHpletion lnyar thickneSS at th= COn-
tact 1 and the s to rag;;-~ and loss of charf!-·3 in this lay.ar. 
When the diode is forward r;ias·::rl P., __ b'3C0171CS small, and 
Cy_. is shunted. 
·.·~ 
:.1 
The serie~ circuit of R
6 
anrl L presents a."'l 
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impedanc~: such that tha Jiscontimdty is small, and littl~ power 
is rc.fl::!ctec:! from the ciod~. 
ipativa losses in. R ancl R,_ cause tha insertion less of tha diode. 
8 ·-· 
If the diorl~.! is revors,~rl Liased, P'b nm1 ~:oecorn\!S ler~'::"l• and is 
effectiv~ly shunted ~JY c._ .c,_ .R and L now for!!!. -~ s~ries r~aonant 
:..J iJ s 
LCR circuit with a E!uch low-~r imp~danc·~ than the waveguid::!• 
which r.:!su1ts in a large proportion of th~ i~cidr:::nt pOT!ler being 
refl~ctec. Thus • whan fort-rare 'Lias~rl tha diod;:! acts as an on 
switch • and when reVIlrac ~ i asec! it is OFF. 
To use th·::! pulse rcspona~-! t<:!chniqu<.! l1ith this sp,:;:ctromt=:t.-~r 
a Philco L4756 s~7itchinp, diode ,~.-:1s '!.mrc.lutsed. This has a quotad 
isolation of ovar 35 dil at 16 G:Iz, t•7ith an ins·~rtion loss of 
o.s dB. The transoission loss charecteristic of this diocle is 
vary frcqu~ncy sensitive due to the resonant nature of its design, 
as shown. in Figure 4. 3b, with the isolation/I,ias charactr:.:ristic 
in Figure 4.3c. This sir.1plified the dE!sign of a tlount, shown 
in Figure 4.4, as one was not readily avoila~ .. la COT'".£'.ercially, 
since tha diode was self tu11ed, but restr_ict.-~d t:h~ working fre-
quency to ~·eing very close to the diode design fr,:!qu~ncy of 16 
miz in order to maintain the optimum isolation, required for the 
technique. 
In practic~, du~ to th~ r'.=quirera~nt of op~1rctin.g at tht;j 
cavity fr•lquency 1 -.:mich ·'!llt.~red as it coobd to h.aliUI!I t~rnpcr-
ature 1 it was v~ry difficult to attain 35 d~ isolation, the 
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provision lat?.r of tuning scrm.ra on the iJount L~ing of litth: 
This r..':lsultecl in cxtr.::l~ll':ly poor pula.-:: r-~apc.naa aignals, 
which were toe waak to 1Je mclasura~J 1:::. Th;,:rufcre it w~s decided 
to us~ the leakag2 power past th;:: switch in the OFF cc.ndi tion 
as th~ monitor pm.Jer, an~ th~ OU pulse os thu satur.!lting puls~ 
in thoil pulse saturation technique. This "\-73.8 succ~ssful. Al-
though th;:! output powar of tha K3102 klystron nt the. operntinrr, 
frequency was 40 1:1W, which was r·~ducE!d '!.Jy at bast 3.5clB at 
tha cavity, this produced sufficLmt distur~.1at!.cr:.:: of th;! popul-
atior,s of the ~margy bvels to giva C::!asily (let,~cta')le puls;i;!. 
saturation exponential traces £or t!1a LH1 = 1 tr-:msi tiona. 
To op·3rnt::: the diode und.-.!r optiwm conditions of maximr!!'l 
t':;•r·::rse hins attem!ation and ~.U.nimwn fon..rard 1Jias insertion loss 
a tra:.-,.sisto-r multivibrator pula~ gan'-~rator waa ccnstract=::d, 
giving r:1 holdinr~ O:t!F vc1tag.:~ of "" 45 'Tolts, and n current con-
trollad fon'll'ard ~:,ins pulse of up to + .50 mA to th~ ctiof.k. 
This unit gav;;: pulse bngths from 100 ,_,_s to ?.00 t;~JJ in switchucl 
varia~l.::: ranges, with a :_).r.f. fror:: 30Hz to 0.5 =iz, with a 
ris~tine =·o1· 4 i~S and a fall of 400 ns. 
/ 
The risa and fall ti~2 
of th·a !'.icrown.va pu1s~ wara .::ntir8ly lit'lited :.;y th~ pulsa g•.!n-
erator, th.:: swi tchina tim.e of the diode hcdn£ a quoted 10 ns. 
The reversa att·~nuatim1 "t,ras varied ~;y a1terinp, the revers·~ l.Jias 
volta~e~ and tha forward ~;ias ims~rHon loss by alt~ring the 
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forward Liaa current (sc~ Fig. 4.3c). 
4.2.4. The spectrometer antJ ancillary facilitL~s 
The overAll spuctrom3t·~r circuit is shCJtom in Figura 4.5. 
Tha bridge is :: conventional hy:;rid ta<3 typo, :,.:!lancing 'buinr, 
TI~e auxiliary rliod~ datuctor on 
tha di recti va faed before tbs cavity was us·:::d for 1:1oni to ring tha 
cavity a~;sorption during th·l initial st::tting u~ of th~ S:;>•.:.ctrom-
a tar. Tht! d.c. ao.plifier us;;~d (Sclartrm1 A.A. 900) r,aquired a 
'balanced input, floating with r·:sp.:.ct to aarth and so th~ ::ridge 
detector mount was d.c. isolated frou th-~ main ~icrowava circuit 
with a mica washer and nylon acr;;..-ws to locat·3 tha flangos. 
The cryogenic system l7a.s th•l same as used for Q-bond 
spectrometer dcscri~ed in Sactioi& 3.5.3. 1 ~ stainlass ste-al 
dewar containing the cavity, which was fe<". by internally silvar 
plate d. • 005" wall Gr2rm~n si 1 ver vmv~guid~. 
ductine h:~lium d,:!pth gauge as pr..:lviously ~.escri~-'~A "t7as used. 
The rn!lgl!lat syst ... m ~o1as th:i! l'!::Mport Instrl~I:llinta typ ~ D 8 inch 
electror.1agnet "t-7ith 50 IJ.z sw=:ep d:::scri?.-.(~rl in Saction 3.5.1. 1 the 
mt1ximun: fiald requir-:::d at J-L.'lnd k:ing or.ly 10 1dlcgauss. 
Due to th.;: restricted dyn~c ran.g.:! c;,£ th2 d.c. ornplifbr, 
working .'lt high gain to displ.:1y tha exponenti.::tl r<-::covary of tha 
spin syster.!. with a rtonitor pouer lav~l of apr-roxir-atc:ly 20 /;..w, 
som(~ difficulty was experic.::nced ·1:-1ith sattlr!ltio:~. of the amplifier 
~ 
.> 
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!Jy tha saturatin~ pm-1ar puls,~. ~3y worldng v~ry close to Lrid~:; 
!Jalance litt12 of tha saturatine pulse pm1er rc~ach\:ld the det.=;c-
tor diode, Lut this -1lso limited the avail::t~Jl..;; r.-~covery sienal. 
Tha prefllrrecl method of suppressing this saturation would have 
!.Jeen to placa !lnoth1::r Sl-7itchinB diode b•:::n7:-.:,~n th~: ~1rid~':! and 
d~tector rliod,~, and fe.::!d this with puls·~s in ~ntiphas·~ to thos~ 
applie(1 to th·?l mod.ulntin:: died:..!, i.e. OFF durine the saturating 
pulse, and ON durin?. tha monitor 'P'~riod, with sli:?,ht overlap at 
ei thar end of the s aturatin~ pulsn. .\noth~;i:r diorb t-HUJ not 
availa'!Jle, and so the: prc~leci was ovarccrn•-"! trl.ti1 a low ncis~ 
transistorised d. c. praamplifier/li~iter (i.Hc.3, U69), having .:;1 
~ain of 40 ct.:i3, ~md a:: output li!!!itE:d to 40 r::tV, which pravcntad 
thd full output of th~ det~ctor diode during th-= pcwer p:.tlse 
reaC::1ing the c1.c. mplifiar,. but pesaed th~ full pr~amplified 
exponential recovery signal for ftJrther anplifict:?.tion a::1d display. 
Thio tJnit lfas 1Jattery powarad, and used lot-7 noise transistors. 
Usin?, low noise 1N78B detector diodes for recovary of th~ micro 
wave signal, the majority of the noise in th--'! system car.1a from 
th;.-; A.A.900 atJ.pli:fier (10 T!J.V at maximurfl gain, 66 J~1, with inrut 
shortcircuited). 
4.2.5. Operation of the spectrotl~tcr 
The ru?Jy s~plas were mounted on the bot~co plunger of 
tha cavity with Apiuzon ~r'-!ase and the plun3er l"as than inserted 
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to find tha TE 103 r<:!sommce anc. lockad in place, th:'=l klystron. 
reflector voltag.~ !)eing s~7·.'!pt :1t .50 IIz tc displ~y the mode on 
the oscilloscope. Tl • • • ..1 111:1 cav1ty tun1ng scr•'1lf w.:<:s 1ns~rte•1 to pro-
duca critical coupling and th..,n retractacl. to ,;~ivc couplinP, of 
approximately 60%. This tbon produced near critical CO'.l;7 ;..inp, 
at 4.2'\. The cavity was seal2d in its oross ca~, the threads 
~aing coated with Apiezon 3reasa. The cryostat was put in 
plac\l and after ptmlpine the intarsp.~C-3 and fillinB the interior 
with helium gas. filled with liquid nitroeen to pre-cool for 
2 - 3 hours. The cavity resonance was monitorP.d during halium 
transfer, and the klystron cechanically tuned to r~turn the 
cavity a~sorption to the centre of th~ mode display and ensure 
that the couplinP. h.ad increasad to approximat-a.ly 100% after 
Th<~ 50 Hz sweep was switchacl off and thr~ reflector voltag0 
adjusted to brin~ th.a klystron and cavity fr·:::quencba into exact 
coincidence. Th~ resonance transition was than located using 
50 llz field sweep • and the hrid~e b .!llanc~d tc procluce an ahsorp-
tion display, as detailed in Sec. 3.5.4. The S31"!tph-: "C-7a& then 
exactly orientated with reSp;lct to tha magentic field using the 
resonanca a!laorption to find the c-mds direction pr~cia;~ly. 
Two methods were used for this: 0 0 at pol3r 3ngl~a of 0 end 90 
tha resonant field values for 311 ru~y absorption linea show well 
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defined l!lrotima or minima (Schulz-du ::lois 1 1J5~) and iJy rotating 
the na~a•t about ita vertical axis and simultaneouoly adjusting 
the fiald value to follat-1 the a~Jsorption line thasG my fJe 
located. The 90° and 0° positions e~1 than b~ differentiatad 
either by prior kncwlr~d~e of th~ approxim.'lt<~ locntion of the 
c-axis in the sample1 or !:ly th.~ differancds in the two spectra., 
3 • • • • • "'·1 0° no l5. M = 2 or trans1t1cms :.hl1ng V191u (;! at • Thea•;;: maxima 
and minit!la are rather 'broad at J-t.ond freqtt•:!ncies 1 and a much 
more precise method is to locat-:-J the 'douT.J Ia pump an.gle' 1 54 ° 45' 1 
where the •3/2 to -1/2 and +1/2 to -1/2 transitions in r~JY 
coincide at tha same fiald value. This is a sharply defined 
position, as the! spectrum is vt.trying ra'Pidly with polar anel~ 
in this vicinity, and may TJe located to within 0.1°. Tha 
mag~t8t !!lay th·;m ~Je rotatcd 1 using its vcn1ier atlsulor seab 1 !ly 
either 54.7° or 35.3° to exactly the 0° or 90° polar anglG 
position. Using the r~sonanca spectrum to locate the c-axis in 
this way removes uncertain ties introducad by th·~ twistine of 
the thin wall '-1aveguide and th·~ cutting cf th~ SaJnP'lt~ 1 providins 
that tha c-axis is placed as accurataly as possibla in the 
horizontal plane to start with. 
Having located the raquircd rusonanc~. the field sweep was 
removed and the pulse generator switched on1 the oscilloscope 
being triggered from the leading edge of the p~-1er pulse. The 
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field value tfas adjusted ·~xactly to resonance to pro.J.uce an 
exponential display on the oscilloscopP., using a fairly high p.r.f. 
for ease of viewing while setting up. The amplifi.3r gain and 
timebase were adjusted to produce as large an exponential trace 
as was commensurate with the noise level, and to display the 
baseline of the recovery. The p.r.f. was turned to the minimum 
to photograph the trace in order to minimise the possible effect 
of one pulse on the succeeding on~. The analysis of the Polar-
oid photographs so obtained was the same as is detailed in Section 
3.4.4. 
4.3. The K-band spectrometer 
This spectrometer was deaigned and built in parallel ·uith 
the J-band spectrometer described in the prf!Vious Sections and 
shar~d soma of the ancillary faciliti~s, but diffored somewhat 
in detail. 
4.3.1. Factors affectins the design 
This spectrometer was originally intended to use the pulse 
response technique for measuring T1 and to oxploi-t the low power 
requirement of the technique it was hoped to use the first hannonic 
of an X-band reflex klystron operating at 11 - 12 Gnz, rather 
thanpurchase a much mor~ expensive K-band klystron. Initial 
experiments were carried out using this source; the harmonic 
generator, manufactured by Uidcentury Nicrowaveg~ar Ltd., was 
an orthogonal guid~ type, the X-band guide having a bar and 
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post transformer feeding a straight post centrally mounted in 
the K-bana. p,uide• the peat contim .. dt1.g abova the ~-1aveguidas h1to 
a tunabl;,! coaxial cavity containing th;a non-1in1;;:£!r ::!l.:::ment, a 
1N26 co~ial diode. This gnnHrstor -oras fud by a 2K25 X-baud 
klystron. nhich is quite unsuitable for cl:::ctrod~.! modulation. but 
it was intende~d to usa a Philco 1N'3482 X-band switching diode to 
prodace the necessary pulsss at X-bm1d• these b~ing convertad to 
K-band pulsus by the h.srm.onic rpnarntor. r-Iowcver• th~ 1N3482 
is a germanium diode and has an isolation ratio of only 18 dB 8 
which allows too great a laakaga for the pulse r~sponse method 
and the harmonic gen~r~tor supplied too little p~1ar for the 
pulse saturation technique and so :1 r:.:-b:md ltlystron vas obtained. 
This v.~lve was an unlisttld experimental reflP.X klystron. kindly 
made availnbl~ by the English El~ctric Valve Company. which is 
a scalr~d up version of the 8PJ{l9 o-band klystron which h11d provr:!d 
suitable for tha pulse response techniqu3 at o-band. It was 
hop(-ild that., as tha :~lactron optics of the two valves arc similar, 
this valve would have simi-lar grid !iiodulad.on characteristics to 
tba 6RK19 r; b1.1t unfortunately this loTaa not ao. ~i~ura 4. 6 shows 
oscillographs of the power output/grid voltag~ chnract~ristic of 
the valve. the oscilloscope tineb:lSa volt.::lJ}.:: b;aing u.sad to Btl~i.i!p 
th·= grid voltage. As the upper trace shows. oscillation coaam-
ences sharply at -60 volts, in a sirnilar fashion to the 8P~l9 
(Fig. 3.7a), but superposition of the absorption curve of a 
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high-Q wavameter at the operating frequancy it1 th·~ lower oscill-
ograph sho.,.7s th(:! considcrP..ble frequency deviation across the 
characteristic. Since th;~ valv:~ delivers ovar 80 nt·T between 
21.35 and 22.33 GHz it wcs dccid·:~d, followin~ th~:;: ·~xp~rience ,dth 
the J-bcnd spectrometer, to use th·~ pula:~~ saturation techniqu.-~. 
using switching diodas to control the pat-mr bvels rsquiri.:!d. 
For th-'a snne re.:tsons given in. Section 4.2 .1. it 1i7c'lS necO:!ssnry to 
use a microwave cavity to contain the sample in ordHr to obtain 
suffici<mt sansitivity of operation. 
4.3.2. Freguency stabilisation 
Prior to delivery of the valva and in view of tha great 
frequency instability of a simple spectrometer built using tha 
harmonic generator as the source of K-band power, it was f·:=lt 
that an automatic fr~quoncy control (a.f.c.) syst;.;!l:l for th.:! K-
band klyatron would ue n•.:!C8Saary for any a.s.r. work. This uaa 
built and tested using both th·= harmonic p.cc!nerator ~nd 2K25 and 
the K-band klystron using a d~~sign due to Faul!~n·~r (1964) 11 which 
has the advanta.ga -ovar the Pound syst2T!! describ..:::d in Section 
3.4.1. of requiring few•.:!r compon~nts mtd b•:!ing somc"1hat simphr 
in operation. Tha microwava circuit is ahat·Jn in Figur;: 4 ·1; 
t..lte SO kHz oscilbtor, a~plifi(~r and phase S':lnsitivH det~ctor 
were simpl~ transistorised units. The phas.:: ei:"lnsitiva detector 
was transfoi'l!!er coupled to the oscillator and amplifiar l-lith 
transformers highly insulated u~twe~n pri~ary and secondary, 
I 
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l!naLling the p.s.d. to ~e dirG:ctly conn~ct(:)d into the klystron 
reflector s~_!pply li:vJ 1 which was a.t 2.?. !<.V 1 the K-b:md volve 
being l1 high voltage typ'-"• 
Th'l principle of this a.f .c. s~st•=m lico in modulation 
of the frequency of the reaction/transmission wav·~metl.'!r cavity 
by the modulating dioda tarminatir.g tha transmission arm. 
This avoids the ~odulation of tha klystron output which many a.f.c. 
systems require and avoids tha complication of ucch.!lnical cavity 
modulation systems such as that described by W3rinB (1963). 
The original design requirerl. a phase shifter L~tween the mod-
ulating diode and cavity, but this '\~ns found to h:~ unnecessary 
using a tunabh~ diode mount incorporating a vnriaLl<i: in&f.!rtion 
post in a e :-.ttecl S•:!ctio!l o.C guid:-:) (Hid-century i·1icrowava H.C20/ 
17) 1 as this alone l7aG sufficient to match th•J diode! imp;'!danc·a 
to the cavity. Both ~adulating ~nd detector diodes w~re 1N26 
(!llicrm7ave Associates) 1 th::~ uodulatir..g diode drivu in:ing 1 v p.i.!ak 
to peak at 50 kHz. Wh~n the:: nodulating diad::! is correctly 
catch~d to the cavity and th~ klystron frequ.:mcy coincid-3s ox-
actly with that of the cavity1 th~ detector output is a very 
small signal at twice th•a modulating frequ•.mcy 1 Lut whan the 
klystron frequency drifts to eothar side of th; cavity c~:;:ntr'~ 
frequ~ncy 1 a larger 50 kllz signal is produc::!d 11 l7ith opposite F'hase 
with respect to the nodulating signal on either sida of the 
12,3 
cavity C(mtre fraquancy and this produces a d.c. output from the 
p.s.d, which acta, wbgn applied with the correct polarity, as a 
correction voltage to th·~ klyatrm1. raflcctor, returning the 
klystron frequency to that of the cavity. A high-f! K-band trans-
mission/reaction -.ravm!!eter wos not svailalJla with short delivery 
and so one was made, foll~ri.ng the dcsigrt of Ble3.rr .::t.3l.(1947), 
using the n011 cylindric~l moda. This places the transmission 
arm at 45° to the main a~. so eliminating coupling of tha n21 
modes to the transmission a~. Coupling into th~ and wall of 
the cavity was vi:1 two small circula·r holes )I /2 apart in thll g 
narrow wall of the main guide, 3nd s~1trically disposed about 
the centre of the end W3ll of the cylinder. Coup lin~ to tl".e 
transmission arm was by a centred circular iris at the end of 
the arm. forming part of the cavity side wall. The cavity end 
plunger was non-contacting 1 aa there are no radial ~~nd wall curr-
ents with the u011 ~ode and was backed by a lossy tufnol ring to 
suppress unwanted coaxi41 modes behind the plunger. The entire 
assem!>ly was made of brass, tht! inteT"iot surfaces IJeing very 
highly polished and then silv~r plat0d 1 utdng a silv,;,r/cyanich 
solution and then repoliahecl, T:lhich producod a r. of appro~dmately 
4000. 
This a.f.c. system was fir!Jt t1:!Bted usir.g thu hnrmonic 
generator and proved successful in sta!.JiU.sing th•-~ fr•·3qu.;mcy of 
"f" 
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the source KS9/20A (2K25) X-band ltlystron, ana~Jling a resonance 
display to ?,e maintained for saverr:tl hours, wl1.::reas previously 
a chang·::! in fr-:quency would cause loss of th:~ display within :1 
few oinutas. Although tested with th.3 K-hand klystron whan 
deliverad, this syster.t was not finally found to !.J·~ necessary, as, 
although the sta~ility of thr~ valv~ t-7as not very good whan all-
awed natural air cooling, drift sufficient to upset bridge balance 
but not to cause total loss of rosm>.ance occurring within about 
ten ninut.~a, placing the valve in an oil bath, as 't'7aB done for 
the !<3102 J-hand klystron, r~lsulted in very 300d long tern stab-
ility once operating temper.'!ture har! "Jer-m r•3achad. Run in 
conjunction with a Uicrowava InstrUJZ!-:3.nts lo11!!80 pow~~r supply, this 
klystron was capabb of r.1aintaining a resonance display for 4 - 5 
hours if necessary, aid..o:u by th<:! staT.dlity of th·.! Nawport Instru-
menta C225 magent control urdt and gen.c:rntor. 
4.3.3. Th1:. axperinental cavity 
Initial experiments with this sp8ct. ·ometer ware carriad 
out using a rectangular TElOp cavity of very sinilar design to 
that used at J=band (Fig.4.2.). This was somawhat longer and 
could therefore utilis~ higher modes, ~ut it was found that the 
method of 'setting off' the coupling at room temperature to tJecome 
100% at heli\DD temp~rature was not successful, dne to the smaller, 
more critical dimensions involvad at K-~and. Th~refore, a fixed 
frequancy rectan3ular cavity with r~motely variable coupling was 
•': 
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constructed, as sh~m in Figure 4.J. Figure 4 ... shows a plot 
of cavity I") versus IILode numt~r, p, for tha ractar.g·.ilar TE10p 
variablo fraquancy cavity, which shol17S the incrc~as·<! in Q as the 
mode numh~r rises. Th•::.: 0 fl'-ctors ll·~r.:! estim-:lted using a cox;.m-
ercial high Q waveo.eter to deterninr~ th:~ 3 dB width in fr·~qu.=mcy 
of th.;: cavity ®sorption r(~lative to tha centre fr·:~quancy which 
was k~pt e~s~ant at 21.5 GHz, this being the design frequency 
of tha cavity ;at which the K-h.and klystron gave mmdtilUt!l power 
output. As a c01~romise l:.etween high Q t:md convenient length, 
the TE104 ~ode was selected for the experimental cavity, but it 
was found Decessary to make the.buttam plunger of the cavity 
movable, due to th~ larg~ and variable filling factor of tha samples 
us ad. This caused a very large change in r~~sonant frequency, 
taking it out of the tunine ranfp of the klystron wh~n tha empty 
cavity resonated at 21.5 GP..z and so a r::Jow.ilil<'>. nor:-contacting 
plun~er anC. loc!dng screl11 were used to t2rr:.1inate the cavity. 
The varia~la insertion capacitative tuning sera~ was re-
tained, as this is cap~1le of a wide ran~e of.matchin~, but was 
driven by a worm and spur g.:ar. These were r.:lcess.~d into th·~ 
thTeaded rin!!, nt thr,~ !Y.)tt~ of tha stainh:ss stc.i.:!l .010" wall low 
ternp<)r3ture waveguidr-.! 1 to which the modified Y.-t.anrl !'l~nga at the 
topof the cavity was clamped by a lip inside the 0rass can used to 
exclude liquid helium from the cavity. The worm was driven by a 
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l" o.d. stainless steal tutle, which ran up to tha cryostat head 
within a .005" wall Gcman silver guid.::: tube which kapt h~lium 
out of the mechanioc. In use, tha coupling drive was thoroughly 
de-greas.:!d in trichlcroethyll-me to eliminate all trac,~s of grease 
which would have frozen solid and siezed the m·~cb.anist:; at 4.2~. 
The sanples were laounted on the cavity plunger against the narrow 
1:>1all with Apiezon grr.;ase and tha plun3;,~r adjusted. to 1lring the~ 
resonance of the filled cavity to 21.5 GBz ~·,afore s~aling the 
'!Jrass helimn .:!Xcluding can to th;,;: thread~d ring with Rraasu. 
4 .3.4. K-~,and puls.;, g;erteration 
Great difficulty was exp~ridnc~d in attf~ting to obtain 
a Philco L4760 serias Y..-!Hmd sui thing diod"~ from the ae~nts. Two 
alt..::rnatives to tha origir.al desien intantiort wot ther·~fore 
found. Firstly the J-Land L4756 diode in its mount Wdr~ matched 
to th~ K-band 't.1G20 with two ~7Gl8/Tt1G20 tape.rs, and used as a K-band 
switch. This was successful, despite tha L4756 ~aing designed 
sp~cificnlly for 16 Cllz op=:!ration. The two tuning scrm~s on 
the count '11ere n2cessary to r:un-ch the diotk:! at: ·21.5 GF!z 1 ~ut a 
good match W<lS found over the op·~rating rang:J of the: spectrom::Jter 
close to this fr~qucncy. This gave 1:1u1ses t.Tith a switching ratio 
of a~out 24 dB with a fo~Aard Lias ins~rtion loss of approximately 
1 dB. TI1is, of coursd, doas net appraoch tha rated perfo~&~ce 
at its design frequency of thlil 14756 diad;':!• but is coopara~lle 
.·: 
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with the specifia~ switchin~ ratio ~f the L4760 aeries of 28 dB, 
and proved achquat~ for pulso satur~tior1 exp::!ric~nts. 
Th~ second alternative '7llB to uake !Pmanim:.1 point contact 
diodes in a cross~uid~ aount sirilar to t'!l.at teat~d 3t o-hen.:~- and 
described in detail in Section 3.6.6. The daai~n used was like 
that of Figure 3.14, the prc::paration of ge%Wlnill'!l chip and whis-
kar of .002" tungsten wire bein~ tha sane, but at this longer 
wavelength the n7o tuning screws, spaced 3 ?-. /8 apart:, were mounted 
- g 
at the centr~ of the same Lroad face of th~ wave~ui~~. The 
~~aracteristica of this diode wera sirnilar to those of Figure 
3.13b, showing a high inverse voltaRe breakdown (110 v) 1 out 
considar~>ly higher reverse leru~ag~ current than the c~rciel 
L4756 diod~~. This resulted in a switching ratio of oLout 20 dB, 
tha insertion loss again being around 1 dB. The s m:ll:! diode 
pulse generator tlascri?j0.tl in Sectiol1Ul. 3 was us ad to drive this 
diode, the reir'.i!rsa ~>i3.s heir..g 4.'3 volts 1 and tb,:: fcn'iard hias 
current 50 nA. 
i3oth of these syst·a!:!S !itloH almost fan l:;lystron pOl-T':::r to 
pass in the ON conditi<)n11 reaultirq in approximat•~ly 35 mW S:!t-
urating po~1ar at the cavity .:tnd a r:::vars-2 lual~.:~.e~ !llonitor power 
leval of approximetely 200 pW. Th('! l."lrger monitor potfer am! 
stronger saturating pulsd than at J-band r''lsulti::!d in somewhat 
lar~er rehxaticn r'~covery signals than at J-hand, s~tices no 
additional amplification after tha pre-m!lplifL~r/lir!litar l.leine 
need<::d. As a check of whether th.::: noni tor pow<::r was too lnrg(~ 
and itsalf ?roducin~ .:my appr.'lcic.!:-1-:! Sll.tur:~.tion of tha trans-
ition, the re'rerse biaa was r.aduced, 
level, ~mt do~m to 15 volts r~versS: ':•ias no e:ff,:!ct on the shap,;: 
of the exponcnti ~1 recov:3ry trac·~ wcs o'··st!rv~jd. 
4.3.5. The conplat~! sn(~ctrmc::te:r and ita operation 
Figure 4.10 is a diep;r~ of tha K-l·ancl sp;:~ctro..n·.lter. 'f!]e 
circuit is virtually id•:mtical tr.> that of tha J-·!Jand sp-:::ctro-
t!l:!tar, the diod:::= on tho.:~ directiv(;). f:.:!::!d !.li:::ing us~d for Butting up 
tha cavity frequency ::md couplin~. The detector diorl·:: on th~ 
hy'Lrid tee ~Jridr;·~ ~o1as :lttached 't-lith a P::!rsp,~x coupling rinB and 
t:dca washer to provide d .• c. isolation for the r ... al.'lnced faed to 
the pre-~lifiar .snd d.c. amplifier (Solartron A.lt. 900). The 
~ridge was balanced using the E • H tuner, after the diad~ mod-
ulater had been matched at the op<:!ratinFJ frequ':lncy, as this op-
eratio:n would upset bridge !Jalanc•:!. Th~ same stainless steel 
cryostat g,nd Newport Ins·t-ruments 8" ·t-ype D ~lect-romap.net wer1:1. 
useu as at J and Q-ktnd o 
the cavity resonance at 21.5 GHz using SO 'Iii. rafh!ctor voltage 
sweep en th.3 kly!ltron, the cryostat was essecl, led., evacuated and 
pre-cooled b~for·~ the transfer of liquid halim•1. Tha klystron 
had to ba ra-t!1n8d slightly to recantr•~ tha cavity frequ.:!ncy in 
50 Hz 
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thQ klystrun mode and the coupling adjusted to match th.::! cavity. 
Tha requi r·3d r~sonanco l·7·:lS lucet ;d w~ ... th SO Ez swaop of th'.! mog-
n~tic fi.:.:ld and the s&tpb accurat~ly orientat·2d u.oing th~ t!l.i3thods 
dascri!jed in Section 4.2.5. Tho:! diad~~ pulsir-g unit uaa than 
switched on, t'h.;: field sweep r<~oved nnd th·~ t":irt3t1etic fiold ~·r€!­
cisely adjusted to give exponential relaxation recovery tracus, 
which were photogr~phed on Poluroid filu and analysed by a sami-
lcgarithuic plot sa detaib.~ in Section 3.4.4. Using Ul78B 
detector diodes inotead of the K-hand diodes (Loth havin~ th•~ 
sru:va co-axial packa~iug} g,'NC SOI<lewhat b~~tt~r sign<:.l to noise 
and sensitivity in the spectrU'"...lCt•'::r, which ovar:J.ll loJ:!B rath'.'!r 
aort! sansitiva than tb.~ J-'!.l:.lnd spr:!ctroc~tar. For th•:: ruby 
c H = 1, !11'1 = 2 3~!.cl .~H = 3 tr.:msitior.s in th'3 Sllt!1e saopb: 
at roor.:. tm .. ,perature, at a pc.lar .~nr:b cf 90° • th~ signal to 
noisa ratios for the:! K-tan•l Sp:::!ctrot'letc~r, ueas:Ir·:l~. fro111 a 100 Hz 
oscilloscop.:! :it,sorpticn display, ~1ere 27 • 18 and 11 d:&>, COlilparcd 
with the J-~and spactrOI!letar, u·ith which the ~M = 3 transitions 
were not detectable 3bove th~ noise, and the s/n ratios for 
;,\ 'H "" 1 and !..\ M ~ 2 transitions t·7~re 20 dB wd 9 dH. 
Chapter 5 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 Previous Data 
The series of experiments described in Chapters 3 and 4 
were performed on a range of samples of artificial ruby 
which had previously been subjected to crystallographic and 
e.s.r. analysis in this Department (Mason 1966, Kirkby 
1967). Table 5.1 gives details of previously determined 
parameters for these samples used in this present work. 
These are growth method, concentration of chromium ions., 
degree of crystalline imperfection expressed as mean c-axis 
misorientation determined by analysis of Laue X-ray photo-
graphs and values of f and 
XX 
[ , the compressive strain 
zz 
components acting in the x and z axes of the lattice (see 
Kirkby and Thorp 1968 and Section 2.4). The linewidth 
studies resulting in the values of li and ~· were per-
xx "·zz 
• 0 
formed at 77 K using the Q-band spectrometer described in 
Chapter 3. The chromium ion concentrations in the samples 
were determined by optical spectrographic analysis at the 
Chemical Inspectorate, Woolwich Arsenal, by courtesy of 
Dr R. A. Mostyn. 
5.2 Present Results 
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The results of the work described in this thesis consist 
of a series of measurements of the spin-lattice relaxation 
time (T1 ) at 4.2°K for the ruby specimens listed in Table 
5.1. T1 was measured at magnetic fields corresponding to 
X,J,K,Q and 0-band frequencies (9.3, 16, 22, 35.5 and 71 GHz), 
Table 5.1 
Sample Growth method Concentration Mean c-axis Strain components 3+ % 
misorientation, min 
' 
e 
Cr , at. 
XX zz 
Cf2A Vapour Phase 0.032 74 171 14o 
;i12B Vapour Phase 0.041 71 138 113 
1.2 Czochralski 0.045 86 Bo 
3-37C Vapour Phase 0.052 36 129 1o6 
354 Vapour Phase 0.20 72 
'190 
.155 
' \.1.1 
-I. 
for polar angles- of 0° and 90° for the various ~I-1 = 1 
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transitions detectable under these conditions. Polar 
0 0 
angles of 0 and 90 were selected for the measurements for 
the following reasons. 0 For a polar angle of 0 , for all 
values of magnetic field (H), the ground state energy levels 
of the cr3+ ion in ruby are pure spin states, character-
ised by quantum numbers + 1/2 and + 3/2. in addition, 
the energy levels of cr3+ constitute a multilevel system 
and the relaxation behaviour' of any pail; of levels which 
is being monitored will be modified by relaxation constants 
appertaining to the other pairs of levels in the system. 
This is shown in -· Equations 1.26 and 1.27, where the 
C .. are amplitude constants corresponding to the relaxa-
J.J 
tion times T .. for the various pairs of levels, ~ i) ·; t j) • 
J.J 
These amplitude constants have been evaluated by Donoho 
(1964) and he has shown that at polar angles of 90° and 
0 
close to 0 one constant C .. is of large magnitude and l.J 
the others are very small. The relaxation behaviour at 
these polar angles is therefore predominantly that of a 
single pair of energy levels and so presents essentially 
the simplest case for study. 
The variation of spin-lattice relaxation time with 
applied magnetic field for the various transitions in the 
samples is shown graphically in Figures 5.1 to 5.16. In 
order to determine the !ClX]?onent of H to which the rolaxa-
tion time is proportional the results have been plotted on 
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log-log scales, the required exponent being the slope of 
the resulting Gtraight line graph in each case. The graphs 
for all samples except No 354 show a general similarity, 
T1 decreasing with increasing magnetic field. No results 
0 
are shown for polar angle 0 at 0-band due to the shape of 
the samples used, which could only be fitted into the WG 22 
waveguide so as to place the c-axis perpendicular to the 
axial field of the superconducting solenoid used in this 
spectrometer (see Section 3.6), 
In the graphs of measurements made at a polar angle of 
90°, which include relaxation times measured at a very high 
magnetic field ( '"" 25ltG) with the 0-band spectrometer, these 
measurements diverge widely from the straight line which can 
be drawn through the points relating to measurements made 
at lower magnetic fields with the X, J, K and Q-band equip-
menta. As this wide divergence of the high field T1 from 
the lower field values suggests a modification of the re• 
laxation behaviour of the xx cr3+ ions, the exponent of H 
at high field has been taken in most cases, in the absence 
of any intermediate or higher field measurements,as the 
slope of the join of the points corresponding to the Q and 
0-band measurements of T1 • The straight line drawn through 
the low field points was fitted by the method of least 
squares in each case. 
Th ,..,,.,..,o ... ""ts v"'f' u ""o ···h.;~-.. T .; .,. ........... po-"".; o""~, de .. 0 ~.n..t' .u.e..... .... .u "' w , .. v.u. l ..... ~ ~· u .a. "..... .a..a.a.~, -
rived from Figures 5.1 to 5.16 are tabulated in Table 5.2, 
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the 90° polar angle results being divided into those for 
high and low magnetic field. No results are shown for the 
-3/2 to -1/2 transition at 0° polar angle, as this transition 
cannot be observed at X-band since the zero field splitting 
of cr3+ in ruby (11.4 GHz in frequency units) is greater 
than the microwave quantum energy (9.3 GHz in frequency 
units) and at 0° polar angle the rate of divergence of the 
energy levels of the +3/2 doublet is greater than that of 
the +112 pair. This me~~s that the separation in energy in 
frequency units of the -3/2 and ·-1/2 energy levels is never 
less tl~n 11.4 GHz and absorbtive transitions between these 
levels cannot tuke place under these conditions (see 
Figure 1.2a). 
The results sho"rn in Figures 5. 1 to 5. 16 and Table 5. 2 
are only for those samples and transitions for which a com-
plete set of T1 measurements had been made at frequencies 
0 from X-band to 0-band (at e = 0 to Q-band only). 
5.3 Discussion of Results 
The exponents of H associated with each transition show 
fair consistency from sample to sample, with the exception 
of Sample 354 which is of high chromium concentration 
(0.20 at.%) and is included to show the modification of 
relaxation be~~viour due to the effects of spin-spin re-
laxation and other cooperative relaxation processes, in con-
trast with the other samples of lower cr3+ concentration. 
All of these measurements were made at 4.2°K, at which 
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Table 5.2 
Sample Polar Angle 90° 
Transition 3-4 2. 3 1-2 -1/2-+ 1/2 
Mag.F:i.eld Range low high low high low high low 
G2A 0.35 2.74 0.97 
312B 0.38 2.16 0.74 
I2 0.66 2.37 0.36 2.66 0.35 2.95 0.53 
337C 0.56 2.24 0.38 2.76 0.94 
354 0.98 1.53 
00 
+1/2-+3/2 
low 
0.39 
0.53 
'-"' \.n 
temperature the predominant relaxation process in ~uby is 
the direct (one phonon) process discussed in Section 2.2.3.a. 
The temperature dependence of the relaxation time of the 
samples used has been investigated (Mason and Thorp, 1967) 
and the transition between direct and Raman relaxation was 
found to occur at approximately 30°K; as the Raman contribu-
tion to relaxation at 4.2°K is very small it has been dis-
regarded. 
The concentration of cr3+ in the samples (except for 
354) was up to 0.052 at.%, which is below the concentration 
at which spin-spin interaction has been observed to affect 
the direct relaxation process (Standley and Vaughan, 1965). 
In addition, there was no evidence in the microwave spectra 
of any of these samples of the presence of absorption lines 
due -to cr3+ ion pairs (Gill, 1962) and the results are 
therefore regarded as characterising the behaviour of single 
ions. Schawlow, Wood and Clogston (1959) also found no 
evidence of lines due to exchange coupled pairs in the 
optical fluorescence spectra of ruby at a cr3+ concentration 
of o.o4 at.%. 
Under these conditions,.the idealised theoretical 
treatment of spin-lattice relaxation given in Chapter 2 
predicts a dependence of T1 on magnetic field as H-
2 for a 
-4 
non-Kramer's ion and H for an isolated Kramer's doublet. 
At low ~agnetic fields, the exponents of H in Table 5.2, 
with the exception of Sample 354, lie between -0.3 and -1, 
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whereas at high field the exponent of H is between -2.1 and 
-3, averaging -2.55 for the ~M = 1 transitions observed at 
0 A ~ 90 • These ~esults suggest that the relaxation behaviour 
is tending towards tr~t expected from theory at high magnetic 
Kramer's doublets. 
At low magnetic fields, the major contribution to the 
sep~ratian ~ij of the energy levels between the two 
doublets of the cr3+ ion in ruby is the zero field split-
ting (Z.F.S.) of 11.46GHz and this tends to dominate any 
effect on the separation of the energy levels that their 
divergence under the influence of increasing magnetic field 
may have. Consequently the Z.F.S. has a masking effect on 
the influence of 
proportional to 
the magnetic field on T1 , since T1 is 
t:~, by Equation 2.19, for transitions be-l.J 
tween the two Kramer's doublets (i.e. at polar angles other 
than 0°, transitions such as 2-3, 2-4 etc. (see Fig. 1.2b)). 
For transitions between the two levels of a Kramer's 
doublet (i.e. 1-2 and 3-4) the matrix elements of the ion 
are proportional to H2 and consequently T1 is theoretically 
proportional to H-4 (Equation 2.20). However, at polar 
angles other than 0° for the cr3+ ion in ruby, the energy 
levels are mixtures of the pure spin states which exist at 
e = 0° (Equation 1.02) and where this situation appertains, 
the theoretical dependence can no longer be expected to 
apply, as the relaxation process involves all spin states, 
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and not an isolated Kramer's doublet. The highest degree of 
mixing of spin states occurs where the energy levels are 
experiencing the greatest departure from a linear divergence 
with increasing magnetic field, i.e. where their curvature 
is greatest. In ruby, at all angles except e = 0°, this 
is the low field region, up to approximately 9 kG, where 
0 the separations of the energy levels for e = 90 are approxi-
mately 30 GHz, which roughly corresponds to Q-band 
(35.5 GHz) results in Figures 5.1 to 5.16. 
Above 9 kG however the divergence of the levels with 
H is linear and the energy levels become closer approxirna-
tions to pure spin states as they become more isolated in 
energy. The 90° high field results in Table 5.2 do not 
show any significant difference between the exponents of H 
for transitions 3-4 and 1-2 and those for transition 2-3, 
probably because the mixing of states is not removed com-
pletely, even at 25 kG and also the Z.F.S. still constitutes 
16% of the energy separation of levels 2 and 3 at this 
field. 
These factors taken together and in particular the 
curvature of the energy level diagram at polar angles other 
0 than e =0 ' producing a non-linear relationship between 6ij 
8nd H7 lead to a slower dependence of T1 on H than tha 
simple theoretical model predicts. It is therefcre to be 
e:x.-pected that the exponents of H in this relationship, for 
ruby, will be less than the -2 and -4 predicted for the 
transi tiom~ bet ...... een and 11ri thin the I<".ra.mer' s doublets. 
When the applied magnetic field is aligned along the 
z-axis (or c-axis or optic axis) of ruby, the energy levels 
are pure spin states, with good qunntum numbers !!1/2) 
and I -:!.:3/2) for all values of rragnetic field. The only 
strictly allowed transitions are those for which .6-M = 1 and 
there is no curvature of the energy levels or mixing of the 
spin states. The Z.F.S. is still present however and is a 
major contribution to the energy separation of the doublets 
at low magnetic field. The exponents of H shown in Table 5.2 
0 for 8 = 0 do not show any agreement with the theoretical 
predictions for values of H up to 15 kG (Q-band). The -1/2 
~ +1/2 is a transition within the Kramer's doublet and the 
+3/2 ~ +1/2 transition is one bet1r1een the doublets and, as 
there is no mixture of the states, these might be expected 
to show dependencies of T1 on magnetic field as H-
4 
and H-2 
respectively. The dependencies in Table 5.2 do show that 
for the -1/2 ~ +1/2 transition to be more rapid (average 
value -o.8) than that for the +3/2 - +1/2 (average value 
-0.5) and both of these are more rapid than the average low 
field dependency ate = 90° of -0.4. Equation 2.19 gives 
, .. ~2 
the proportionality T1 P. ~-· ab and it is only when the two 
energy levels Ia) and lb) are linearly divergent with H 
from the same energy at zero field that this proportionality 
-2 becomes T, ~»C. H • •rhe Z.F.S. of 11.46 GHz separates the 
.L 
i +3/2) and i +1/2) levels however and consequently 
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invalidates the proportionality. Unfor-tunately no measure-
0 
ments at e = 0 were possible at 0-band, where the influence 
of the Z.F.S. is much smaller and the T1 value would be ex-
pected to be much lower than an extrapolation of the straight 
HneFJ :i.n Fj_gures 5. "!3 to 5.15 \-Jould suggest. 
In contrast to the case of ruby, the clearest experimentRl 
demonstration of the vC\lidity o:r ~he Vaii vleck t.heory of l'e-
laxation in the direct region for a simple system was given 
by Davids and v!agner ( 1964) . They showed the near perfect 
fourth powe~ dependence of T1 on magnetic field for the Fe3+ 
ion in K3Co(CN)6 up to !3-pproxima.tely 4 kG. 
cyanides has the configuration 3d5 and an effective spin, S', 
of 1/2, due to strong covalent bonding. The energy levels, 
+ \-lith H parallel to the z axis, therefore occur at -1/2g I3H, 
z 
i.e. they are linearly divergent from the same point at 
H = 0, there being no zero field splitting. This is 
effectively the theoretical case of an isolated Kramer's 
-4 doublet (for dilute crystals) and so the predicted H 
dependence of T1 on H is followed very closely. In addition 
K3Co(CN)6 is a 
1soft 1 , water soluble, crystal, in which 
little crystalline imperfection or strain might be expected 
to occur to disrupt the relaxation process. 
Another factor which will affect the relaxation is 
crystalline imperfection. Table 5.1 gives the mean c-axis 
misorientations for the samples and in a unidirectional 
homogeneous magnetic field parts of the sample 1r!ill not have 
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their c··a::cis parallel to the field. In addition due to the 
method of mounting the samples in the cavity or waveguide, 
alignment of the magnetic field to the c-axis could only be 
made in the horizontal plane, by rotation of the electro-
magnet about a vertical axis coincident with that of the 
waveguide feeder into the cryostat (Chapters 3 and 4). The 
alignment of the c-axis into the horizontal plane was entirely 
determined by (a) the accurate cutting of the sample from 
the ruby boule after X-ray location of the c-axis,to align 
the axis parallel to one edge of the rectangular section 
sample, (b) the accurate alignment of this edge perpendicu-
lar to the vertical axis of the waveguide feeder, whilst 
positioning the sample correctly in the waveguide or cavity 
and (c) accurately aligning the waveguide feeder so that 
its axis is both vertical and coincident with, or at least 
parallel to, the axis of rotation of the electromagnet poles. 
The cumulative errors in this alignment procedure prob-
ably ensure tl~t the results presented for a polar angle of 
nominally 0° are for a polar angle close to o0 , but with a 
possible error of 5°. This consideration does not apply with 
the same degree of criticality at e = 90°, as the require-
ment is only for the c-axis to be lying in a vertical plane 
to enable the magnetic field to be aligned perpendicularly 
by simple rotation about the vertical axis. In andition, 
+..... 1 1 • + + 1 . + O"V" ,. .... 1, A - o0 
".ue energy ..t-eve_,_s c..rc pure sp~n Suaves on..~...y av '""'"'"o."'"~.~-Y v - , 
whereas the differences in the nature of the energy levels 
(degree of mixing of pure spin states) within 5° of e = 90° 
are very slight. These factors will contribute to the dis-
crepancy between these measurements and the theoretical re-
lationship between T1 and Hat e = 0°, as they cause the 
energy levels being observed at what is nominally 0° to be 
0 
actually mixed energy levels of a polar angle close to 0 . 
5.4 The Effect of Lattice Strain on T1 
Previous authors have determined the frequency (magnetic 
field) dependence of T1 in ruby by a collation of results 
obtained at various frequencies by other workers, using 
unrelated samples of varying concentration and degrees of 
crystalline perfection. This has led to the conclusion that 
T1 in ruby shows very little, if any, frequency dependence 
up to Q-band frequencies (Donoho, 1964; Pace, Sampson and 
Thorp, 1960). This approach ignores other variables which 
vary from sample to sample and which may have an effect of 
equal or even greater magnitude on absolute value of relaxa-
tion time than the relatively small variation due to the 
dependence of T1 on magnetic field. At higher concentra-
tions than those present in the samples discussed, T1 becomes 
concentration dependent due to spin-spin coupling. The 
presence of impurities which may act as fast relaxing 
centres to which the cr3+ ions ca.n cross relex w:Ul elso 
drastically reduce the measured spin relaxation time. These 
factors are not considered contributor-y to the var-iation in 
relaxation time in the present samples however, as, except 
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for sample 354 (0.2 at.% cr3+) the concentrations, as noted 
earlier, are lower tl~n those at which concentration depen-
dent relaxation has been observed (Section 5.3). Spectro-
graphic analysis of these samples to determine their cr3+ 
concentration, in addition to their e.s.r. spectra, have 
failed to show detectable concentrations of other ions which 
could act as fast relaxing centres. 
The degree of crystalline imperfection of the·='· present 
samples has been investigated, as mentioned in Section 5.1 
and Mason and Thorp (1967) established a linear dependence 
of T1 on mean c-axis misorientation. Kirkby and Thorp 
( 1968) measured the static strain components E:. in these 
samples by analysis of the broadened linewidths of their 
e.s.r. spectra. Section 2.4 contains a derived expression 
(equation 2.41) which links transition probability, wab' 
and compressive strain, t . . 
Assuming that tha coefficients A to C in equation 2.41 
depend only on the position vectors El' C will be the 
largest and to a very rough approximation~ using a binominal 
expansion, w:b ~ (1 + 8 ~:),which, if T1 is taken, as a 
-1 
simplification, to be proportional to wab' can be expressed 
as 
a u 8 T1 = T1 ( 1 + [.) 
for a compressive strain - (.' • The strain components 
measured ,..,. Kirkby and Thorp are c· ~-.:a .•• represEmting UJ o;. .. cu.~·.4. 
'·· XX zz 
compressive strains in the X 101nd z axes, and -~·-
' 
a shear 
xz 
strain in the plane of the z axis of the aluminium oxide 
lattice. 
Following equation 5.1, T1 (T:) lBs been plotted 
against total strain (vector sum of ~ and E ) , each 
'··XX ZZ 
sample providing one poin·t (T~ and [ ) , at each magnetic 
field (frequency) of observation. As a complete set of 
measurements for all samples existed for the 2··3 transition 
at 6 = 90°, this data was used to plot six graphs, one for 
each magnetic field value in figures 5.1 to 5.4 and 5.8. 
Figures 5.17 to 5.22 show these dependencies of T1 on strain 
for the various magnetic fields. The straight lines through 
the points have been fitted by the method of least squares 
in each case. The T1 measurement for the 2-3 transition 
for Sample L2 at the X-band (high-field) point appears to be 
in error, as it is anomalously low for no apparent reason 
except experimental error, and it has been ignored (although 
plotted) in Figure 5.18, as in Figure 5.1. The points fit 
a straight line (linear) l'!ependence of T1 onf.reasonably well 
at high field, but not so well at low field. The slope in 
all cases is negative (T1 decreasing with increasing[.), 
but it is not constant, decreasing from -4.6 at the lowest 
field to -o.2 at the highest (Figures 5.17 to 5.22). This 
variation of slope is in agrFJAment wj_th equation 5.1~ which 
has a slope of (-8T~), which will decrease with ir:creasing 
field as 
discussed in .Section 5.3. The slopes of the lines in Figures 
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5.17 to 5.21 arc all· approxima·i;ely four times steeper than 
the slopes calculated from equation 5.1 which vary from 
-1.3 to -0.05, using the intercept on the 
extrapolation of the line in each case as 
T1 axis of the 
u the value of T1 
for that ~~gnctic field. These derived values of T~ are 
themselves plotted against magnetic field in Figure 5.23, which 
shows the same form as 5.1 to 5.4 and 5.8, from which it is 
derived, the low field part of the graph having a slope of 
-0.42 and the high field part a slope of -2.93. 
These results shO\.,r compressive strain of the host 
lattice at the paramagnetic ion site to be a variable which 
materially affects the spin-lattice relaxation time and the 
behaviour of T1 with varying strain is described qualita-
tively, if not quantitatively, by Section 2.4. The major 
contribution to the increase in the transition probability 
appears to be the change in gradient of the crystal field 
due to displacement of the ligand ions. The simple model 
of Section 2.4 considers only isotropic strain displacing 
the ligand in the. direction of its radius vector !l and 
disregards angular displacement with respect to the cr3+ ion. 
The effects of modification of the phonon spectrum appear to 
be slight and the effects of localised phonon modes dis-
cussed at the end of Section 2.4 have been disregarded, as 
these measurements are all in the direct relaxati'Jn region. 
It is most unlilcely tl1at microscopic sti .. aii1 is tlu~ 
whole explanation for the variation in T1 from sample to 
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nomiillllly similar sample 411der the same experimental condi-
tions. The effects of clustering of cr3+ ions are likely 
to be a relevant factor and earlier work (Thorp, Curtis and 
Mason, 1964) showed tfu~t cr3+ ions in ruby do tend to accumu-
la. h:~ in d:i ~ l..uri:od ree;inns of the material, where their local 
concentration will rise, j_!'ltrvdud.ng i;hG ...-e-,:d:-'lll:=: :poss1h1A 
cooperative relaxation mec~~isms which are discussed in 
SeGtion 2.5, all of which tend to reduce the spin-lattice 
relaxation time. 
5.5 Conclusion 
The conclusion of earlier authors., that the spin-
lattice relaxation time of the cr3+ ion in ruby shows little 
dependence on applied magnetic field, drawn from comparisons 
of measurements made by various workers on different samples 
has been shown to be L~correct, especially at higher magnetic 
fields; the earlier erroneous conclusion has probably been 
due to the masking effects on T1 of other variables than 
experimental conditions, which are inherent in the sample 
due to its method of growth. 
In samples of low concentration, up to 0.05 at.% cr3+, 
at a polar angle n of go- the relaxation time decreases 
approximately as H--o. 4 frorr. fields correspondj_ng to X-b-'3.nd 
to Q-band frequencies, but at very high fields, up to 25 kG 
(0-band, the limit of observation) the average proportion-
ality for the 6. N = 1 transitions is to H-2 .5. This 
app:coaches the c.epcndence e:;,.-pet::te<l from tl1eory of bebreen 
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-2 -4 0 H and H for polar angles other than 0 · • The divergence 
from the predicted dependence at low field is probably due 
to the large contribution of the zero-field splitting to the 
energy separations of the levels and the high degree of 
0 
admixture of pure spin states at polar angles other than 0 
in the levels being observed. The reduction of these effects 
at high fields permits the relaxation behaviour to become a 
closer approximation to that of the theoretical model. 
0 The results for El = 0 are for a polar angle close to 
zero, but due to the lack of precision possible in aligning 
the samples in the magnetic field, they probably do not re-
0 present exactly El = 0 • The low field behaviour of T1 is 
0 
similar to that at 90 , but shows a slight tendency towards 
the theoretical dependence in as much as the average exponent 
of H for the -1/2 -) +1/2 transition is -0.8, which is signi··· 
ficantly larger than the average exponent of -0.5 for the 
+3/2 - +1/2 transition, but the agreement with theory in 
terms of absolute value of the exponent of H is very poor 
(-4 and -2 respectively for transitions within and between 
Kramer's doublets); this is possibly due to a combination of 
the effects of zero-field splitting, crystalline imperfection 
and physical misalignment of the samples in the applied 
magnetic field. 
Correlation of T1 measurements for the range uf samples 
with microscopic strain in their host lattices, measured ir1 
earlier work by analysis of linewidth measurements, shows T1 
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to be linearly proportional to strain, the linearity of the 
dependence being b~tter at high magnetic fields. The slopes 
of the graphs of T1 against .:·~ are approximately four times 
greater at each frequency of measurement than a very approxi-
u 
mate model would predict, but extrapolated values of T1 , the 
relaxation time in a theoretically unstrained lattice, when 
plotted against magnetic field, show the same behaviour as 
0 the individual samples for the 2-3 transition at e = 90 • 
One of the original motivations for this work, to 
establish the feasibility of efficient millimetric frequency 
maser operation, based on the criterion of relaxation time, 
has been somewhat pre-empted by the development of other 
types of low noise millimetric amplifiers, notably the 
parametric amplifier, which are considerably simpler to 
operate than a maser, although possibly inferior in some 
aspects of performance. However, the onset of the rapid 
-2.5 decrease of T1 , as H , at magnetic fields above those 
corresponding to Q-band (8 mm wavelength) argues against 
achieving high inversion ratios and consequently high maser 
efficiency, at frequencies above this. In addition, at 
very high fields, the energy levels diverge linearly and 
the degree of mixing of pure spin states at angles other 
0 than 0 decreases, also decreasing the matrix elements and 
hence the transition probabilities for the ~M =~pump 
trru1si tions (see Section 1 .L}).. Tl"~s would lend to a detnand 
for very high pump powers at f:c0q1.~encies necessarily higher 
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than the signal frequency, where, even now) high power 
c.w. microwave sources are very expensive and unreliable 
and are not capable of very high power levels. 
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